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Preface

The research described in this PhD thesis was carried out in the framework of
the FP7 IDPbyNMR Marie Curie intensive training network. This network
provided us, the eleven PhD students and three postdoctoral researchers, a
great environment to work on the expanding field of intrinsically disordered
proteins (IDPs). Part I of this thesis is a general introduction to IDPs and
the introductory and theoretical part of Part II introduces the concepts of
NMR spectroscopy of IDPs. Parts of this introduction at the beginning of
Part II is going to be published in a book chapter on NMR spectroscopy of
IDPs, co-authored by the author of this thesis.

One of the objectives of this PhD project was defined by the role of the
partner laboratory in the network – development of fast NMR methods for
studies of IDPs. Development of fast NMR methods has a long history in
the laboratory, a large toolbox of time- and sensitivity-optimized methods
were developed over the past few decades. In the course of this PhD project
BEST-TROSY-type experiments were introduced for time-efficient studies
of IDPs. 3D BEST-TROSY sequences were introduced for assignment of
large IDPs. These experiments provide high resolution and sensitivity in
a short overall experimental time. Furthermore, a Pro-edited experiment
was introduced, for aiding backbone assignment for IDPs, that are typically
rich in proline residues. Thirdly, a BEST-TROSY-based approach was pro-
posed for fast measurements of amide proton solvent exchange rates. In
addition, in the framework of a collaboration with CERM (Florence, Italy,
the coordinators of the IDPbyNMR project) the HN−BESTCON experiment
was developed. This experiment combines the advantages of the larger sig-
nal dispersion provided by carbon detection, with the signal enhancement
resulting from selective pulsing on amide protons. The results on NMR
method developments are presented in Part II of this thesis.

During this PhD research project I had the opportunity to visit three
of the partner laboratories of this intensive training network. I spent three
weeks in CERM in Florence with Profs. Isabella Felli and Roberta Pier-
attelli, working on development of the HN−BESTCON experiment, as men-
tioned above. I spent one week at the EMBL Hamburg partner in the
laboratory of Dr. Dmitri Svergun, measuring and analyzing SAXS data,
presented in Chapter 8. Furthermore, I also had the chance to go for a
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iv PREFACE

week-long visit at Cambridge University in the laboratory of Prof. Michele
Vendruscolo, setting up replica-averaged chemical shift restrained molecular
dynamics simulation of NS5A D2D3. However, unfortunately, because of
the too large size of the protein the calculations had to be stopped before
yielding results.

Parallel to method developments for IDPs, the other part of the project
was to apply these methods for studies of a biologically important IDP. The
structural and functional NMR studies of a particular IDP, non-structural
5A (NS5A) protein of hepatitis C virus originated from a project that was
started in Forschungszentrum (FZ) Jülich, in the laboratory of Prof. Di-
eter Willbold and continued at IBS by a postdoctoral researcher, Sophie
Feuerstein in collaboration with FZ Jülich. I started working on the project
during a three-months internship in 2010, about a year before this the-
sis started. In the meantime, yet another postdoc worked on the project,
Melanie Schwarten with whom I continued this work in the course of this
thesis project.

The main questions addressed during this thesis concerning NS5A were
as follows. Firstly, characterization of structure and dynamics of the entire
intrinsically disordered region of the protein. Secondly, a detailed charac-
terization of its binding modes to the SH3 domain of Bin1 protein, as a
follow-up of the first studies conducted by Sophie Feuerstein. Thirdly, an
NMR characterization of the phosphorylation of the protein and its impact
on the structural ensemble of this protein fragment. The research carried
out on NS5A is described in Part III.
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Chapter 1

Intrinsically Disordered
Proteins

1.1 A short historical overview

Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are a class of proteins that have
no permanent secondary or tertiary structure and are functional as such.
This definition contrasts the central dogma of structural biology that has
emerged since the first protein structure of myoglobin was solved and more
and more protein structures have been elucidated since then and deposited
in the Protein Database (PDB). This central dogma states that the three
dimensional structure of the protein determines its function and is absolutely
required for it. Certainly, once the structure of a protein is known, important
insights can be gained into the mechanism of its function. However, the
deterministic view on the function of proteins has been challenged by the
expanding field of intrinsically disordered proteins.

The emergence of the concept of IDPs was a relatively slow procedure.
It has been recognized for certain classes of proteins that large fragments
of the protein sequence are characterized by low sequence complexity, that
are unlikely to fold. For example, in case of DNA binding proteins this fact
was described already in the 1980s [1]. At that time it was also increas-
ingly recognized that certain, functionally important segments of proteins
are missing from the X-ray structures and shortly afterwards NMR data of
functional but disordered proteins were presented, clearly showing that they
are unfolded [2]. A study of the Swiss protein database in 1994 showed that
half of the protein sequences contain disordered regions [3]. At the end of
the 1990’s the first disorder predictor, PONDR R©, was developed [4].

A major milestone in changing the view on the structure-function paradigm
was the publication of the review of Wright and Dyson in 1999 [5]. They
presented typical classes of disordered proteins and the data available at
that time confirming their existence. They also presented a thorough char-
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4 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND OF IDPS

acterization of an IDP by NMR spectroscopy (at that time termed IUP–
Intrinsically unstructured protein), a fragment of the large, modular CREB-
binding protein (CBP) and they described the folding of this IDP upon
interaction with its partner.

At the beginning of the 21st century the interest for IDPs continued
growing and the number of examples was increasing as well. This led to the
appearance of several reviews of the new field [2, 6] and also to the devel-
opment of sequence-based disorder predictors that will be briefly discussed
in the next section. In order to allow for bioinformatics studies of IDPs, a
database of intrinsic disorder was introduced (DisProt) [7].

Another important step in the history of IDP research was the in-cell
NMR specta of τ protein injected in Xenopus Laevis oocytes and α-synuclein
overexpressed in E. Coli. These were important results against the argu-
ments that disorder is only an in vitro artifact resulting from the lack of
macromolecular crowding or the absence of the physiological binding part-
ner. The result cited here demonstrated that disorder persists in the crowded
environment of a cell. However, it has to be pointed out that as the proteins
are either overexpressed or injected in larger than physiological concentra-
tions these studies did not disprove the second concern about the absence
of physiological binding partners (available at appropriate concentrations).
Current efforts thus aim at introducing proteins at close to physiological
concentrations in their physiological cell type.

The existence and functional relevance of IDPs is nowadays generally
accepted. Focus is shifting from the demonstration of biological relevance of
disorder towards the description of their interaction modes and also towards
the description of their conformational free energy hypersurface with en-
sembles of conformers derived from Monte Carlo or MD simulations. These
approaches will be discussed in later sections of this thesis.

A recent advance in the field was the opening of the pE-DB (protein
ensemble database) [8] for deposition of structural ensembles of IDPs. Let
us note, that there is also an Ensemble Protein Database (EPDB) website
hosted by the University of Pittsburgh, but it is not opened for deposition
by external users.

1.2 Disorder predictors

Two types of disorder, long-range and short-range disorder, can be dis-
tinguished. Long-range disorder is typically defined as a disordered region
longer than 40 amino acids. Several predictors focus on identification of pro-
tein fragments of long disorder, predictors of short-range disorder are less
frequent. The first disorder predictor, that was developed towards the end of
the 90’s is PONDR R© [9]. It is based on the fact that amino acid composition
of IDPs is different from that of folded proteins. Amino acids are classified
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as disorder-promoting or order-promoting and each amino acid is given a
score according to the amino acid composition of the residues around it in
a defined window. Several factors are considered in the scoring algorithm,
including hydrophobicity, charge etc. [10].

Another commonly used disorder predictor that we also applied for our
studies is IUPRED [11,12]. IUPRED evaluates possible interactions between
the amino acids in the sequence. Pairwise interaction energies of amino
acids are taken from globular protein structures. Based on these interaction
energies a score, named disorder tendency, is given to each amino acid based
on its probability to establish contacts with other amino acids within the
protein sequence.

The number of disorder predictors available is still increasing. For a
comprehensive review on disorder predictors see Ref [13].

1.3 Roles of disorder

Here, a non-comprehensive overview of the so-far identified most frequent
roles of disorder will be given. As already mentioned, the first class of
proteins, where prevalence of disorder was recognized, is the class of DNA-
binding proteins. Their folding upon binding to DNA has been described,
as reviewed by [5].

In order to understand the roles of disorder it is instructive to consider
the advantages that flexibility provides as these proteins evolved for specific
functions where conformational flexibility is an advantage.

As a first example, the lack of a stable 3D structure allows IDPs to inter-
act with multiple partners. Therefore, IDPs are often found as hub proteins
in protein interaction networks [14]. This is advantageous for playing roles in
regulation or for proteins of pathogens, interfering with the host cell defense
mechanism.

A more direct example for the advantage of flexibility for function are
entropic chains that act by entropic exclusion effects. The disordered pro-
tein regions in the nucleoporin complex represent a major example for this
function of disorder. They exclude substrates passing the membrane that
are too large and should not enter the nucleus.

Often, sites important in signaling, such as sites for phosphorylation or
ubiquitination are found in disordered regions [15,16]. In these cases, flexibil-
ity makes the sites accessible for post-translational modifications, providing
a transient but specific interaction with the enzyme. In addition, as interac-
tions of IDPs often occur via short linear motifs, these motifs can be tuned
by post-translational modifications eg. phosphorylation.

Transient binding is also necessary for chaperoning activity, as it allows
non-specific and week interactions with multiple partners. Again related to
the ability of interacting with multiple partners, the large hydrodynamic
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Figure 1.1: Most common functions of IDPs. The figure has been adapted from
Ref [18]

radius of IDPs compared to folded proteins is advantageous for establishing
contacts with their binding partners. This is the so called “fly-casting”
mechanism of IDPs.

Furthermore, conformational disorder has also been shown to be impor-
tant among RNA and protein chaperones as reviewed by Tompa [17].

Typical functions of IDPs have been classified into six classes in a review
by Tompa [18] based on the role of disorder in exerting their function. This
classification is shown in Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.2 adapted from the review by He et al. illustrates the functions
of known IDPs in 2009 as seen in the DisProt database [13].

1.4 Viral IDPs

Disorder also plays an important role for the function of many viral proteins.
Viruses generally have small genomes, encoding only a few proteins, usually
helicases, proteases, DNA/RNA polymerases and structural proteins. In
addition, many viral proteins are multifunctional and responsible for “hi-
jacking” the host cell defense mechanisms by interfering with the regulation
of key cellular processes. It is becoming more and more clear that eukaryotes
use short linear motifs (SLiMs) extensively in regulation [19]. Some of these
motifs can be turned on and off by signaling events such as phosphoryla-
tion. Viral genomes evolved to use similar short linear motifs much like the
host regulatory proteins, a phenomenon termed motif mimicry [20]. Intrin-
sic disorder is thus advantageous for this class of viral proteins as it allows
the motifs to be available for interaction when the partner is approached.
These interactions should be transient, of low-affinity, and characterized by
high off-rates, as the protein has to interact with several partners as known
from their interaction networks.

Another advantage of intrinsic disorder for viral proteins is that it sup-
ports fast evolution allowing for high mutation rates that is a key feature of
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Figure 1.2: Known functions of IDPs and number of IDPs exerting these roles as
described in the DisProt database as of 2009. The figure has been adapted from
Ref. [13]

viruses. In case of IDPs only the residues in the interaction motifs are highly
conserved, the other residues are able to mutate freely, as these mutations
will not result in misfolding of a structure and thus cause the protein to be
unfunctional. This high adaptability of viral proteins often results in drug
resistance.

Many viral infections are known to provoke cancer development, such
as Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), human papilloma virus (HPV) or hepatitis
C virus (HCV). HIV does not directly cause cancer, but, by weakening the
immune system, cancer development is more likely than in healthy individu-
als. The reason for this is likely to be the deregulation of cellular pathways,
caused by the motif mimicry mentioned above. Thus, cancer development
resulting from viral infection, according to the emerging consensus is an un-
fortunate side effect, as it has no direct advantage for the virus [21]. Several
examples of viral IDPs are known to be oncoproteins, such as E7 from HPV
or Adenovirus E1A. NS5A of HCV is also likely to have oncogenic activity.
Its interaction with p53 has been shown to exert an anti-apoptotic effect as
reviewed by Tsai and Chung [22].
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Figure 1.3: Schematic mechanism for folding upon binding and induced fit sce-
narios. The figure has been adapted from Ref [23]

1.5 Disorder to order transition

Intrinsically disordered proteins are far from being random coil-like. Pre-
formed structural elements, termed molecular recognition elements (MoREs)
are often required for interactions of this kind of proteins. Thus identi-
fication of these preformed elements may give a hint on the bound form
conformation, as these structures are often stabilized by binding. Several
studies aimed at understanding the detailed mechanism of this phenomenon
of folding upon binding. Basically there are two extreme cases for the fold-
ing mechanism, binding-induced folding and conformational selection. The
difference between the two scenarios is illustrated in Figure 1.3. In con-
formational selection the bound conformation pre-exists in the structural
ensemble, while in the binding-induced folding scenario only proximity of
the ligand induces changes of the conformational energy landscape in a way
that the protein will fold into the bound conformation. In reality, usually a
combination of these two extreme scenarios occurs, but there are examples
for cases closer to one or to the other extreme as well, as reviewed by Wright
and Dyson [23]. The idea of conformational selection is supported by a re-
cent study showing that a hub protein interacting with a large number of
disordered proteins binds those substrates with the highest affinity, where
the bound conformation is preformed in the structural ensemble as shown
by ITC measurements and MD simulations of all the binding partners [24].

There are some examples of interactions of IDPs where no structuring
upon binding is observed and the protein remains disordered in the complex.
Tompa and Fuxreiter termed these interactions “fuzzy” [25, 26]. Usually
electrostatic interactions govern formation of this kind of complexes. An
example of such an interaction is the binding of Sic1 to Cdc4 [27].



Chapter 2

Production of IDP samples

2.1 Expression and purification

In order to be able to study a protein with NMR or other biophysical meth-
ods, the protein should be expressed and purified. The most common way is
to express the protein recombinantly in E. Coli. In this case, the synthetic
gene coding for the protein of interest can be purchased from a manufac-
turer. Alternatively, the gene coding for the sequence of interest can be
isolated from the original organism. This, however, would result in signifi-
cantly reduced yields, because of the lack of codon optimization. Synthetic
genes are codon-optimized to match the tRNAs that are most frequent in
E. Coli. The next step is to clone this gene into an expression vector. This
step can usually also be performed by specialized companies. The expres-
sion vector encodes for a sequence that will allow purification of the protein.
This can be for example a His-tag, GST-tag or other fusion proteins.

The next step is to find the optimal bacterial strain for expression, and
to test for the optimal induction time, temperature and duration of over-
expression after induction. After all these parameters have been optimized,
the expressed protein can be purified with the help of the affinity tag, and
one or two additional chromatographic steps, eventually with cleavage of the
purification tag. This is a critical step in case of IDPs, because they are very
sensitive to proteases thus the time they are exposed to them should be kept
minimal. Therefore, purification has to be performed as fast as possible.

In a recent review, Uversky pointed out that the potential states of pro-
teins should not be considered as simply folded or disordered, instead as a
continuum of states from order to disorder, this was termed the flavors of
disorder [10]. Some IDPs, especially those with a “flavor” about halfway
between the ordered and disordered states (those with exposed hydrophobic
residues) are prone to aggregation. A new technique for resolving aggrega-
tion problems of folded proteins has recently been introduced. The key idea
is to express the aggregation-prone protein fused to a highly charged IDP

9
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that is highly soluble [28].

Some IDPs can be purified simply by boiling the bacterial cell lysates, an
example for this is α-synuclein. In this case all the other proteins, including
proteases get denatured and coagulate, thus the protein can be obtained by
simply taking the supernatant after centrifugation.

A problem may occur if the IDP turns out to be toxic for the expressing
cell. In this case the recently emerged technique of cell-free protein expres-
sion can be applied that uses the cell expression machinery, but in the form
of an extract. Thus there are no living cells, so toxicity is no longer an
issue. In this case however, one has to deal with the problem of proteases
present in the cell lysate which in a living cell are found in different compart-
ments than where expression takes place. Therefore, appropriate protease
inhibitors need to be used.

The bacterial cytosol is a reductive environment, thus cysteins of the ex-
pressed IDPs will not form disulfide bonds. However, as soon as the cells are
lysed, oxidation might occur. This can result in the formation intermolec-
ular disulfide bridges. This can be avoided by including strong reducing
agents in every buffer throughout the purification procedure starting from
the cell lysis.

2.2 Choice of sample conditions

As will be discussed in detail in later chapters of this thesis, sample con-
ditions can be extremely important in studying IDPs. In case of a folded
protein changes in sample conditions might for example change aggregation
tendencies, but in general it is not expected that the overall conformation
of the protein would change, until the point which results in denaturation.
Therefore, the experimenter can adjust temperature and pH in a relatively
broad ranges (of course the pI of the protein should be respected) limited
only by denaturation or loss of activity of the protein.

For IDPs the situation is completely different. Multiple studies have
shown, that sample conditions have a major impact on the conformational
ensemble of intrinsically disordered proteins. Long range interactions of
IDPs are largely mediated by transient electrostatic interactions causing
collapse of highly charged IDPs in aqueous solution in spite of the lack of a
hydrophobic core [29]. As this collapse is mediated by electrostatics it can
be very sensitive to ionic strength. Extreme acidity – or basicity– induced
compaction has also been observed for IDPs (probably resulting in intro-
duction/neutralization of charges and consequently changes in the afore-
mentioned electrostatic effect). Furthermore, a recent study showed that
α-helicity increased when decreasing the pH for BASP1 protein. The au-
thors observed that the increasingly helical region was rich in glutamic acid
residues that are neutralized at low pH which can account for reduced elec-
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trostatic repulsion between the side chains in the context of an α-helix [30].
On the other hand, temperature induced structuring has been reported for
several IDPs, as manifested by higher amount of α-helicity seen in the CD
spectra. This was explained by increasing strength of hydrophobic interac-
tions with increasing temperature (Ref [10] and references therein). In an-
other, NMR and SAXS-based study a different explanation was suggested,
namely loss of PPII conformation, that results in similar CD signature, in
addition to loss of α-helicity [31]. The authors found radii of gyration of two
IDPs to increase with increasing temperature. However, our SAXS data on
NS5A protein contrast this finding, as will be discussed in Chapter 8 (Table
8.1).

A general conclusion from the above presented properties of IDPs that
the result of their biophysical characterization might largely depend on the
chosen sample conditions that have to be selected very carefully. Conse-
quently, in case of functional studies it is important to be as close to physio-
logical conditions as possible (note, that the relevant conditions for function
are often unknown, especially if exact cellular localization of the protein is
not known).

2.3 Aggregation of IDPs

Some IDPs are prone to aggregation because of their exposed hydrophobic
residues. The most prevalent examples are amyloidogenic proteins, that
became well-known and well-studied because of their roles in amyloidogenic
diseases, that are neurodegenerative diseases and are caused by formation
of amyloids. Examples of such IDPs are α-synuclein that plays a role in the
development of Parkinson disease, τ protein and amyloid-β proteins that
play a role in Alzheimer’s disease.

IDPs that are prone to aggregation should be studied at low sample
concentrations in order to minimize aggregation. Ideally, before undertaking
further biophysical studies monodispersity of the sample should be reached
by optimizing sample conditions. Monodispersity can be checked by multi-
angle laser light scattering (MALLS) or analytical ultracentrifugation.

2.4 Proteolytic degradation

In the living cell, IDPs are located in a well-defined compartments, where
protease activity is highly regulated. Disorder provides sites for signaling
events, such as ubiquitination [32], that targets them for proteolytic degrada-
tion. There are controversial studies, but most data point to the conclusion
that the in vivo half life of IDPs seems not to be significantly shorter than
that of folded proteins [33]. According to the “nanny model” of IDPs they
are prevented from degradation by complex formation [34]. However, when
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preparing the cell lysate, all the proteins present at different locations in
the cell are mixed and even traces of proteases are sufficient to degrade an
IDP. They are readily degraded by small, broad-specificity proteases simply
because of the exposed nature of their peptide bonds.

The problem of degradation can be handled either by heat stabilization,
by cell-free expression or by application of protease inhibitors (however,
according to our experience even broad-range protease inhibitor cocktails
do not necessarily provide sufficient protection against degradation).

In case of cell-free protein expression, the above mentioned protection
of the highly regulated protein degradation machinery of a living cell is no
longer valid, so the proteases responsible for degradation should be identified
and suitable protease inhibitors should be used [35].



Chapter 3

Biophysical methods for
characterization of IDPs

In this chapter the most common biophysical methods for the studies of
IDPs will be reviewed. They were applied in the course of this thesis with
the exception of circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy that is included for
the sake of completeness as it was very important for early studies of IDPs,
and is still frequently used for quick sample characterization.

3.1 CD spectroscopy

Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a frequently used method for quick
characterization of secondary structure content in proteins. It gives infor-
mation on the sum of secondary structural elements in the whole protein,
as it is a spatially low resolution method. It relies on measurement of dif-
ferential absorbance of right and left circularly polarized light in the UV
frequency range. Optically active molecules give a signal, if the mixture is
not racemic. As proteins are optically active (as in nature only L-amino acids
can be found) the method can be used for their characterization. CD spec-
tra are measured at frequencies near the absorption bands of interest. Most
of the secondary structural conformations give characteristic signatures in
their CD spectrum. As CD spectroscopy is not an atomic resolution method
it is not useful for detailed structural characterization of biomolecules. How-
ever, it can be very useful for monitoring changes of secondary structure for
various perturbations, as well as for monitoring effects of changing temper-
ature, pH, ionic strength, etc. on secondary structure content. This is why
CD spectroscopy played an important role in early biophysical characteri-
zation studies of IDPs and is still used for screening of sample conditions.
An example of a CD study of varying pH and monitoring the effect on the
structure of α-synuclein is shown in Figure 3.1.

13
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Figure 3.1: (A) Far-UV CD spectra of α-synuclein at multiple pH values. (B)
Comparison of the effect of pH on far-UV CD (circles and squares) and ANS
fluorescence spectra (triangles). The figure was adapted from Ref [36].

3.2 Static and dynamic light scattering

Light scattering measurements give very useful information on the dimen-
sions and the molecular mass of IDPs. Static light scattering (SLS) and
dynamic light scattering (DLS) will be briefly discussed here. Static light
scattering gives information on the molecular mass. Multi-angle laser light
scattering (MALLS) is nowadays the most frequently used static light scat-
tering technique. The major information that can be extracted from the
data is the molecular mass. It is a non-invasive method and the molecular
mass, in contrast to mass spectrometry, can be determined in the solution
state at the sample conditions optimized for the biophysical characterization
of the IDP. Usually MALLS is coupled to a size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) column, because in this way a monodisperse solution gets into the
cuvette (at least on the SEC timescale) . In addition, it is also coupled to a
UV-VIS spectrometer, in order to measure the sample concentration, and to
a refractometer. The experimental setup of the light scattering experiment
is shown in Figure 3.2.

The technique is based on the fact that light is elastically scattered
(termed Rayleigh scattering) on the macromolecules in the solution. In-
stead of the scattering of molecules in vacuum, excess scattering of the
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup of the light scattering experiments. The figure
was adapted from Ref [37].

macromolecules compared to the solution is measured. As shown in Fig-
ure 3.2 the intensity difference between the incident beam and the scat-
tered beam is measured. The incident light is described by an electric
field E(t, r) = E0 exp (−j(ωt− k0r)). The intensity of the incident beam is
I0 ∝ |E2|. The incident beam is elastically scattered on the macromolecule,
or more accurately, on a scattering element of the macromolecule. The dipole
moment that is created in the scattering element of the macromolecule is
equal to p(t) = αE(t) where α is the polarizability of the scattering element.

The scattered intensity at distance r is

Is =
16π4

λ4

α2

r2
I0. (3.1)

However, the scattered light from a scattering element will have a phase
phii = q ri, that depends on the scattering vector q = k0 − ks. The ampli-
tude of q is q = (4πn/λ) sinϑ/2. The scattered light with different phases
from the differently oriented scattering elements i will produce, after their
superposition, the total instantaneous intensity that can be measured behind
the aperture of the detector.

This intensity fluctuates in time, as the scattering elements are moving
by translational diffusion that changes their location ri. In SLS the time
average of the scattering is measured while in DLS this time fluctuation is
measured.

In SLS the scattering can be calculated based on Eq. 3.1. In order to be
able to measure the molecular weight of the particle the polarizability (α) of
the scattering element is expressed as the difference between the refractive
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index of the solution (n) and the solvent (n0). This relation is called the
Clausius-Mosotti equation and it gives the relation between the microscopic
quantity, the polarizability and the resulting macroscopic one, the refraction
index.

α =
n2 − n2

0

4πN ′
(3.2)

where N ′ is the number of particles per unit volume N ′ = NAc/M . NA is
the Avogadro number, M is the molecular weight (we want to determine)
and c is the weight concentration of the solute.

From equations 3.1 and 3.2 we get the dependence of the excess scattered
intensity (Iex = Is − Isolvent) on the molecular weight as

Iex =
4π2n2

0(∂n/∂c)2

λ4NA

ν

r2
cMI0 = H

ν

r2
cMI0. (3.3)

The method allows highly accurate measurements of molecular weights
in the range of 103− 108 Da. In MALLS the scattering is measured at mul-
tiple angles in order to get more accurate measure of the molecular weight.
The MALLS experiments we conducted during this thesis are discussed in
Chapter 8.

3.3 Small-angle X-ray scattering

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) studies of biological macromolecules
are usually conducted at synchrotrons, but there are also examples of studies
with laboratory X-ray sources. It is a solution technique, the sample is
irradiated with X-ray radiation and the scattering at low angles is measured.
The experimental setup of a SAXS experiment is shown in Figure 3.3. Before
the measurement, monodispersity of the sample has to be verified and the
sample must be free from aggregates. The principle of the technique is
similar to that of static light scattering presented in the previous section
as the principles of elastic scattering also account for the physical basis
of the SAXS experiment. SAXS is also an SLS technique, the difference
to MALLS being the wavelength of the light and the scattering angle at
which the intensity is measured, that is much smaller than in the case of
MALLS (see the difference of the experimental setup: the SAXS detector
is positioned at 0 ◦ with respect to the incident beam. The scattering is
measured at small angles as function of the scattering angle ϑ, while in
MALLS the scattering is measured at multiple, but larger angles).

The scattering intensity is recorded as a function of the amplitude of
the scattering vector s (that was denoted with q in the previous paragraph)
and radially integrated. The amplitude of the scattering vector equals s =
4π/λ sinϑ/2 where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation and ϑ is the
angle enclosed between the incident beam and the scattered light. The
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Figure 3.3: Experimental setup of the SAXS experiments. The figure was adapted
from Ref. [38].

scattering depends on the excess electron density, that is relatively small in
case of biomolecules as they are composed of light atoms. The scattering
intensity of the buffer is subtracted from the scattering intensity of the
solution containing the macromolecule. This difference yields the scattering
of the macromolecule alone. The intensity of the scattered radiation is

I(s) = 〈I(s)〉Ω = 〈A(s)A∗(s)〉Ω (3.4)

where 〈I(s)〉Ω is the spherical average of the scattering intensity and A(s)
is the scattering amplitude that in turn depends on the Fourier transform
of the excess electron density ρ(r),

A(s) = F [ρ(r)] =

∫
∆ρ(r) exp (jsr)dr. (3.5)

The scattering of a polydisperse system, and IDPs should be regarded
as such on the timescale of X-ray scattering, is given by the sum of the
scattering of the individual components:

I(s) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

In(s), (3.6)

where In(s) is the intensity contribution to the scattering by the n-th con-
former. N is the total number of conformers present, that is for IDPs un-
known. When recording the SAXS curve, we measure the intensity of the
scattered beam I(s) as a function of the scattering angle.

The first information we can get from the recorded scattering curve is
whether the sample is aggregated or not. The radius of gyration (RG) can
be easily extracted from the SAXS data, by the so-called Guinier analysis,
that is based on the fact, that at small angles the dependence of ln I(s) on
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s2 is linear and therefore applying linear regression to this region allows for
extrapolation to the scattering at zero angle, I(0). The radius of gyration
can be extracted, as

ln I(s) = ln I(0)−
R2
G

3
s2. (3.7)

Of course, in the case of a polydisperse system, such as IDPs, the measured
RG is an ensemble average of the radii of gyration of the different conform-
ers. Ensemble fitting of IDP structures to the scattering data, a method
called Ensemble optimization method (EOM) allows for extraction of the
distribution of radii of gyration of the conformations of the IDP that fit
the SAXS data versus the conformations of a randomly generated pool of
conformers [39]. For a recent review on SAXS of IDPs, see ref [38]. Small
angle X-ray data measured during this thesis and their analysis, including
application of the Guinier approximation to extract RGs and EOM fit will
be shown and discussed in Chapter 8.

3.4 Isothermal titration calorimetry

Interaction studies involve determination of the dissociation constant as this
gives an important information on the strength and in some case also the
relevance of the interaction. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) is an
experimental thermodynamic approach which allows determination of the
dissociation constant of the interaction by measuring the heat emitted or
absorbed by the system (∆H).

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.4. The setup consists of
two, thermally well isolated cells, whose temperatures are equilibrated. One
is the reference cell, the other one is the measurement cell containing the so-
lution of the macromolecule. There is a syringe connected to the second cell
that allows addition of small quantities of the ligand, thereby performing the
titration. Both cells are kept at a constant temperature by a temperature
control unit. When the ligand is titrated into the solution the temperature
of the solution is changing, because of the reaction heat. The difference in
temperature between the reference cell and the measurement cell is sensed
and a power is applied that cools or heats the measurement cell to the tem-
perature of the reference cell. The power that is applied is measured (in
µJ/s) and recorded as a function of time, as shown in Figure 3.4. The area
under the measured curve is then integrated and the result is the reaction
heat corresponding to the fraction of ligand that is bound to the target.
Knowledge of the exact concentrations of the ligand and the target is im-
perative as well as a perfect buffer match between the two solutions. In
addition, a blank titration also has to be performed with the buffer alone
to measure the eventual dilution heat that has to be subtracted from the
measured reaction heat.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic experimental setup of the power compensated ITC exper-
iment. The figure was adapted from Ref [40].

When a curvature can be observed in the ITC curve the data is of good
quality and can be fitted with a model including the stochiometry, ∆H, ∆S
and KD. For the ITC experiment performed during this thesis see section
9.3.2.

3.5 NMR spectroscopy

The potential of NMR spectroscopy for studies of IDPs will be discussed in
detail throughout Parts II and III of this thesis. NMR has been used since
the early days of IDP research for their characterization at atomic resolution.
The methods that have been developed for studies of unfolded proteins have
been applied to IDPs as well. NMR spectroscopy is capable of characterizing
residual secondary structure of IDPs by measurements of secondary chemical
shifts and residual dipolar couplings. Long range interactions, in other words
residual tertiary structure, is most often characterized by measurement of
paramagnetic relaxation enhancement. Based on the combination of NMR
data, eventually with SAXS and other biophysical data, structural ensembles
of IDPs can be calculated that fit the observed parameters.

By means of NMR, one can also characterize interactions of IDPs either
with other IDPs, with folded proteins, or with small molecules. The bind-
ing interface can be mapped and in case of fast exchange, the dissociation
constants can also be extracted from the NMR titration data.
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Part II

New tools for NMR
spectroscopic studies of IDPs
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Chapter 4

Brief overview of NMR
spectroscopy of IDPs

4.1 Introduction to NMR spectroscopy

4.1.1 NMR spectroscopy: a tool for structural biology

The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance was discovered by Purcell
et al. [41] and Bloch et al. [42] independently. Shortly afterwards they were
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics ”for their development of new methods
for nuclear magnetic precision measurements and discoveries in connection
therewith”. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, beyond its funda-
mental role in physics, is a very powerful tool in chemistry and biology for
structural studies of small organic and inorganic compounds as well as large
systems, including polymers and biomolecules. Besides X-ray crystallogra-
phy and electron microscopy, it is the only method capable of resolving the
structure of biological macromolecules at atomic resolution. Its important
advantage compared to X-ray crystallography is that it allows studies of
biological macromolecules in the liquid state – meaning that crystallization
of the molecule is not required. This enables structural studies of highly
dynamic systems such as intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). NMR
spectroscopy can also be employed for studies of interactions of biomolecules
with small organic ligands as well as other biological macromolecules, with
no need for co-crystallization. The binding interface can easily be mapped,
moreover, the binding affinity can be extracted from the NMR observables.

Recently, the importance of regarding biomolecules as dynamic entities,
often insufficiently described by a single static structure, has become widely
recognized [43, 44]. NMR spectroscopy is a unique tool to access dynam-
ics information of biomolecules at atomic resolution, from the picosecond
timescale to slow exchange processes on the second timescale. This is espe-
cially important for intrinsically disordered proteins that are often charac-
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Isotope Spin gyromagnetic
ratio

gyromagnetic
ratio/2π

natural
abundance

I γn
(106 rad s−1 T−1)

γn/(2π)
(MHz T−1)

isotope %

1H 1/2 267.513 42.576 99.98
2H 1 41.065 6.536 0.015
13C 1/2 67.262 10.705 1.108
15N 1/2 -27.116 -4.316 0.37
31P 1/2 108.291 17.235 100.0

Table 4.1: Gyromagnetic ratios and natural abundances of nuclei important for
biomolecular NMR

terized by heterogeneous dynamics, that give hints about their tendencies
to form transient structures or on their tendencies to aggregate.

4.1.2 Basics of nuclear magnetic resonance

NMR spectroscopy studies the interaction of atomic nuclei with electromag-
netic waves in the radio frequency range, that induce spin transitions of the
atomic nuclei in an external magnetic field. Here, only a brief introduction
is given, with major focus on the factors determining sensitivity and reso-
lution, as the methodological developments presented in this thesis mainly
address these issues. For further details on the physical background of the
technique the reader is directed to textbooks [45–47].

An atomic nucleus, in order to be observable by NMR spectroscopy, has
to possess a non-zero spin quantum number I. The angular momentum as-
sociated with the nuclear spin is quantized. Its z components are determined
by the magnetic quantum number m, that can take values of −I, −I + 1,
−I+ 2, ... +I−2, +I−1, +I, in total 2I+ 1 states are possible. This leads
to the magnetic momenta µz:

µz = γmh̄ (4.1)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio and h̄ is the reduced Planck constant. Gy-
romagnetic ratios and natural abundances of the nuclear isotopes important
in biomolecular NMR are listed in Table 4.1.

When the nuclei are placed into a magnetic field B0, that is by convention
aligned along the z axis, the nuclear magnetic momenta interact with the
magnetic field. This leads to a splitting of the system into 2I + 1 energy
levels, with energies given by Eq. 4.2

E = −µzB0 = γmh̄B0 (4.2)
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4.1.3 Sensitivity in NMR spectroscopy

Equation 4.2 has important consequences when considering the sensitivity
of the NMR experiments. The energy difference between the two states of
spin I = 1/2 nuclei is

∆E = γh̄B0 (4.3)

At thermal equilibrium at temperature T the ratio of spins in the lower and
in the higher energy state follows the Boltzmann distribution:

Nβ

Nα
= e−

∆E
kT . (4.4)

Calculating a typical value illustrates the reason for the intrinsically low
sensitivity of NMR spectroscopy. The NMR signal is proportional to the
magnetization that in turn is dependent on the polarization (P )

P =
Nα −Nβ

Nα +Nβ
(4.5)

that is the population difference between the two states divided by the total
number of spins. In case of the proton nucleus, that has the highest gyro-
magnetic ratio, the ratio of spins in the upper energy state versus the lower
energy state is 0.999872 at room temperature (298 K) in a magnetic field
of 18.8 T. This means that only a very small fraction of the spins present
in the sample give rise to the observable NMR signal. This is the case for
conventional NMR spectroscopy, but in the rapidly evolving field of dynamic
nuclear polarization NMR spectroscopy the much larger spin polarization of
the electrons is transferred to the nuclei, resulting in dramatically increased
sensitivity. [48, 49].

Furthermore, in case of the 13C and 15N nuclei, that are so important
for biomolecular NMR, the natural abundance of NMR-active nuclei is very
low, as shown in Table 4.1. In order to have high enough sensitivity for
these nuclei, to be able to perform multidimensional experiments, isotopic
enrichment is required, as it is also discussed in section 8.2.

Sensitivity of the experiment can be quantified by the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) per unit time. It is instructive to consider the factors that
determine the SNR, as shown in Eq. 4.6, as they give an overview of the
options for improvements.

SNR ∝ N

V
γexcγ

3/2
detB

3/2
0 n1/2

scans

1√
Rs(TaTs) +Rc(TaTc)

(4.6)

SNR, similarly to other spectroscopic methods, is proportional to the
number of spins N present in the sample. Thus it is desirable to use highly
concentrated samples for NMR spectroscopy. However, for biomolecules, the
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maximum concentration of the sample is often limited by protein aggrega-
tion. Furthermore, obtaining a large quantity of labeled protein can be an
expensive and time-consuming process.

Multidimensional NMR experiments usually employ proton excitation
and detection, to take advantage of the high gyromagnetic ratio of 1H nu-
clei. For intrinsically disordered proteins, 13C-detected experiments are of-
ten used. It is worth noting at this point that in case of 13C excitation as
well as detection there is an intrinsic 32-fold decrease in sensitivity. In case
of proton start and carbon detected experiments the intrinsic sensitivity loss
is only 8-fold. However, different relaxation effects should also be considered
when comparing sensitivity of 1H-detected and heteronuclear-detected ex-
periments [50], as well as adverse effects of high salt concentration in case of
cryoprobes. Probes optimized for detection of heteronuclei are less affected
by the latter [51].

The proportionality of SNR to B
3/2
0 gives the explanation for the well-

known race for higher magnetic fields. To date, the highest field commercial
magnet corresponds to 1 GHz proton frequency, and 1.2 GHz magnets are
under construction.

The next factor in the expression represents the fact, that SNR increases
with the square root of the number of scans nscans. This is due to the fact
that the intensity of the signal increases linearly, but the noise increases
with the square root of the number of scans.

A recent development that greatly enhanced the sensitivity of NMR spec-
troscopy was the introduction of cryogenically cooled probes. The last factor
in expression 4.6 is related to the electronics of the probe. The SNR of the
experiment increases with decreasing the temperature of the preamplifier
(Ta), the sample (Ts), the coil (Tc) as well as with resistance of the sample
Rs and the coil Rc. This is why samples with high ionic strengths degrade
the beneficial effects of cryogenically cooled probes on experimental sensi-
tivity.

4.1.4 Basic NMR observables

After having discussed the factors influencing the sensitivity of the NMR
experiment we can continue with discussion of the observables of our NMR
experiment. Peak positions in the spectrum are dependent on the resonance
frequencies of the observed nuclei. Based on Eq. 4.2 one would expect to see
a single line in the NMR spectrum for each nucleus of a different type at the
transition frequency determined by their gyromagnetic ratios. This is only
true in the hypothetical experiment of observing “naked” nuclei. Nuclei
resonate at slightly distinct frequencies if they are in chemically different
environments within the molecule. The reason is that the nuclei experience
a net B field that is the sum of the static B0 field and secondary shielding
fields induced by the motions of the electrons surrounding them. The net
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field can be written as
B = (1− σ)B0 (4.7)

where σ is the isotropic, average shielding factor. Chemical shifts can be very
characteristic for atoms in different chemical moieties and they give the first
useful information that we can obtain from the spectrum. Chemical shifts
are measured relative to chemical shift of a standard according to Eq. 4.8

δ =
Ω− Ωref

ω0
× 106 (4.8)

where ω0 is the operating frequency of the magnet in MHz, Ω is the offset
of the nucleus of interest in Hz and Ωref is the offset of the standard in Hz,
chemical shifts are expressed in ppm. Being relative, normalized quantities,
measured chemical shift values are independent of the field of the instrument.
The chemical shift makes NMR an atomic resolution technique: once we
assign a resonance to a given nucleus, we can follow the response of this
resonance to further manipulations. However, the difference of the chemical
shifts of certain nuclei in only slightly differing chemical environments can
be very small. We need sufficient resolution and signal to noise ratio in the
spectrum to be able to distinguish them.

Spectral resolution is dependent on the linewidth of the peaks, that is
determined either by their natural linewidth or the digital resolution of the
spectrum, which in turn is the frequency range of the spectrum (known as
spectral width sw) divided by the number of points defining the spectrum.
The resolution of a 1D 1H spectrum is in general not sufficient to distinguish
the large number of not well-dispersed resonances arising from a protein
sample as it can be seen from Figure 4.2. This problem can be tackled
by means of multidimensional NMR experiments, that are also essential
for assigning the resonances of the protein and obtaining chemical shifts of
heteronuclei carry information about the conformations of the polypeptide
chain.

Backbone heteronuclear chemical shifts are informative on the secondary
structures the protein adopts. For a 13C and 15N labeled protein one can
measure amide 15N, 13CO, 13Cα and 13Cβ chemical shifts, all of which are
indicative of secondary structures. Information on the secondary structure
may be obtained by comparing the measured chemical shifts with predicted
random coil values as will be discussed and shown in section 8.5. Chemical
shifts are also sensitive to changes in temperature and pH. In recent random
coil chemical shift prediction algorithms these effects are taken into account.

Peak intensities are proportional to the number of nuclear spins giving
rise to the peak. Importantly for IDPs, they also depend on the T2 relax-
ation time constant of the spin, that depends on the motions of the molecule.
The T2 relaxation time constant determines the homogeneous linewidth of
the Lorentzian peak ∆ν = R2/π, where ∆ν is the full width at half max-
imum. The experimentally observed linewidth is always larger than the
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homogeneous linewidth because of instrumental imperfections and temper-
ature gradients. In case of IDPs, peak intensities in the spectrum are often
heterogeneous, because relaxation properties of the spins vary, depending
on the extent of transient structure in different parts of the molecule. Fur-
ther intensity variations can be the result of differential solvent exchange
rates, depending on the residue type, temperature, pH and the extent of
the solvent-exposition of the amide proton. Peak intensities can be used
for measurements of relaxation rates, PREs, solvent exchange rates, NOEs
and to measure sample concentrations. Usually, the NMR analysis software
determines the peak intensities in the spectrum during the procedure of
peak picking. When the peak is picked the program fits it with a function
– lorentzian, gaussian or a polynomial – according to the choice of the user,
and the maximum corresponds to the peak intensity.

Interactions of the nuclear spin with nearby spins give rise to spin cou-
plings. If the interaction is mediated by the electrons in a covalent bond, the
effect causes splitting of the peak into n+1 peaks, where n is the number of
the chemically equivalent nuclei involved in the interaction. The values of
3J couplings in a polypeptide depend on the dihedral angle, thus they yield
information on the geometry and secondary structure, following the Karplus
relation. 3J couplings can be determined by measuring the chemical shift
difference between the split signals in Hz.

Magnetic dipoles placed into a strong magnetic field B0 align parallel to
it and interact through space with the interaction energy given by

Eµ1µ2 =
µ0

4π

1

r3
12

µ1µ2

(
1− 3 cos2 θ

)
(4.9)

where µ1 and µ2 are the magnetic moments of the two nuclei involved in the
interaction, r12 is the distance between them, and θ is the angle the vector
connecting them encloses with the B0 magnetic field.

In NMR spectroscopy, the relevant magnetic dipoles are the nuclear
dipoles, and the interaction energy is determined by the dipolar interaction
Hamiltonian, where the secular term is

HD = −γIγS h̄µ0

4πr3
(3 cos2 θ − 1)IzSz (4.10)

that in isotropic media averages to zero,∫ π

0
(1− 3 cos2 θ) sin θdθ = 0 (4.11)

as all orientations are sampled with equivalent probability. Thus the infor-
mation content about relative angles of the spins and their distances is lost.
However, it is possible to reintroduce this coupling effect by weakly aligning
the molecules in liquid crystalline media, and thus measure residual dipolar
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Figure 4.1: 15N T2 relaxation time constants of NS5A D2D3 measured at 800
MHz at 5 ◦C. Transiently helical regions are indicated by red cylinders.

couplings (RDCs). They can be measured in the same way as scalar cou-
plings. The measured couplings in a partially aligned sample are the sum
of the scalar couplings and residual dipolar couplings.

4.2 Challenges for NMR spectroscopy of IDPs

4.2.1 Experimental sensitivity

IDPs are by definition very flexible macromolecules. From a spectroscopic
point of view this flexibility has both advantages and disadvantages, but
studies of IDPs might require different techniques than those of globular pro-
teins. One great spectroscopic advantage of their flexibility is that highly
flexible, random coil-like regions lacking transient structure have 15N T2

relaxation time constants on the order of several hundreds of ms. This
produces sharp lines in the amide proton-nitrogen correlation spectra and
increased sensitivity. However, in regions with significant amount of tran-
sient structure, this is no longer the case, as illustrated by amide 15N T2

relaxation time constants of the NS5A protein of HCV (Figure 4.1). There
are regions that have T2 relaxation time constants four times shorter than
other regions, leading to a large dynamic range of peak intensities.

Sensitivity can also be reduced because of aggregation. Some IDPs have
tendencies to aggregate, as there might be exposed hydrophobic patches.
Aggregation is governed by the same principles as protein folding, by in-
teractions of these exposed hydrophobic patches. Some IDPs are involved
in the development of neurodegenerative diseases such as α-synuclein or τ
or prion proteins. Tendencies for aggregation can hamper NMR studies of
these proteins, because it limits the maximal NMR sample concentrations.

Often problems are encountered because of proteolytic degradation of
IDPs. When the flexibility of the protein permits sample stabilization by
boiling, the proteases can be deactivated by heat denaturation. However,
in case of exposed hydrophobic patches, thermal denaturation would result
in irreversible changes of the residual structure and could cause precipita-
tion. In these cases, the NMR spectra have to be acquired before sample
degradation occurs, in a short experimental time.
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As it will be shown in Part III transient structure of IDPs is highly sen-
sitive to the sample and measurement conditions (pH, temperature). Thus
many studies on IDPs attempt to mimic physiological conditions by using
elevated pH and temperature. Furthermore, studies of enzymatic reactions,
for example post-translational modifications, also require elevated pH and
temperature in order to ensure optimal enzyme activity. Last, but not least,
in the field of in-cell NMR spectroscopy sample conditions are obviously
physiological. In-cell NMR has been especially important in the field of
IDPs for showing that they remain flexible in vivo and disorder is not an
artifact of sample conditions [52].

From an NMR spectroscopic point of view, the major difficulty is, in case
of elevated pH and temperature, the fast exchange of amide protons with
the solvent water protons. Exchange rates increase rapidly with increasing
temperature and pH. This leads to broadening of amide resonances in an
amide proton nitrogen correlation spectrum. Amide proton exchange rates
depend largely on the residue type by as much as two orders of magnitude.
This also leads to large dynamic range of peak intensities in the fingerprint
NMR spectrum.

4.2.2 Spectral resolution

As already mentioned in the previous section 4.2.1, large T2 relaxation time
constants result in sharp lines in IDP spectra. However, major difficulties
of IDP studies are caused by the very low frequency dispersion, especially
in the 1H dimension as illustrated by Figure 4.2. As there is no structuring,
there is no hydrogen bond network that would result in proton chemical
shifts different from random coil values in contrast to folded proteins. It has
been recognized, that amino acid sequences of IDPs are often very repetitive.
Because of lack of structuring, chemical environments of the corresponding
nuclei in the repetitive regions are very similar, so they resonate at nearly
identical frequencies. Thus, it is often not only impossible to distinguish
them in the 2D fingerprint spectra, but there might be overlaps even in
higher dimensional experiments.

4.2.3 Further difficulties, breakpoints in sequential assign-
ment

In addition to problems with sensitivity and resolution, further problems can
occur because of the typical large proline content of IDPs. The sequences
are usually biased towards disorder-promoting residues and prolines are part
of these [53]. As prolines do not have backbone amide protons, they are not
present in amide proton-nitrogen correlation spectra. 13C direct-detected
experiments allow their observation, but as has been mentioned already,
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Figure 4.2: 1D spectra of a folded protein (Ubiquitin) and an IDP (NS5A D2D3).
The vertical red lines indicate the same spectral region in both cases.

these experiments suffer from intrinsically lower sensitivity. Therefore, pro-
line residues result in a breakpoint in the sequential assignment procedure.

4.3 NMR observables for IDPs

Once the difficulties discussed in the previous section are overcome and res-
olution and sensitivity are appropriate for undertaking further studies, a
variety of NMR observables can be obtained that are useful for characteri-
zation of IDPs in terms of structure and dynamics. These observables will
be briefly introduced in this section.

4.3.1 Chemical shifts

Chemical shifts are sensitive to the local chemical environment of the nu-
clei, as discussed in section 4.1.4. Therefore, structural information can be
extracted from differences of chemical shifts.

Proton chemical shifts can be calculated by taking into account electric
field effects, bond magnetic anisotropy and chemical shifts changes due to
ring current effects. Hydrogen bonding affects the bond magnetic anisotropy.
In addition to 1H, also 15N chemical shifts are very sensitive to hydrogen
bonding of the amide proton. Buffer effects and temperature influence these
chemical shifts, especially for solvent exposed residues, because of pertur-
bations of hydrogen bonding within the protein as well as with the solvent
water molecules. 1H and 15N chemical shifts change linearly with tempera-
ture as long as there are no major conformational changes, and the temper-
ature coefficients are usually independent of the pH too. Thus, temperature
coefficients provide complementary information about hydrogen bonding, in
addition to hydrogen exchange rates [54].

Heteronuclear chemical shifts can be described as the sum of the ran-
dom coil chemical shift and the secondary chemical shift (∆δ)resulting from
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increased sampling of a certain conformation with respect to random coil.
13Cα chemical shifts are very sensitive to increased α-helical sampling, and
slightly less, but also sensitive to excess of β-conformations.

For calculation of secondary chemical shifts, the influence of the environ-
ment on the chemical shift, such as buffer composition, temperature and pH,
should be taken into account. Chemical shifts have also been successfully
used for structure calculation of folded molecules [55]. They are also imple-
mented as restraints in ensemble calculation programs for IDPs that will be
discussed in section 4.3.5, in ENSEMBLE as well as in Flexible Meccano.

Secondary chemical shifts give information on the backbone conforma-
tional preferences of the residue i as they are dependent on the backbone
dihedral angles. The chemical shifts of the backbone nuclei are analyzed
with respect to random coil chemical shifts, termed perhaps more accu-
rately statistical coil chemical shifts. Random coil chemical shifts are the
theoretical chemical shifts of a random coil polypeptide of the same amino
acid sequence as the studied protein. In order the understand what these
chemical shifts mean, first we have to understand what is a random coil.
A random coil is characterized by lack of long range, meaning further than
the neighboring amino acids, cooperative secondary structure stabilization
effects. The conformational sampling of a polypeptide is never random in
the sense that all dihedral angles would be adopted with equal probability,
because of steric effects and chemical interactions between the neighboring
sidechains. The distribution of the sampled dihedral angles is determined by
the conformational Gibbs free energy hypersurface, that will, in turn, depend
on pH, temperature and solvent effects, such as ionic strength. Therefore,
the term statistical coil is probably more accurate. Nevertheless, in this
thesis the term random coil is used, because it is more commonly used in
the literature.

Accuracy of secondary chemical shift measurements depends on the ac-
curacy of random coil chemical shifts. For understanding the models used
for calculating random coil chemical shifts, first let us discuss how the con-
cept of random coil developed. This concept has been discussed thoroughly
in the review by Smith et al. [56]. In polymer chemistry the first model
concerning the distribution of conformations of a polymer was the random
flight model. In this model, the monomer units are regarded as segments
and the motions of these segments are uncorrelated the length of a segment
being the unit length and all spherical angles were adopted with equal prob-
abilities. This leads to a gaussian distribution of radii of gyration. This
model has been refined by Flory and co-workers, by taking into account
the excluded volume effect [57] and the energetics of the different confor-
mations [58]. Flory defined the random coil for polypeptides such, that the
φ, ψ pairs of angles for a given residue are sampled independently from the
conformations of all other residues (isolated pair hypothesis). This defini-
tion, however, is disputed and has given rise to several further studies into
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properties of denatured states and short peptides [59].

Protein regions that have no secondary or tertiary structure, as common
in intrinsically disordered proteins sample the dihedral angles characteristic
for α-helical, β-sheet and PPII conformations as determined by their con-
formational Gibbs free energy hypersurface, but the sampling of residue i
is not correlated to the sampling of the neighboring residues. The random
coil model used for calculation of the random coil chemical shifts thus has a
major effect on the accuracy of the extracted secondary structural propensi-
ties. An ideal random coil model would take into account all the neighboring
residue effects resulting from the chemical nature of the polypeptide chain.

There are two major types of models that allow calculation of random
coil, or statistical coil, chemical shifts. One is based on chemical shift mea-
surements on small peptides. These models have the advantage of exact
control of the effects of temperature and pH, but they are perturbed by
other artefacts, resulting of the bias introduced by selections of the residue
types for the model [60]. The most commonly used data set was measured
by Wishart et al. [61]. Recently, temperature and pH correction factors have
been introduced from a peptide based study, where instead of taking glycine
based peptides as Wishart et al., glutamine peptides were used, as their con-
formational sampling is considered to be more representative [62]. The other
type of reference data can be obtained from chemical shifts from databases.
This approach has the disadvantage that pH and temperature vary between
the different entries, furthermore, the neighbor residue and other chemical
effects will be also biased depending on the composition of entries. The
most commonly used one is refDB by Zhang et al. [60]. Recently, an IDP
chemical shift based random coil database has also been introduced [63].
Neighbor corrections are usually required to account for changes in confor-
mational sampling because of steric clashes and other chemical effects such
as electrostatics or ring current effects from the neighbors [61,64,65].

A detailed analysis of secondary chemical shifts of the NS5A D2D3 pro-
tein is presented in section 8.5.

4.3.2 Residual dipolar couplings

Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) are measured in an alignment medium in
order to reintroduce anisotropy, as in isotropic media the dipolar couplings
average out. RDCs are sensitive to local conformations, as they depend
on the angle the vector connecting the two nuclei encloses with the static
magnetic field. Because of this property RDCs are also used to determine
relative orientations of domains, for instance. RDCs can be calculated from
structural models and therefore are useful as structural restraints. RDCs
have been used for the first time for calculation of a structural ensemble by
Bernado et al. [66] and shown to be sensitive to the conformational sampling
of the residue and its neighbors.
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It has been shown that RDCs are sensitive to residual α-helical regions
and β-turn regions in IDPs. However, with a combination of a larger set
of RDCs and chemical shifts it is also possible to determine populations
of all the secondary structural conformations of the Ramachandran space,
including the PPII which is degenerate when only chemical shifts or only
RDCs are used [67].

4.3.3 15N relaxation

NMR methods give access to information on the dynamics of a macro-
molecule on a large range of timescales from ps timescale motions to mo-
tions on timescales up to seconds or eventually even longer times. 15N
relaxation measurements are informative on fast correlated motions present
in the macromolecule from the ps up to ns timescales and on slower mo-
tions on the µs to ms timescales as well. They also yield information on
the rotational tumbling correlation time, with values up to a few tens on
nanoseconds [43].

For IDPs, 15N relaxation measurements are conducted routinely as part
of their structural characterization. Usually three parameters are measured:
T1 longitudinal relaxation time constant, T2 transverse relaxation time con-
stant and 1H-15N heteronuclear NOEs. They are informative on local struc-
turing, rigidity and, eventually, chemical exchange phenomena.

Relaxation in NMR is caused by oscillating magnetic fields due to the
stochastic rotating motions of the macromolecule and non-oscillating fields,
that contribute to dephasing of the coherence resulting in T2 relaxation.
The distribution of the frequencies of the created oscillating magnetic fields
depends on the stochastic motions of the molecule and is described by the
power spectral density function J(ω), that measures the contribution of a
motion with frequency components in the range of ω and ω+ dω to the dy-
namics of the molecule. The power spectral density function is the Fourier
transform of the autocorrelation function of the stochastic motions. Assum-
ing the simplest case of an autocorrelation function of an exponential decay
C = exp | − t/τC | the power spectral density function equals its Fourier
transform

J(ω) =
2τC

1 + τ2
Cω

2
(4.12)

Motions on the timescale of the spin transitions contribute to relaxation.
Chemical shift anisotropy and dipolar interactions dominate the relaxation
of I = 1/2 spins. In a scalar coupled two spin system (1H-15N), relaxation
is determined by the spectral densities at five frequencies, J(0), that cor-
responds to the non-oscillating fields and J(ωH), J(ωN ), J(ωH + ωN ), and
J(ωH−ωN ) corresponding to the transition frequencies of the scalar coupled
two spin system. The most commonly measured three relaxation parameters
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expressed as function of the power spectral densities read

NOE = 1 +
d2

20

γH
γN

[6J(ωH + ωN )− J(ωH − ωN )]T1 (4.13)

1

T1
=
d2

20
[J(ωH − ωN ) + 3J(ωN ) + 6J(ωH + ωN )] +

c2

15
J(ωN ) (4.14)

1

T2
=
d2

40
[4J(0) + J(ωH − ωN ) + 3J(ωN ) + 6J(ωH) + 6J(ωH + ωN )]+

c2

90
[4J(0) + 3J(ωN )] +Rex (4.15)

where d is the dipolar coefficient d = (µ0/4π)γHγN (h/2π)r−3
NH and c =

ωN (σ‖ − σ⊥) is the 15N chemical shift anisotropy.
The standard analysis of relaxation data for globular proteins uses the

model-free formalism introduced by Lipari and Szabo [68] where overall
motion is separated from internal motions. This separation is justified by
the difference of the time scales of these motions in case of globular proteins.
However, as pointed out in their paper, this model is not rigorous for random
coil-like polymers. However, calculation of a pseudo-τc from the T1/T2 ratio
according to ref. [69] gives a quick way of obtaining information on the local
rigidity.

For IDPs, the reduced spectral density mapping approach [70] can be
used to sample the spectral density function. The method exploits the near
10-fold difference in the gyromagnetic ratios of 1H and 15N, and substitutes
J(ωH), J(ωH − ωN ) and J(ωH + ωN ) with an effective J(0.87ωH) value.

NOE = 1 +
d2

20
· (γH/γN )[5J(0.87ωH)]T1 (4.16)

1/T1 =
d2

20
· [3J(ωN ) + 7J(0.87ωH)] +

c2

15
J(ωN ) (4.17)

1

T2
=
d2

40
[4J(0) + 13J(0.87ωH) + 3J(ωN ) +

c2

90
[4J(0) + 3J(ωN )] + Rex

(4.18)

The validity of the approach has been recently studied for very flexible
IDPs and a slightly optimized protocol was suggested including removal of
exchange contributions by measurement of cross-correlated relaxation rates
[71].

Recently, measurement of cross-correlated relaxation rates was suggested
for IDPs together with introduction of a new 3D pulse sequence for their
measurement optimized for IDPs to resolve spectral overlap [72]. They can
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be helpful for distinguishing β-turn type I and type II conformations and
PPII helices that do not have a characteristic chemical shift signature.

The analysis of relaxation data obtained during this thesis is presented
in section 8.6.

4.3.4 Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement

Attachment of a paramagnetic label on a residue results in broadening due
to the paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) effect. The effect is pro-
portional to the inverse sixth power of the distance between the observed
nucleus and the spin label. Usually the MTSL label is used. A major limi-
tation of this technique for IDPs is that a time and ensemble average of the
effect is observed. In other words, the same PRE effect is produced between
two residues whether they are very close in space for a very short fraction
of time or at a medium distance over a long period of time. Because of this,
a rigorous analysis of PRE data for IDPs is not straightforward [73]. How-
ever, useful information has been extracted from PREs for a large number
of IDPs by comparing the PRE profile to that expected for a random coil.
In a random coil, the effect is expected to extend to about 15 residues. Ob-
servable effects further than 15 amino acids from the label indicate contacts
of the spin label with the affected region.

4.3.5 Ensemble modeling

As IDPs cannot be characterized by a single representative structure, an en-
semble of structures that collectively fit the experimental data is frequently
used to characterize them. However, the full solution to their structural de-
scription would probably be the determination of their conformational en-
ergy landscape, as this would give full information on the transition states,
on the interconversion rates, furthermore the entropic and enthalpic contri-
butions of the different states. Such models are currently not available, but
steps are taken towards them by replica-averaged molecular dynamics sim-
ulations. The main limitation of this technique is the size of the molecule,
as the simulations are computationally expensive.

The more frequently used and computationally much more affordable
methods are based on Monte Carlo simulations, without size limitations.
Currently two programs are publicly available, Flexible Meccano [66,67] (for
creation of the ensemble of structures for the random coil pool) combined
with ASTEROIDS [74] (for selection of conformers from the pool that fit the
experimental data, not yet available publicly) and ENSEMBLE (ensemble
creation and selection is included) [75], [76]. Most of the NMR observ-
ables, such as chemical shifts, residual dipolar couplings and paramagnetic
relaxation enhancement data, can be used as input in the selection. 15N T2

relaxation time constants can be used in the ensemble modeling software
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ENSEMBLE. Complementary to NMR data SAXS data can be used, and
in ENSEMBLE hydrodynamic radii as well.

As mentioned before, the obtained ensemble of structures can be de-
posited in the pE-DB database, allowing to extend the range of bioinformatic
studies of IDPs.
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Chapter 5

Longitudinal relaxation
optimization for IDPs

As discussed in Chapter 4, NMR spectroscopy of biomolecules is often trou-
bled by sensitivity issues. Recent advances in hardware development, that
have greatly increased available sensitivity over the past decades, have also
been discussed therein. Further developments have been made by the de-
sign of optimized pulse sequences, as well as introduction of new improved
data acquisition and data sampling techniques, that allow to increase ex-
perimental sensitivity. In this chapter, longitudinal relaxation optimization
techniques are going to be discussed. Further techniques will be mentioned,
some of which can be combined with longitudinal relaxation optimization.

5.1 Sensitivity and longitudinal relaxation

The minimum duration of a multidimensional NMR experiment is deter-
mined by the number of scans that have to be acquired to complete the
phase cycling, and by the number of increments in the indirect dimension(s)
required to reach sufficient resolution. In addition, if the signal to noise ratio
is not sufficient, further increase of the number of scans might be necessary.

As illustrated by Figure 5.1, the duration of a scan is the sum of the
duration of the pulse sequence itself, including all the pulses and the delays
(usually about 100 ms), the acquisition time and the recovery delay. For
the most frequently employed 1H-detected experiments the duration of the
acquisition time is usually about 70-100 ms. Its duration depends on the
required resolution and is limited by the 1H T2 relaxation time constant. For
the less common, but for IDPs often employed 13C-detected experiments the
acquisition time can be longer, because of the typically larger 13C T2 relax-
ation time constants. The following recovery delay is required for relaxation
of the system, to restore sufficient polarization to restart the experiment.
Its duration depends on the longitudinal relaxation time constant T1 that

39
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Figure 5.1: Schematic NMR experiment, with major times to be considered in
view of the duration of the experiment.

will be introduced in detail in section 5.2. In the following, the dependence
of the experimental sensitivity on the recovery delay and on the excitation
angle will be discussed. The amount of magnetization (or the polarization)
available at the beginning of the scan determines the signal intensity that
can be detected. The detected magnetization is in the xy plane. Neglecting
relaxation losses and imperfections, the effect of the pulse sequence on the
magnetization can be considered as an overall rotation of the Mz magneti-
zation by an angle β. Thus the magnetization in the xy plane at the end
of the pulse sequence is M0 sinβ, while the magnetization left along the z
axis is M0 cosβ. However, at the beginning of the NMR experiment dummy
scans are applied to ensure steady-state conditions in order to avoid spectral
artifacts. The magnetization along the z axis at the beginning of pulsing
is denoted with M start

z and Mdet
z at the beginning of the detection at scan

i, and M start,ss
z and Mdet,ss

z in the steady state, respectively. As shown in
a review of fast pulsing techniques by Schanda [77] we can write the Bloch
equation for the longitudinal magnetization of the system as

M start,i
z = M0

z −
(
M0

z −Mdet,i−1
z exp

(
−at+ trec

T1

))
. (5.1)

In the steady state

M start,i−1
z = M start,i

z = M start,ss
z (5.2)

and
Mdet,i−1

z = Mdet,i
z = Mdet,ss

z (5.3)

and taking into account that Mdet,ss
z = cosβM start,ss

z , the longitudinal mag-
netization at the end of the pulse sequence is

M start,ss
z = M0

z

1− exp(−Trec/T1)

1− exp(−Trec/T1) cosβ
. (5.4)

In case of β = 90 ◦C the expression simplifies to

M start,ss
z = M0

z

(
1− exp

(
−Trec

T1

))
. (5.5)
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The SNR is proportional to the transverse magnetization available at the
start of detection and scales with the square-root of the number of scans.
This can be summarized as

SNR ∝ (1− exp(−Trec/T1)) sinβ

1− exp(−Trec/T1) cosβ

1√
Tscan

. (5.6)

The maximum of the expected SNR (SNRmax) can be calculated by differen-
tiating the above expression with respect to Trec for a given pulse sequence
length.

SNRmax ∝ 0.71/

√
T optrec ∼ 0.64

√
1/T1 (5.7)

Rearranging this expression yields

T optrec ∼ 1.25T1 (5.8)

that gives the approximate value of the optimal recycle delay that should
be used in order to reach maximum sensitivity. It has been shown by Ernst
and Anderson [78] that the maximum signal intensity for a given recovery
delay can be expected at the Ernst angle βErnst in case of a single pulse
experiment (Eq. 5.9)

cosβErnst = exp(−Trec/T1) (5.9)

Implementation of Ernst angle excitation in multidimensional experiments is
not straightforward, as application of multiple pulses usually does not leave
the magnetization remaining along the z axis after the first pulse. However,
in the HMQC sequence its application is possible, as has first been proposed
in the Fast-HMQC experiment [79]. It is also exploited in the SOFAST-
HMQC technique [80], that combines it with selective pulsing, as will be
discussed in section 5.4.

5.2 Mechanisms of longitudinal relaxation

Longitudinal relaxation is also termed spin-lattice relaxation. It is a non-
adiabatic process, the energy emitted or absorbed by the transition is ab-
sorbed by the lattice, which can be considered to have infinite heat capacity.
It is caused by transverse fluctuating magnetic fields generated by the in-
teraction of the lattice with the biomolecule that are determined by the
stochastic motions of the biomolecule. Longitudinal relaxation restores the
initial spin polarization and returns the system to thermal equilibrium. The
main mechanism governing longitudinal relaxation is the dipolar interaction
of the relaxing spin with the surrounding spins. For a basic theoretical treat-
ment of longitudinal relaxation we will consider a dipolar coupled system
of two spins, that have four energy eigenstates, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Transitions in a two spin system

There are four possible transition paths between the energy levels. W0 de-
notes the transition where both spins are flipped in opposite senses (flip-flop
transition), WI is the one where spin I is flipped, WS is the one where spin
S is flipped and in the course of W2 both spins are flipped in the same senses
(flip-flip transition). The angular frequencies corresponding to the energies
required for these transitions (generated by the fluctuating fields) can be
read from the energy diagram. They are ωI − ωS for W0, ωI for WI , ωS for
WS and ωI +ωS for W2, respectively. Thus, transitions at these frequencies
depend on the magnitude of the power spectral density of the stochastic
fluctuating fields at these angular frequencies. The concept of power spec-
tral density is introduced in detail in standard textbooks [47] and spectral
densities will be discussed in Part III when presenting dynamics studies of
NS5A.

The time dependence of the populations can be described using the de-
fined transition probabilities by inspection of the figure, such as

dPαα
dt

= WS(Pαβ−Pαα)+WI(Pβα−Pαα)+W2(Pββ−Pαα)+const., (5.10)

and similarly for the other eigenstates. The value of const. can be deter-
mined using the boundary condition of constant population in equilibrium,
dPαα

dt = 0. From this follows, that the differential equation governing the
time dependence of the deviations from the equilibrium populations can be
written as

d∆Pαα
dt

= WS(∆Pαβ −∆Pαα) +WI(∆Pβα −∆Pαα) +W2(∆Pββ −∆Pαα),

(5.11)
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where the ∆Pγδs are the deviations of the populations from equilibrium.
From this equation, the relation to the Iz and Sz macroscopic magnetiza-
tions can be seen, as they are determined by populations of the different
eigenstates multiplied by the trace of their spin density matrices (Eq. 5.12).

Iz =
1

2


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 , Sz =
1

2


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

 (5.12)

Thus the deviation of the Iz and Sz magnetizations from their equilibria are
∆Iz = ∆Pαα + ∆Pαβ −∆Pβα −∆Pββ and ∆Sz = ∆Pαα −∆Pαβ + ∆Pβα −
∆Pββ . From this and from Eq. 5.11 follow the Solomon equations for a two
spin system:

d∆Iz
dt

= −ρI∆Iz − σIS∆Sz,

d∆Sz
dt

= −ρS∆Sz − σIS∆Iz,

(5.13)

where
ρI = W0 + 2WI +W2,

ρS = W0 + 2WS +W2,

σIS = W2 −W0.

(5.14)

A major conclusion from the Solomon equations of the two spin system
is that the longitudinal relaxation of spin I depends not only on the devia-
tion of the spin itself from its equilibrium polarization ∆Iz, but also on the
deviation of spin S from its equilibrium polarization ∆Sz. The first effect is
termed auto-relaxation, and the corresponding relaxation rate constants are
denoted by ρI and ρS . The second one is termed cross-relaxation, and its
rate constant is denoted by σIS . Thus, even in the case of two spins, longitu-
dinal relaxation is not necessarily a monoexponential process. The Solomon
equations can be extended to the case of n spins. The time evolution of the
longitudinal magnetization of spin In surrounded by n− 1 spins Ik depends
on its auto-relaxation rate constant and its cross relaxation rate constants
with all the surrounding n− 1 spins. This relation can be described by the
matrix form of the Solomon equations as

− d

dt


∆I1z

∆I2z
...

∆Inz

 =


ρ1 σ12 · · · σ1n

σ21 ρ2 · · · σ2n
...

...
. . .

...
σn1 · · · · · · ρn




∆I1z

∆I2z
...

∆Inz

 (5.15)

where

ρn =
∑
n6=j

ρnj (5.16)
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In case of biomolecules the main mechanism governing longitudinal relax-
ation is the dipolar relaxation mechanism. As shown in standard textbooks,
the auto- and cross-relaxation rate constants of the IS two spin system de-
pend on the spectral densities at the transition frequencies, the distance of
the two spins (r) and their gyromagnetic ratios (γI and γS)according to the
following relations:

ρI = (d2/4)J(ωI − ωS) + 3J(ωI) + 6J(ωI + ωS)

ρS = (d2/4)J(ωI − ωS) + 3J(ωS) + 6J(ωI + ωS)

σIS = (d2/4)−J(ωI − ωS) + 6J(ωI + ωS)

(5.17)

where

d = (µ0/4)h̄γIγSr
−3
IS . (5.18)

It is very important to note that the relaxation of the spins depends on the
inverse sixth power of the distance between the two spins. It can be seen
from the Solomon equations, that selective excitation of the spin of interest
will affect recovery of the spin magnetization because of cross-relaxation to
the nearby spins. If σn, k < 0, as it is the case for macromolecules with
tumbling correlation times in the ns range, selective excitation of a set of
spins speeds up their longitudinal relaxation with respect to non-selective
excitation [81], [77]. This explains the underlying principle of longitudinal
relaxation optimized techniques for macromolecules, that is: selective exci-
tation of the spins of interest speeds up their longitudinal relaxation. In case
of proteins, usually a 2D amide 1H-15N correlation spectrum is recorded in
order to provide site-resolved information. Fortunately, the amide protons
resonate at a different frequency range than aliphatic protons, so their se-
lective excitation is feasible, and thus their longitudinal relaxation can be
enhanced.

A further very important relaxation mechanism for longitudinal relax-
ation optimized techniques occurs via chemical exchange of water protons
with exposed exchangeable protons. These exchangeable protons can be the
observed amide protons, or can be labile sidechain protons. As a result of
the exchange, the exchangeable proton directly assumes the magnetization
of water. Longitudinal relaxation of water is rather slow compared to that
of biomolecules, T1 is on the range of 2-4 s under the conditions used in
biomolecular NMR spectroscopy. Because of spin diffusion, even in case of
globular proteins because of the exposed side chains, this mechanism can
contribute significantly to longitudinal relaxation of the system [77]. In
case of IDPs, this mechanism is very efficient, as all of the amide protons
are solvent exposed at least for some part of the time. When approaching
physiological conditions, amide exchange with water is becoming very fast.

The Solomon equation of the n-spin system can be expanded with the
magnetization of water to include magnetization originating from solvent
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exchange, this is called the Bloch-McConnell equation.

− d

dt


IW − I0

W

I1z − I0
1z

I2z − I0
2z

...
Inz − I0

nz

 =


ρW 0 0 0 0
0 ρ1 σ12 · · · σ1n

0 σ21 ρ2 · · · σ2n

0
...

...
. . .

...
0 σn1 · · · · · · ρn




IW − I0

W

I1z − I0
1z

I2z − I0
2z

...
Inz − I0

nz

+


0 0 0 0 0

−kex,1 kex,1 0 0 0
−kex,2 0 kex,2 0 0

... 0 0
. . . 0

−kex,n 0 0 0 kex,n




IW
I1z

I2z
...
Inz

 (5.19)

The first part of the equation is the same as in Eq. 5.15, but it is extended
with the magnetization of the bulk water, that is considered to relax with the
auto-relaxation rate constant ρW and does not cross-relax with the protein.
The reason for not including cross-relaxation in the equation is that the
residence time of water around the protein molecule has been shown to
be on the subnanosecond time scale [82]. The second term on the right
hand side of the equation takes into account the chemical exchange rates
of the solvent exposed protons with the bulk water. It will be shown in
the followings that solvent exchange with water can be the main factor
determining the longitudinal relaxation enhancement that can be achieved
by selective pulsing for IDPs.

5.3 Selective excitation

As discussed in the previous section, selective excitation of the observed
spins results in efficient enhancement of their longitudinal relaxation. There
are two viable techniques applied for selective excitation.

The first is that excitation is performed with non-selective pulses, and
unobserved protons are flipped back, using their different J-couplings. For
example, when the observed spins are coupled to 15N, all other aliphatic
spins that are coupled to 13C, or not coupled to heteroatoms (like in water)
are flipped back. Examples of such sequences are shown in references [81,83].
However, the drawback of these techniques is that, as excitation of the
flipped back spins takes place before flipping them back, they are involved
in coherence transfer pathways, during which T2 relaxation takes place and
therefore their flip-back is never complete. This approach has been applied
for example to the implementation of the ’H-flip’-type of longitudinal relax-
ation optimized 13C-detected experiments [84].

The second technique, introduced first by Pervushin et al. [81] and later
by Schanda and Brutscher [80], is to apply selective excitation of the ob-
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served proton spins, when their frequency separation makes it possible, by
use of band-selective pulses. The disadvantage of band-selective pulsing can
be that certain amino acid sites of interest can have chemical shifts outside
of the excitation bandwidth of the selective pulse, for example due to ring-
current effects resulting in extreme chemical shifts. They are not excited by
the band-selective pulses, therefore they do not show up in the spectrum.
This problem is rarely encountered for IDPs, as they are characterized by a
very narrow spectral dispersion in the 1H dimension (4.2.2).

Ideally, the selective pulses used in longitudinal relaxation optimized
experiments should have clean, so-called “top hat” profiles (such as shown
in Figure 6.14), meaning that for spins resonating in the selected frequency
range the excitation or inversion should result in the desired effect, while
for spins lying outside of this bandwidth the effect of the pulse should be
zero. The pulses can be classified into excitation, flip-back, refocusing and
inversion pulses. Some shaped pulses have been optimized for a particular
purpose, eg. inversion (Iz −→ −Iz). These pulses optimized for a particular
purpose do not yield clean profiles for other purposes.

For the BEST experiments, discussed in this thesis, PC9 pulses are used
for excitation, REBURP for refocusing, and EBURP-2 for flip-back. For
easy implementation of selective pulses in experiments, a binary scheme has
been proposed [85], that shows for which fraction of a selective pulse scalar
coupling and chemical shift evolution are active or inactive. A special feature
of the PC9 pulse is that is also performs well for excitation angles other than
90 ◦, a feature exploited in the SOFAST-HMQC experiment discussed in the
next section.

5.4 The SOFAST-HMQC experiment

In section 5.2, we discussed the underlying principles of longitudinal relax-
ation optimization. The SOFAST-HMQC experiment [80,86] is a technique
capable of yielding fingerprint 1H−15 N correlation spectra in a few seconds.
The experiment is based on the combination of two techniques of longitudi-
nal relaxation optimization: Ernst angle excitation and selective pulsing on
amide protons.

Ernst angle excitation has been originally introduced for a single pulse
experiment. It cannot be implemented in 2D spectroscopy employing IN-
EPT blocks, because the magnetization left along the z axis as a result of
partial excitation is flipped to the xy-plane by the concluding π/2 pulse
of the INEPT block. The HMQC experiment, however, does not include
INEPT blocks, the sequence employs only two proton pulses. Therefore,
implementation of Ernst-angle excitation is possible, as shown by Ross and
co-workers [79]. The longitudinal magnetization after the excitation pulse
(of angle α)is flipped by 180 ◦ by the refocusing proton π pulse, so the mag-
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netization along the z-axis after the π pulse is proportional to cosβErnst
where βErnst = 180 ◦ − α.

The second source of sensitivity gain results from enhancement of lon-
gitudinal relaxation of the amide proton spins due to selective pulsing. As
Ernst angle excitation is used, the 90 ◦ selective proton pulse has to be ro-
bust enough against change of the excitation angle. The polychromatic PC9
pulse keeps a clean ”top hat” excitation profile for a wide range of excitation
angles and therefore is applied in the SOFAST-HMQC experiment. The sec-
ond proton pulse was applied originally with an r-SNOB pulse shape [86],
but shortly afterwards it was shown by the same authors that the REBURP
pulse shape performs better [80]. Sensitivity curves show, that in case of
need for fast pulsing, the sensitivity gain reached by the SOFAST-HMQC ex-
periment over conventional experiments is dramatic, but even in the optimal
delay regime there is a significant sensitivity gain while using the SOFAST
experiment

Since its introduction in 2005, the SOFAST-HMQC experiment has
found many applications. It has become routinely employed for quick record-
ing of fingerprint spectra of proteins, it is often used for studies in the field of
in-cell NMR spectroscopy [87], its methyl-selective version is used for studies
of large protein assemblies [88] and it is employed in real-time NMR studies
of protein folding [89] and kinetics studies of post-translational modifications
either in-cell or in vitro.

The disadvantage of the SOFAST-HMQC experiment, especially for IDPs,
is the relatively low resolution that can be achieved. The reason for this is
that only relatively short t1 periods can be applied, because relaxation of
multiple quantum coherences (eg. H+N+) is fast, therefore the resolution
in the indirect dimension is limited.

5.5 The BEST experiments

In the previous section, we discussed advantages of the SOFAST-HMQC ex-
periment for quick acquisition of 2D 1H−15 N fingerprint spectra of proteins.
The drawback of its relatively low resolution has also been mentioned. The
most straightforward way of increasing resolution is to increase dimension-
ality of the experiment, in order to resolve overlaps. However, extensions of
HMQC sequences to higher dimensions would not be advantageous, because
their sensitivity would be very low due to fast relaxation of multiple quan-
tum terms. Instead, usually HSQC type sequences are extended to higher
dimensions. As already discussed in the previous section, Ernst-angle excita-
tion cannot be advantageously exploited for experiments employing INEPT
building blocks. However, selective proton pulsing for longitudinal relax-
ation optimization has been introduced for 3D sequences shortly after intro-
duction of the SOFAST-HMQC experiment [90]. This class of experiments
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are termed the BEST-type experiments, BEST standing for Band-selective
Excitation Short-Transient. First in ref. [90] the BEST-HNCO and BEST-
HNCA experiments have been introduced. Later, the BEST-concept has
been extended to a large set of 3D experiments [91], that allow fast acquisi-
tion of 3D data for sequential assignment or measurement of spin coupling
constants [92].

However, it is not evident how well the BEST-concept is applicable for
IDPs, as there is a much lower proton spin density around an amide proton
than in globular proteins, as pointed out by Marion [93]. This lower spin
density is expected to reduce the efficiency of longitudinal relaxation en-
hancement achievable by selective pulsing. On the other hand, amide proton
exchange with water can speed up longitudinal relaxation, when perturba-
tion of water is avoided. In the same paper, Marion extended the BEST
experiment to four dimensions and applied it, combined with non-uniform
sampling, for an unfolded state of the HBXIP protein.

5.6 Longitudinal relaxation of IDPs

In order to evaluate the contribution of solvent exchange and of dipolar
cross-relaxation with unperturbed aliphatic proton spins for IDPs, we inves-
tigated the effect of selective perturbation of amide spins and water flip-back
schemes on amide proton longitudinal relaxation.

As IDPs lack stable secondary and tertiary structures, all of their amide
protons are exposed to the solvent, thus they are involved in chemical ex-
change with the bulk water. It has to be noted that the exchange rates are
very strongly affected by the sample and measurement conditions. This is
something to keep in mind when designing NMR studies of IDPs.

The theoretical exchange rates ktheoex for an unprotected, completely ran-
dom polypeptide can be predicted by bioinformatic algorithms, for example
the SPHERE predictor [94]. As it will be shown in the following, ktheoex de-
pends on the amino acid type of the residue and of the neighboring amino
acids, the temperature and the pH. The experimental exchange rates de-
pend on the solvent accessibility of the given site. The protection factor of
a given amide site is P , it is used to quantitatively characterize the solvent
accessibility of the site.

P =
ktheoex

kobsex
(5.20)

where kobsex is the experimentally determined exchange rate. P = 1 if the
amide site is fully exposed and the polypeptide behaves like a random coil.
P < 1 is not meaningful, it would mean that the amide site is less protected
than in a random coil. Protection factors are frequently used in protein
folding studies. Sometimes they are also used for characterization of IDPs.
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Assuming a transient helix is formed in 50% of the time, one would expect
a protection factor P = 2, and therefore a reduced exchange rate.

Cross-relaxation to other sites also depends on the compaction of the
IDP and on how much time the IDP spends in the compact conforma-
tion, or when considering an ensemble, what percentage of the molecules
of the ensemble at the given time adopt the compact conformation (ergodic-
ity). These two longitudinal relaxation mechanisms contribute in a complex
and complementary manner to relaxation enhancement of amide protons in
IDPs.

We studied contributions of these mechanisms to 1H longitudinal re-
laxation experimentally by inversion recovery experiments on several IDP
samples at different conditions. We measured apparent T1 relaxation time
constants (Figure 5.3) with the inversion blocks shown in panel a). We mea-
sured the reference proton T1 time constants by inversion of all proton spins
with a hard 180 ◦ pulse (black), denoted in the text by T1,hard. In order
to measure the contribution of solvent exchange only to longitudinal relax-
ation enhancement, we used a water-flip-back block for inversion and thereby
measured the apparent T1 relaxation time constants (shown in green). This
pulse sequence block is based on radiation damping, therefore it requires
a cryo-probe to be applicable. A 179 ◦ non-selective pulse is applied, that
leaves some water magnetization in the transverse plane. Radiation damp-
ing then flips back the water magnetization very selectively to the z axis
during a short delay. Then follows the relaxation delay, during which a low
power gradient is applied. The effect of selective inversion of amide protons
on the T1 relaxation time constants is measured with the third version of
the experiment (shown in red). The resulting apparent T1 time constants
are shown in panel b). The impact of sample conditions for NMR studies of
IDPs can be appreciated from the differences in the longitudinal relaxation
enhancement mechanisms that can be observed for the four IDPs we studied.
It is interesting to estimate the theoretical exchange rates for the different
proteins under the experimental conditions used in the NMR experiments.
The predictions have been performed with the SPHERE predictor and the
results are summarized in Table 5.1 Several observations can be made from
the plots concerning the mechanisms of longitudinal relaxation enhancement
for IDPs.

The first important observation is that even in case of the highly dynamic
BASP1 protein, where conditions do not favor exchange of amide protons,
apparent longitudinal relaxation time constants are reduced to an average of
T 1,sel = 0.31 s, from T 1,hard = 0.91 s in the non-selective case, while there
is only minimal contribution of the exchange with water to longitudinal
relaxation enhancement, as it can be seen from the water flip-back T1,WFB

values, that are very similar to the non-selective ones. It is well known,
that long range NOEs usually can not be observed in the NOESY spectra of
IDPs, but nearby spins give rise to NOE cross peaks. Our data suggests that
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Figure 5.3: Apparent 1H T1 relaxation time constants measured by inversion
recovery experiments. Each sequence consists of a recycle delay of 6s and an in-
version pulse followed by a relaxation delay. For readout, a BEST-HSQC sequence
was used. The inversion blocks are shown in panel a) for the selective (red), water-
flip-back (green) and non-selective (black) scenarios. For amide proton-selective
inversion (red) an iSNOB-5 pulse shape was applied with a bandwidth of 4.0 ppm
and centered at 9.0 ppm; for water-flip-back inversion a 179 ◦ inversion pulse is
followed by a short delay d ∼ 10ms during which radiation damping brings the wa-
ter magnetization back to equilibrium; for non-selective 1H inversion a broad-band
inversion pulse is followed by a strong pulsed field gradient to spatially defocus
residual water transverse magnetization. A low-power gradient is applied during
the entire relaxation delay (Trelax) to avoid radiation-damping effects. Panel b)
shows the measured apparent T1 time constants under different sample conditions
in corresponding colors. The four samples and the conditions were NS5A D2D3
protein (pH 6.5, 5 ◦C), BASP1 (pH 6.5, 5 ◦C), α-synuclein (pH 7.4, 15 ◦C) and PV
core (pH 7.5, 5 ◦C).
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NS5A BASP1 α-synuclein PV Core

Conditions
pH 6.5 2.0 7.4 7.5
T ( ◦C) 5 5 15 5

Predictions
range of kex
(s−1)

7.6×10−2–
1.2×10+2

1.9×10−4–
1.3×10−3

1.8×10−1–
2.1×10+2

8.7×10−2–
1.6×10+2

kex (s−1) 1.5 3.7×10−4 1.7×10+1 1.1×10+1

NMR data

T 1,hard (s) 0.92 0.91 2.27 1.46

T 1,WFB (s) 0.70 0.89 0.09 0.14

T 1,sel (s) 0.21 0.31 0.06 0.09

Table 5.1: Sample conditions (pH and temperature) used in our study. Ranges of
predicted amide proton solvent exchange rates (kex) (predictions were performed
with SPHERE [94]) and their average over all residues kex are listed as well as the
ranges and averages of the apparent T1 relaxation time constants measured by the
sequences shown in Fig. 5.3.

the short range dipolar cross relaxation effects are sufficient for enhancing
longitudinal relaxation of the amide spins of the IDP.

Furthermore, for both NS5A and BASP1 the major relaxation enhance-
ment mechanism is dipolar interaction, while this situation changes as ex-
change becomes faster. In Table 5.1 the predicted exchange rates are listed.
For NS5A the average predicted kex over the residues is 1.5 s−1, while for
PV Core it is 11 s−1. This order of magnitude increase of the exchange
rates makes solvent exchange the dominant mechanism. The reason can
be seen by examining the Bloch-McConnell equation (Eq. 5.19). In the
case of NS5A the exchange rates are in the range of the relaxation rates
R1,hard = 1/T 1,hard. In case of PV Core kex is one order of magnitude larger
than R1,hard, so the dominating rate constant becomes that of the solvent
exchange. An important consequence is the increasing average non-selective
T 1,hard relaxation rates that can be observed under conditions that favor
rapid solvent exchange. The extreme case is observed for α-synuclein where
the T1,hard relaxation time constants are very close to that of water. The
measured value of T 1,hard is 2.27 s, which is very close to the expected value
for the relaxation time constant of water that is 2.55 s at 15 ◦C [95]. This
means that when using non-selective pulses, the recycle delay that should be
used to reach optimal sensitivity is becoming longer as the conditions come
closer to physiological. For PV Core and NS5A, an increase of non-selective
T 1,hard can be observed at the least protected regions.
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The last consequence that should be pointed out here is that the en-
hanced longitudinal relaxation in the case of α-synuclein result in an av-
erage selective T 1,sel of as short as 60 ms, that is a 38-fold reduction.
This means that, in case of selective pulsing, the optimal recycle delay is
∼ 1.25 · T1 = 1.25 · 60 ms = 75 ms. On the contrary, in case of non-selective
excitation, very long recycle delays of 2.7 s should be used to reach opti-
mal sensitivity. We can also estimate the sensitivity increase that can be
associated with selective pulsing, when using optimal recycle delays. As
T1 is reduced 38-fold, the expected SNRmax for optimized recycle delays
is increased

√
38 ∼ 6-fold, according to Eq. 5.7. Therefore, when near

physiological conditions are required for studies of IDPs, the dramatically
enhanced longitudinal relaxation of these amide sites by selective pulsing
can be exploited by use of short recycle delays to gain sensitivity for the
exchange-broadening signals. To summarize, it is very important in NMR
spectroscopic studies of IDPs to take care of the exact conditions used, es-
timate the solvent exchange rates, and set the recycle delay accordingly in
order to optimize sensitivity.

5.7 Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement agents

Longitudinal relaxation has also been enhanced by application of paramag-
netic agents [96–98]. In the first two references the paramagnetic compound
was used for directly enhancing longitudinal relaxation of the nuclei of the
protein while in the third the effect was exploited indirectly by enhancing
the T1 relaxation of water, that enhances the relaxation of the protein spins
by chemical exchange and cross-relaxation. This principle has also been
applied to fast-pulsing experiments on IDPs in two works.

In the first one [99], it has been demonstrated that adding Ni-DO2A
paramagnetic relaxation agent to the sample is beneficial even in the case
of the SOFAST experiment. Ni-DO2A belongs to the family of paramag-
netic relaxation agents that act directly on the longitudinal relaxation rates
of amides. They found the relaxation enhancement effect to be greater for
residues that exchange slower with water. For faster exchanging residues,
they found that relaxation enhancement by selective pulsing is already effi-
cient, thus there is very small additional advantage resulting from the effect
of Ni-DO2A.

In the other work, the effect of a gadolinium chelate, Gd(DTPA-BMA),
was studied on BEST-type experiments [100]. Gd(DTPA-BMA) enhances
the longitudinal relaxation of water and thus it enhances longitudinal relax-
ation of the protein. Surprisingly, the authors found that even in case of
selective pulsing, reducing T1 of the bulk water resulted in increased sensi-
tivity of the BEST-type experiments. This observation could be explained
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either by partial excitation of water in spite of selective pulsing, or by direct
dipolar cross-relaxation to the bulk water.

We, too, investigated the effect of a paramagnetic agent for the BEST-
TROSY fast pulsing experiment in the course of this thesis. The results are
presented and discussed in Chapter 6.

5.8 Longitudinal relaxation optimization and 13C
detection

13C-detected experiments offer the advantage of larger frequency disper-
sion per linewidth of the 13CO resonances compared to 1H resonances, that
are severely overlapping for most IDPs because of the lack of structuring.
As mentioned before, 13C-detected experiments suffer from the inherently
lower sensitivity, due to the smaller γ of the 13C nucleus. To partially
circumvent this problem, 1H-start versions of the CON and several other
carbon-detected experiments have been developed. Longitudinal relaxation
optimization has also been applied to these sequences, with the flip-back
method termed “H-flip” rather than use of selective pulses [84]. In this
experiment, aliphatic protons are flipped back resulting in enhanced longi-
tudinal relaxation of the amide proton spins.

Later, in the course of this thesis and within the framework of a col-
laboration with CERM (Florence), we implemented an amide proton start
version of the sequence with selective proton pulses called HN−BESTCON as
shown in Figure 5.4 in order to improve longitudinal relaxation optimiza-
tion in proton-start 13C-detected experiments. This experiment is similar to
a BEST-HNCO, but instead of transferring the magnetization back to the
amide proton, the magnetization is detected on carbon and therefore the
proton dimension is omitted. This experiment, similarly to the CON yields
2D fingerprint spectra where one correlation can be seen per amino acid.

We recorded sensitivity curves in order to characterize the performance
of this experiment compared to the HN-startCON version of the experiment
or compared to the classical (carbon start) CON experiment. Sensitivity
curves provide means for characterizing experimental sensitivity as a func-
tion of the duration of a scan (Tscan). A series of spectra was recorded with
changing recycle delay, and the peak intensities in the resulting spectra were
normalized by the duration of the scan. The Tscan-value where the maxi-
mum normalized intensity is observed accounts for the optimal recycle delay,
while the observed maxima provide means for comparison of the different
experiments at their optimal recycle delays.

Our data shows that selective pulsing results in a significant sensitivity
gain compared to the H-flip version of the experiment or compared to the
CON experiment (lower panel of Figure 5.4). The sensitivity gain varies from
residue to residue, depending on the solvent exchange rates of the residue
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Figure 5.4: a)HN−BESTCON pulse sequence. The delays are: τ1 = 1/(4JNH −
0.5δ1− 0.5δ2), τ2 = 1/(4JNH − 0.5δ2), ∆1 = 1/(2JCON ), 33 ms, ∆2 = 1/(2JCOCα

),
9 ms, ∆ = 1/(4JCON ) − 1/(4JNH) − t1/2, T = 1/(4JCON ). The delays δ1 and δ2
correspond to the lengths of the PC9 and REBURP pulses that are used for 90 ◦

and 180 ◦ pulses, respectively. The phase cycle is φ1 = x,−x;φ2 = 2(x), 2(−x);
φ3 = 4(x), 4(−x); φ4 = 4(y), 2(−y); φrec = x,−x, x,−x. Quadrature detection
was obtained by incrementing phase φ2(t1) in States-TPPI manner. For the 15N
virtual decoupling version, two 90 ◦ 15N radio-frequency (rf) pulses are applied
(white rectangles) instead of the one 90 ◦ 15N rf pulse preceding the IPAP block
and 15N decoupling during acquisition. b) Intensities normalized by time Tscan, for
CON (black), HN−STARTCON (red), and HN−BESTCON (blue) for selected amino
acids of α-synuclein at pH 7.4 and 295.5 K.

(largely dependent on its residue type) and on the relaxation time constants
of the 1H and 13C spins. HN-startCON does not result in large sensitivity
gains, as under conditions of elevated pH and temperature amide proton
spins relax with similar T1 relaxation time constant as the solvent protons,
as discussed in the previous section. Therefore, the maximal sensitivity is
expected at large recycle delays and overall sensitivity is comparably low.

A particular advantage of combination of 13C detection with longitudi-
nal relaxation optimization is that recovery of the 1H z-magnetization starts
after the last pulse on proton. During the pulsing on carbons, the magne-
tization of protons is not perturbed, therefore even shorter recovery delays
can be used. Actually, as the sensitivity curves show, because of very fast
recovery of longitudinal magnetization due to solvent exchange, and because
of the fact that recovery can start well before the end of the pulse sequence,
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the maximum of the sensitivity curve is not in the sampled region. It would
probably occur at negative d1 delays. In order to avoid using conventional
decoupling of 15N during detection virtual decoupling was implemented in
the experiment.

The HN−BESTCON can also be used to follow real-time kinetics of a
reaction, such as phosphorylation of NS5A, as will be described in section
10.5. In this way, changing CO shifts can be monitored. They report directly
on changes of secondary structure, that can occur due to phosphorylation-
induced changes of the structural ensemble of the protein. The details of
this experiment are going to be discussed in Chapter 10. However, the
experiment has certain limitations, compared to the conventional CON. The
largest sensitivity gains compared to the CON experiment can be observed in
the regions with transient structure, because the relatively long C-N transfer
only takes place once. In regions of shorter 15N T2 relaxation times this leads
to important sensitivity gain. The advantage is also large in regions of fast,
but not too fast, solvent exchange. However, certain residues with the largest
exchange rates can not be observed in the HN−BESTCON experiment. Thus,
in case of very high exchange rates, use of the conventional CON experiment
is advisable.
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Chapter 6

BEST-TROSY experiments
for IDPs

The advantages of the BEST-type longitudinal relaxation optimization tech-
niques were discussed in the previous chapter. In this chapter we discuss how
transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy (TROSY) can be combined
with longitudinal relaxation optimization and how these types of BEST-
TROSY experiments can be exploited to acquire high resolution spectra of
IDPs with optimized sensitivity.

6.1 The 2D BEST-TROSY experiment

Transverse relaxation-optimized spectroscopy (TROSY) was introduced by
Pervushin et al. in 1997 [101]. The technique makes use of the interfer-
ence of dipole-dipole coupling and chemical shift anisotropy that results
in line narrowing of the TROSY-component at high magnetic fields. Lon-
gitudinal relaxation-optimization techniques have also been applied to the
TROSY sequence first by Pervushin et al. [81] in their original paper on
usage of selective pulses for longitudinal relaxation optimization. After the
introduction of the SOFAST- and BEST-type experiments, the longitudinal
relaxation optimized BEST-TROSY experiment has been applied to studies
of nucleic acids [102]. Later an improved version of the sequence (shown in
Figure 6.1) was introduced and applied to folded proteins [103].

A special feature of the BEST-TROSY experiment is that the Hz polar-
ization that builds up due to relaxation during the t1-editing period is con-
verted to −Nz polarization by the ST2-PT sequence that is inverted to +Nz

polarization by an additional 180 ◦ pulse after the detection period [103].
In a conventional TROSY sequence this additional polarization would be
lost due to 15N T1 relaxation during the recovery delay that restores equi-
librium Boltzmann polarization, but with the short optimal recycle delays
of the BEST-type experiments it can be used for increasing sensitivity of

57
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Figure 6.1: Pulse sequence of the 2D gradient selected BEST-TROSY experiment
[103]. Filled and open symbols indicate 90 ◦ and 180 ◦ rf pulses, respectively. Pulses
are applied with x phase unless indicated. t1 denotes the incremented frequency-
editing delay. Selective amide 1H pulses cover a bandwidth of 3.5 ppm (centered
at 8.5 ppm), with shapes and durations as follows (1) REBURP [104], δ1, (2)
PC9 [105], δ2, and (3) EBURP-2 [104], 1.4 ms δ3. An asterisk indicates time
and phase reversal of the corresponding pulse shape. The transfer delays are set to
account for spin evolution during the selective pulses: τ1 = 1/(4JNH)−0.5δ1−0.5δ2,
τ2 = 1/(4JNH) − 0.5δ1 − κδ3 where κ ∼ 0.7 (to be optimized), τ1 = 1/(4JNH).
The 180 ◦ pulse on 15N after the acquisition period converts the −Nz polarization
originating from proton relaxation to +Nz, the phase ϕ0 should be set to y or −y
depending on the spectrometer, to add the magnetization originating from 1H and
15N. The phase cycling is: ϕ1 = −x, x; ϕ2 = −y; ϕ3 = −x;ϕacq = −x, x. G1-G6

denote pulsed field gradients along the z axis.

the next scan. For IDPs, the required high resolution in the 15N-dimension
calls for a long t1-editing period. Therefore, this feature of the experiment
is especially advantageous for IDPs, especially if very short recycle delays
can be used. This is the case for near physiological conditions as discussed
in Section 5.6. For globular proteins deuteration is crucial in order to reach
optimal TROSY line narrowing, because of remote 1H −1 H dipolar inter-
actions, that determine the linewidth of the TROSY component in case of
perfect canceling of dipole-dipole coupling and chemical shift anisotropy. In
case of intrinsically disordered proteins, there is a lower amount of remote
proton spins, essentially they come from the Hα and the sidechain protons.
This results in the fact that even without perdeuteration significant line
narrowing can be observed for them as we will show in the next section
(Figure 6.3). Summarizing the advantages of BEST-TROSY expected for
IDPs: i) a significant line narrowing can be observed, due to the TROSY
effect especially in the transiently structured regions with increased local
tumbling correlation time, ii) a beneficial sensitivity gain due to longitudi-
nal relaxation-optimization and finally iii) the conversion of Hz polarization
building up due to relaxation into +Nz polarization is also expected to con-
tribute to sensitivity gain especially for nuclei characterized by small 1H T1

time constants and large 15N T1 time constants (as discussed above).
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The question rises, how to profit maximally from the TROSY-effect in
the case of IDPs. On the one hand, it has been shown by Maltsev et al. [106]
that even in case of IDPs deuteration can be beneficial for the quality of the
recorded TROSY spectra. In their work they used acquisition times as long
as 206 ms and they have shown very well resolved spectra in the 1H di-
mension. On the other hand, complete deuteration results in having no
effect of longitudinal relaxation enhancement from the dipolar relaxation
mechanism. The answer is therefore, that the optimal choice depends on
the protein. Deuteration can be expensive and results in significantly lower
expression yields. Therefore, the approach of Maltsev et al. can be more
useful for IDPs that give high expression yields and whose spectra would
suffer from extensive overlaps in the 1H dimension and are studied at con-
ditions relatively far from the physiological pH and temperature, therefore
not favoring solvent exchange. The BEST-TROSY experiment can be more
advantageous for IDPs that express less well and/or are studied at near
physiological pH and temperature (as indicated by the data in Figure 5.3
in case of near physiological conditions longitudinal relaxation enhancement
resulting from exchange with the relaxed water protons is highly benefi-
cial) and if slightly larger linewidths in the 1H dimension can be tolerated
compared to the deuterated case.

We applied the 2D BEST-TROSY sequence to two IDPs of relatively
large size (∼ 270 residues). In order to reach high resolution and to profit
from the TROSY effect the spectra were recorded at high field (800 MHz)
and in the indirect 15N dimension 150 increments were recorded with a
spectral width of 2000 Hz in order to allow for high resolution. The 2D
BEST-TROSY spectra recorded for BASP1 and D2D3 fragment of NS5A
(NS5A) are shown in Figure 6.2. The figure shows that relatively high signal
dispersion could be reached in spite of the large size of these two IDPs.

In the following section we will discuss in further details and illustrate the
advantage of the BEST-TROSY experiments for IDPs, also when extended
to higher dimensional experiments. We undertook studies to characterize the
gain in sensitivity and resolution experimentally on the example of these two
large IDPs.

We applied in the course of this thesis the 2D BEST-TROSY sequence
for various applications, for mapping interactions, measurements of RDCs,
sample quality checks, kinetics measurements etc. as will be shown in Part
III.

6.2 Performance of BEST-TROSY compared to
BEST-HSQC

NMR studies of proteins are usually based on a “fingerprint” spectrum that
should be sufficiently well resolved to give a correlation peak per amino acid
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Figure 6.2: 2D BEST-TROSY spectra of NS5A D2D3 (pH 6.5) left and BASP1
(pH 2.0) right recorded at 800 MHz field at 5 ◦C.

site in the protein. Usually this “fingerprint” spectrum is a 2D amide 1H-15N
correlation spectrum. Sequential backbone assignment is a crucial step when
undertaking studies of proteins, because we need to know which correlation
peaks belong to which amino acid in the “fingerprint” spectrum to be able
to pursue with subsequent studies, to identify where changes occur in the
protein as a consequence of an interaction, chemical modification, mutation,
changes of conditions or any other perturbation that one wishes to study.
3D BEST-type sequences have been introduced by Lescop et al. [91]. Here
we will show that for IDPs usage of the BEST-TROSY-type 3D sequences
are more advantageous. The advantages of the 2D BEST-TROSY experi-
ment for IDPs, discussed above, with respect to sensitivity and resolution,
can be maintained in higher dimensional versions as well. Extension to a
third, 13C-dimension (or alternatively to another 15N-dimension) helps in
resolving overlaps. Furthermore, sequential correlations can be provided,
either by recording pairs of intraresidual- and sequential versions of the ex-
periment or recording a single experiment with intraresidual- and sequential
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correlation peaks showing up simultaneously in the spectrum (eg. HNCA).
The high resolution in the 15N-dimension can be maintained by the use of
semi-constant time frequency editing in the 3D versions of the experiment.

To assess the sensitivity enhancement provided by BEST-TROSY we
recorded 2D BEST-TROSY HNco and BEST-HSQC HNco spectra of the
proteins BASP1 and NS5A D2D3, with all possible acquisition parameters
set identical or as similar as possible. The pairs of BT-HNco and BH-HNco
spectra of BASP1 and the NS5A proteins are shown in Figure 6.3. It can
be appreciated from the figure that the resolution in the BEST-TROSY
versions is increased due to the TROSY line narrowing, the extent of which,
however, is different for the two proteins. The different characteristics of
the structural ensembles of the two proteins result in larger TROSY line
narrowing effect for NS5A, as it has more transiently structured regions
that result in larger local tumbling correlation times and presumably more
dipolar interaction with remote protons in the ensemble of structures it
adopts (as shown by the 15N relaxation data in panel c) of Figure 6.3), but
the effect is significant for BASP1 as well.

Furthermore, our data shows (Fig. 6.3 b) that as expected from the
considerations discussed in the previous sections, peak intensities in the
BEST-TROSY spectra are increased by 80% on average for NS5A and 20%
for BASP1 compared to the BEST-HSQC experiment. Peak intensity ratios
are plotted against peak intensities in the BEST-HSQC (Fig. 6.3 panel d)).
This highlights the fact, that in general peaks that are the least intense in
BEST-HSQC are more enhanced in the BEST-TROSY. There can be two
reasons for this, as there are two reasons also for peaks being weaker than
others. The first one is solvent exchange, that is only significant for certain
residues of NS5A (BASP1 being measured at pH 2.0). As discussed before,
when pulsing selectively, solvent exchange results in a reduced effective pro-
ton T1. This in turn causes more Hz polarization building up during the
N −→ CO-transfer delay that consequently results in a larger Nz polariza-
tion at the end of the sequence after the 180 ◦ pulse. The second reason can
be locally more restricted dynamics resulting in slower tumbling, therefore
shorter T2 relaxation time constants. As can be appreciated from compari-
son of panel (b) and panel (c) of Figure 6.3 the regions that are more rigid
as seen by 15N relaxation data profit more from the TROSY-effect as well.

These two effects result in a more uniform distribution of peak intensities
in the spectrum. It should be noted, that signal enhancement is also less
efficient for BASP1 than for NS5A, with a few residues even experiencing
slight sensitivity loss compared to the HSQC-version. This can be attributed
to the different sample conditions used for the two proteins and the different
structural ensembles they adopt. This difference in their structural ensem-
ble is illustrated by the 15N relaxation data. The different sample conditions
result in shorter proton T1 values for NS5A than for BASP1, therefore the
optimal recycle delay is shorter in the case of NS5A, which results in more
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efficient recovery of the polarization lost during the N −→ CO-transfer de-
lay. Therefore we can conclude from the comparison of the performance of
BEST-TROSY for NS5A and BASP1, that the BEST-TROSY experiments
are especially advantageous for IDPs that have a significant amount of resid-
ual structure, as peak intensities will be more homogeneous in the spectrum
along with an enhanced sensitivity and resolution.

6.3 3D BEST-TROSY experiments for assignment
of IDPs

In this section 3D BEST-TROSY experiments will be discussed that we rec-
ommend for time efficient sequential assignment of IDPs. In the previous
section the advantage of BEST-TROSY over its BEST-HSQC counterpart
in terms of sensitivity and resolution has been shown on the example of
the HNco experiment. It has been shown before [107] that the expected
frequency dispersion for IDPs is the largest in the N and CO dimensions,
while in the 1H dimension the signal dispersion is limited. This is why
13C-detected experiments for IDPs can be advantageous, but they are com-
promised by the intrinsic lower sensitivity of the 13C nucleus compared to
1H. Therefore, on samples like NS5A with limited solubility (allowing maxi-
mal sample concentrations of 150 µM) experimental time would be much too
long for 13C-detected experiments. Instead, the 3D BEST-TROSY experi-
ments employ excitation and detection of 1H, but also benefit in the indirect
dimensions from the larger frequency dispersion of 13C and 15N. The suite
of the 3D BEST-TROSY pulse sequences is shown in Figure 6.4. They all
employ semi-constant time frequency editing that allows maintaining the
high resolution in the 15N dimension also in the 3D experiments. Typically
four experiments are required to achieve sequential assignment for IDPs and
to get a complete set of backbone chemical shifts that yield information on
the secondary structural conformations. The pulse sequences of these four
experiments are shown in Figure 6.4. BT-hNcocaNH experiments help in
quick establishment of sequential connectivities, complemented by the BT-
hnCOcaNH experiment. The BT-hNcocaNH experiment gives connectivities
from residue i to residue i + 1, while the BT-hnCOcaNH experiment gives
connectivities from residue i to residue i − 1, like usual sequential correla-
tion experiments. A drawback for these sequences is the long transfer delays
as they might be insensitive for transiently structured regions characterized
by small T2 relaxation time constants. Nevertheless, the highly flexible re-
gions can be assigned easily and time-efficiently with these experiments.
The further two experiments are the BT-iHNCACB and BT-HNcoCACB
experiments, that also help establishing sequential connectivites in the i− 1
direction. These experiments are helpful for the transiently structured re-
gions, because the signal dispersion of Cα and Cβ are larger and, as the
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Figure 6.3: BEST-TROSY (BT) and BEST-HSQC (BH) version of the HNco
experiment are compared in terms of sensitivity and resolution for two IDPs differ-
ing in their dynamics properties. a) Gain in resolution in the BEST-TROSY (BT)
compared to the BEST-HSQC (BH) version of the HNco experiment. b) Residue
resolved intensity gain (BT vs BH) for BASP1 and NS5A D2D3. Comparison with
the 15N relaxation data (panel c) shows the correlation of the intensity gain to the
dynamics properties. In panel d) intensity gains in BT versus BH are plotted as
function of the original peak intensities in the BH spectrum, illustrating that the
BT results in more homogeneous peak intensity distribution of the spectrum.
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Figure 6.4: BEST-TROSY sequences: (a+c) HNCO or HNCA, (a+d) HNcoCA,
(a+e) HNcoCACB or HNcocaCB, (a+f) HNCACB or HNcaCB, (b+c) iHNCA,
(b+f) iHNCACB, (g) hNcocaNH and hnCOcaNH. Experimental details are similar
to those of the 2D BEST-TROSY (Figure 6.1). In addition to the notations defined
there, open squares on 1H indicate BIP-720-50-20 broadband inversion pulses [108].
CO pulses have the shape of the center lobe of a sinx/x function, whereas CA and
CA/CB pulses are applied with a rectangular shape and zero excitation at the
CO frequency. For further experimental details see the caption of the original
paper [109] in Appendices .
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transfer delays are shorter, signals can also be observed for the transiently
structured residues. As Cα and Cβ chemical shifts are sensitive for transient
secondary structure, usually we are also not facing the problem of signal
overlap in these regions. The combination of these four experiments is suf-
ficient, according to our experience, for assignment of relatively large IDPs.
For obtaining CO chemical shifts for residues in the transiently structured
regions an additional BT-HNCO experiment might be necessary.

The application of the 3D BEST-TROSY experiments will be shown on
the example of the assignment of a protein, core protein of Pestivirus, an
IDP of 104 residues length, that is known to have RNA chaperoning activity.

The 3D BEST-TROSY experiments introduced in Section 6.3 were used
for time efficient establishment of backbone connectivities. Example strips
of the BEST-TROSY spectra show how these sequences were used for as-
signment of PV-core. The first spectrum used for quick establishment of
sequential connectivities was the BT-hNcocaNH experiment, its use is il-
lustrated in Figure 6.5. For confirming the connectivities established with
the BT-hNcocaNH experiment the connectivities were checked in the BT-
hnCOcaNH and the pair of BT-HNcoCACB and BT-iHNCACB experi-
ments. Example strips are shown for a stretch of residues of PV core
(residues 18-22) showing the BT-hnCOcaNH and the pair of BT-HNcoCACB
and BT-iHNCACB experiments (Figure 6.6). These experiments allow as-
signment of an IDP such as PV core, of a sample concentration of ∼ 150µM
with overall acquisition time of less than a weekend. This set of experiments
allowed obtaining all backbone chemical shifts (except Hα).

However, in the course of establishing connectivities sometimes there is
a break point. This can be caused either by a proline residue, or too low
sensitivity of the amide site due to solvent exchange or relaxation properties
due to transient structure as discussed previously. Proline residues are very
abundant in intrinsically disordered proteins [110]. They result in a break
point in the assignment procedure, as they do not have an amide proton. In
the course of the sequential assignment procedure especially in case of IDPs
with possibly large signal intensity variations in their spectra it is difficult
to identify why no connection shows up to the neighboring residue. In the
course of this thesis we developed an experiment that allows identification
of proline-neighboring residues.

The experiment is based on the fact that prolines have distinct amide
15N chemical shifts. The Pro-BT-HNcocan and Pro-BT-iHNcan experiments
exploit this characteristic chemical shift range of proline amide nitrogens,
that is illustrated in Figure 6.7. These entries were extracted from IDP
chemical shifts deposited in the Biological Magnetic Resonance Data Bank
(BMRB).

The experiment belongs to the class of spin-echo difference experiments.
The pulse sequence of the Pro-BT-HNcocan is shown in Figure 6.8. This
experiment yields correlation peaks for the residues following prolines. The
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Figure 6.5: The establishment of sequential correlations is illustrated using the
BT-hNcocaNH experiment. For correlating amide peaks in the 2D-BT spectrum
(left) one can navigate to the 2D N-N plane of the BT-hNcocaNH spectrum at the
corresponding 1H frequency (right) and search for the correlation peak that gives
the 15N chemical shift of residue i+ 1.

experiment can also be performed in the iHNcan version, where the residues
preceding prolines are detected selectively. The spectrum, where only amide
resonances of Pro-neighboring residues show up, is formed by a difference
spectrum of the reference and transfer experiments. The experiment is an
extension of the BT-HNcoca experiment with an additional INEPT transfer
to the nitrogen of the neighboring residue. In the transfer experiment a
proline nitrogen selective pulse is applied, and thus magnetization is trans-
ferred to the Pro-nitrogen, while coupling evolution is refocused for all other
residue types. In the reference experiment the pulse on the amide nitrogen is
omitted, therefore coupling evolution is refocused for all residues including
prolines. The selective amide nitrogen pulse is applied at the nitrogen fre-
quency at 138 ppm, as we found this value to be the average of the chemical
shifts of proline nitrogens of IDP data sets deposited in the BMRB with a
bandwidth of 7 ppm that covers the shifts of all the proline amide nitrogens
found there (6 entries, 79 chemical shifts). It has to be noted, that in case
of extreme chemical shifts, resulting for example from ring current effect in
case of partially structured IDPs, false positives might show up in the spec-
tra. This experiment is expected to be applicable, however, to most IDPs,
as such extreme chemical shifts are rare for IDPs.

In Figure 6.8 application of this experiment is shown for the NS5A D2D3
protein. For the assignment of PV core, as it does not contain high amounts
of prolines, this experiment was not necessary.
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Figure 6.6: Example strips of the BT-hnCOcaNH and the pair of BT-HNcoCACB
and BT-iHNCACB experiments illustrating their use for sequential resonance as-
signment. The intraresidual (purple) and sequential (green) peaks in the BT-
hnCOcaNH spectrum show up with opposite sign. The intraresidual peaks in the
BT-HNcoCACB are shown in brown for Cβ and blue for Cα. The peaks in the BT-
iHNCACB spectra are shown in green and magenta for Cβ and Cα, respectively.
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Figure 6.7: Statistics of 15N chemical shifts of intrinsically disordered protein
data sets deposited in the BMRB. Proline nitrogen chemical shifts extracted from
6 IDP chemical shift data sets (pink) are plotted against chemical shifts of amide
nitrogens of all other residues from 14 IDP chemical shift data sets (black).

In case of doubts concerning the position of the fragments with sequential
connectivities, the HADAMAC [111] and iHADAMAC [112] experiments can
be recorded, like it was done in the course of the assignment of NS5A.

6.4 Saturation of water in the BEST-TROSY ex-
periments

In Chapter 5 we discussed the advantages of selective pulsing. There we
assumed a perfect “top hat” excitation profile and we did not consider prob-
lems resulting from eventual pulse imperfections. In this section we discuss
the consequences of pulse imperfections that result in partial excitation at
the water frequency.

The equation describing the effect of partial excitation on the longitu-
dinal magnetization of water is the same as Eq. 5.4 but instead of the
β excitation angle the f factor is introduced that denotes the remaining
fraction of the polarization of water after one scan:

MW,start,ss
z = MW,0

z f
1− exp(−Trec/T1,W )

1− f exp(−Trec/T1,W )
. (6.1)

The values of T1,W for a range of temperatures have been reported for
oxygen-free water (Table 6.1) [95]. As it can be appreciated from the table,
the longitudinal relaxation time constant of water increases with increasing
temperature. We remeasured the longitudinal relaxation time constants of
water at two temperatures and the result is in excellent agreement with the
data measured 60 years ago (as shown in Fig. 6.9 a). Theoretical curves
calculated from Eq. 6.1 show that in the regime of short recycle delays as
used in fast NMR, if the water polarization is even very slightly perturbed,
the steady state water polarization (MW,start,ss

z )decreases dramatically (f)
as illustrated by Figure 6.9 b.

Considering the Bloch-McConnell equation (Equation 5.19) the conse-
quences of this reduced magnetization of water can be seen: instead of the
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Figure 6.8: Pulse sequence of the Pro-BT-HNcocan experiment and its application
to the D2D3 fragment of NS5A. Transfer delays and other experimental details are
similar to those of the BEST-TROSY 3D experiments (Fig. 6.4). The spectra
are obtained by subtracting two data sets recorded with and without the Pro 15N
refocusing pulse. This pulse of REBURP pulse shape is centered at 138 ppm and
covers a band width of 7 ppm (corresponding to 8.6 ms pulse length at 80 MHz).
The T’ filter delay is set to 58 ms. In bottom, the Pro-BT-HNcocan left and Pro-BT-
iHNcan right spectra are shown, where residues following, and residues preceding
prolines are detected, respectively.
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Figure 6.9: a) T1 relaxation curves of water are shown at 10 ◦C (left) and 25 ◦C
(right) in the absence (black) and in the presence (red) of gadodiamide. Polarization
of water recovering from saturation measured as function of the relaxation delay.
The data was measured at 600 MHz field at a spectrometer equipped with a cryo-
probe by taking the intensity of the first point of the FID (intensities would be
affected by radiation damping). b) Theoretical curves of recovery of the water
polarization as function of the recycle delay for the T1 values of water shown in
panel a) in case of slight perturbation of water (f=0.95 left, f=0.98 right). The
range of recycle delays typically used in fast pulsing experiments is highlighted in
gray.
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T ( ◦C) T1,W (s)

0 1.59
5 1.88
10 2.20
15 2.55
20 2.95
25 3.37
30 3.82
35 4.30
40 4.76

Table 6.1: Longitudinal relaxation time constants of oxygen-free water [95]

Boltzmann water magnetization, the reduced steady state water magnetiza-
tion (MW,start,ss

z )is transferred to the amide protons by chemical exchange,
therefore for fast exchanging protons the experimental sensitivity is severely
reduced.

Therefore, paramagnetic relaxation agents can be helpful if the water
polarization is perturbed (eg. by imperfections of selective pulses) as they
speed up longitudinal relaxation of bulk water (as shown in Fig.6.9 b). Mo-
tivated by Ref. [100] where the authors report increase of experimental sen-
sitivity for BEST-type experiments for globular as well as for disordered
proteins by adding a paramagnetic relaxation agent (gadodiamide) to the
sample, we wanted to test the described effect on BEST-TROSY experi-
ments with keeping in mind that if the selective pulses perform perfectly,
the polarization of water should not be perturbed. Therefore, we should not
be able to observe an effect on the peak intensities. We also chose gadodi-
amide, as in the publication cited above, for this purpose as it used to be
widely used as an MRI contrast agent and as it is not supposed to inter-
act with proteins at low concentrations. To assess its potential of speeding
up longitudinal relaxation of water and to optimize for the necessary con-
centration we studied its effect on the T1 of the bulk water. We measured
the T1 relaxation time constants as a function of the concentration of the
compound (cGd). The results are shown in Table 6.2.

We found that 0.5 mM gadodiamide concentration sufficiently enhances
the longitudinal relaxation of water. Its effect on the T1 relaxation time
constant of water (red curve), furthermore its theoretical effect of speeding
up recovery of the water polarization in case of slight perturbation of the
water polarization by the pulse sequence are shown in Fig.6.9. We pursued
to test the effect of the compound on peak intensities in BEST-TROSY 2D
experiments by adding the gadodiamide paramagnetic agent to the sample.
The two samples were identical except the added gadodiamide (dilution
effect for the protein is negligible, as 1 M gadodiamide solution was used).
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cGd (mM) T1,W (s)

0 3.40
0.25 0.63
0.50 0.44
0.75 0.27

Table 6.2: Longitudinal relaxation time constants of water measured for different
gadodiamide concentrations (cGd) at 25 ◦C

Figure 6.10: Peak intensity ratios in 2D BEST-TROSY spectra recorded in the
absence (Iref ) and in the presence of 0.5 mM gadodiamide (IGd) of a globular
protein, ubiquitin (left) and of an IDP, PV Core (right).

We found that indeed, addition of 0.5 mM gadodiamide to the sample results
in enhanced peak intensities for the loop region of ubiquitin that is involved
in solvent exchange because of being exposed, as shown in Figure 6.10 left
panel. The buried regions of ubiquitin are unaffected by addition of the
compound (as expected). These findings indicated that imperfections of the
BEST-TROSY pulse sequence perturb the water polarization.

For the intrinsically disordered PV core protein (Fig. 6.10 right panel)
we found an overall loss in sensitivity that is supposedly due to reduction
of the T2 relaxation time constants of the protein due to the presence of
gadodiamide. This could be caused by an interaction between gadodiamide
and the protein.

In order to test which pulse is responsible for the perturbation of the
magnetization of water we performed the following measurements. We mea-
sured the polarization of water protons in the steady state for the selective
pulses used in the BEST-type experiments and for some other pulse shapes,
as a function of the offset of the center of the shaped pulse. The measure-
ment of the water polarization was performed by application of the selective
pulse and then a recovery delay of 100 ms repeated 32 times in order to
reach steady-state conditions and after the last pulse the Hz magnetization
of water was read out with a non-selective small flip-angle pulse (∼ 1 ◦).
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Figure 6.11: Steady state water polarization after 32 repetitions of excitation
with a shaped pulse followed by a 200 ms recycle delay, as function of the offset of
a) 90 ◦ shaped pulses and b) 180 ◦ shaped pulses as measured at 600 MHz Agilent
spectrometer equipped with a cryo-probe in the absence (left) and in the presence
(right) of gadodiamide.

On spectrometers equipped with a cryo-probe the resulting free induction
decay (FID) is affected by radiation damping, therefore the magnitude of
the first point of the FID was measured. The reference value was measured
in the same way, but without applying the shaped pulse. Then the offset
of the shaped pulse was varied between 3.2 and 6.2 ppm with keeping the
band width constant. The resulting data on the effect of the different selec-
tive pulses on the water polarization are shown in Figure 6.11. The region
where the pulses are usually centered in the BEST-TROSY experiments is
highlighted in gray.

The results show that the 180 ◦ refocusing REBURP pulse, significantly
perturbs the water polarization if the pulses are centered at around 4 ppm
offset, as necessary for selective excitation of the amide protons. The other
tested pulses, qREBURP (E. Kupce, unpulished) and Q3 performed slightly
better with respect to perturbation of the water polarization, with Q3 per-
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Figure 6.12: Simulated excitation profiles of the tested pulse shapes with the
optimal B1 field (black) and -20% (green) and +20% (red) B1 fields. In the bottom
panel simulated steady state water polarization as function of the offset of the
REBURP pulse is shown (left) as compared to the experimentally measured data
(right).

forming best under these conditions.

Simulations of the excitation profiles of the tested pulse shapes are shown
in Fig. 6.12. The B1 was varied in order to try to reproduce the experimen-
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Figure 6.13: Steady state water polarization as function of the offset of the tested
shaped pulses (REBURP black, qREBURP green and Q3 red) as measured at 600
MHz Agilent spectrometer equipped with a cryoprobe (left) and measured on a
Bruker 600 MHz spectrometer with a cryoprobe (right).

tally measured data. In the simulated excitation profile of the REBURP
pulse shape only small wiggles are seen at the water frequency that do not
explain the observed large perturbation of the water polarization. However,
when the simulation is performed with a 20 % reduced B1 field in order to
account for eventual detuning of the probe these wiggles increased, resulting
in the observed large perturbations of the water polarization.

The simulations showed that most likely our data can be explained by
detuning of the probe under fast pulsing conditions. When new spectrome-
ters arrived at the new institute building of IBS with brand new cryoprobes,
we tried to reproduce these results. When remeasuring the same data at the
new spectrometers we did not see a similar water perturbation profile as we
had measured with the old probes. Actually, the REBURP pulse performed
best among the tested pulses. The comparison of the results obtained on
the new probe and the old probe is shown in Fig. 6.13.

The conclusion was, therefore, is that the observed water perturbation
profiles probably resulted from detuning of the probe under fast pulsing
conditions. With the new probe this was not the case, the REBURP pulse
performed experimentally as simulated, so probably addition of the param-
agnetic agent would not result in increased sensitivity (we have not yet car-
ried out this experiment). However, in case a probe gets detuned while puls-
ing fast, another option to improve sensitivity would be the use of selective
pulses optimized for a range of B1 fields. Our collaborators, Stefan Glaser
and Steffen Düwel (TU Münich) optimized asymmetric selective pulses for
keeping a clean excitation profile at the water frequency when detuned,
while large wiggles are allowed to appear towards higher than the amide
proton resonance frequencies. The simulated excitation profiles of their first
resulting pulse at optimal B1 and in case of reduced B1 due to detuning are
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Figure 6.14: Simulated excitation profiles of REBURP pulse and the ’Glaser’
pulse. The profiles are shown for siulations conducted with the optimal B1 fields
(black) and withB1 15% off (red). The frequency region where the pulse is expected
to result in no perturbation of the spins is highlighted in light blue.

shown in Figure 6.14. The alternative solution to increase sensitivity would
be the use of the PRE agent, but as it results for IDPs in reduction of T2

of the protein because of the PRE effect, its use is questionable. Optimized
pulse sequences do not result in adverse effects on relaxation. As we have
shown, the BEST-TROSY pulse sequence avoids perturbation of water on
well-performing probes, while on other probes there is place for improve-
ment by further optimized pulse shapes that provide a clean profile at the
water frequency also at lower B1 fields.

6.5 Measurement of solvent exchange rates with
BEST-TROSY

Solvent exchange rates yield information on solvent exposure of the amide
protons and thus they can be used for structural characterization of proteins.
Often, measurement of solvent exchange rates is used for identification of
interacting residues, as solvent exposed parts of the protein become buried
upon interaction. It can also be used to observe unfolding or folding induced
changes in solvent accessibility. However, presently available techniques are
not rapid enough to monitor for example folding events in real-time.

Several methods exist for measurements of solvent exchange rates. One
that allows measurement of kex in relatively slow exchange regime is H/D
exchange [113], that is based on dissolving a protonated protein in D2O and
measuring a series of amide 1H-15N correlation spectra to monitor real-time
the disappearance of the proton signals. The kex values are then obtained
from exponential fit to the intensities. With fast acquisition techniques, ex-
change rates up to kex < 0.1 s−1 can be measured with this method, provided
sensitivity is very high. [92,114]. For measurement of smaller exchange rates
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a number of techniques have been proposed that are based on transfer of
the water magnetization to the amide protons of the protein. [115–119]. For
characterization of intrinsically disordered proteins the most used method is
the CLEANEX experiment [117]. The key feature of the experiment com-
pared to previous techniques is the CLEANEX-PM spin-locking sequence,
that suppresses to a large extent intramolecular and exchange-relayed NOEs.
However, this experiment requires long acquisition times. Exchange rates in
the range of 1 < kex < 100 s−1 can be measured with magnetization transfer
techniques. The upper limit is imposed by line broadening of the correla-
tion peaks due to exchange, while the lower limit results from longitudinal
relaxation limiting the mixing time that can be used. A recently introduced
method is SOLEXSY [120], that is performed in 50% D2O and 50% H2O.
It uses 15N as a probe and monitors the conversion of deuterated species to
protonated species. This experiment is also characterized by relatively low
sensitivity.

The HETex-SOFAST experiment was presented in the literature some
years ago [121]. It allows obtaining quick qualitative information about the
buried or exposed nature of the amide protons along the polypeptide chain.
The experiment is basically a SOFAST-HMQC experiment, with selective
saturation of water in the sat and without saturation in the ref experiment.
The saturation of water is transferred via chemical exchange to the observed
amide protons. Therefore, for exposed amides the intensity ratio Isat/Iref
decreases while for completely buried amide protons it remains near one.

We addressed the question whether an optimized version of the experi-
ment could be used for quantitative measurement of amide solvent exchange
rates. We modified the experiment and implemented a BEST-TROSY ver-
sion in order to profit from the higher resolution due to the TROSY-effect
at high magnetic fields. This experiment profits from the high sensitivity
thanks to longitudinal relaxation enhancement achieved by selective pulsing.
First the theoretical model for extracting the exchange rates from the data
is going to be discussed.

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, the evolution of the lon-
gitudinal magnetization is described by the Bloch-McConnell equation (Eq.
5.19). For the present discussion we only consider evolution of the magne-
tization of one amide proton spin and the bulk water magnetization. We
ignore cross-relaxation to the other proton spins. In this case the Bloch-
McConnel equation for the system is:

− d

dt

(
IW − I0

W

IHN − I0
HN

)
=

(
ρW 0
0 ρHN

)(
IW − I0

W

IHN − I0
HN

)
+

(
0 0
−kex kex

)(
IW
IHN

)
(6.2)

where IW is the polarization of the bulk water and IHN is the polarization
of the proton.
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A reference and a saturation experiment are recorded in the HETex-
BEST-TROSY experiment in order to extract information on solvent ex-
change. The boundary conditions for solving equation 6.2 are as follows.

At time t = 0 in the reference experiment the amide polarization IHN,ref (0) =
0 and the water polarization is assumed to be at the equilibrium polarization
IW,ref (0) = I0

W .

In the saturation experiment water is assumed to be saturated all the
time, therefore IW,sat(t) = 0 and the amide polarization at time t = 0 is
IHN,sat(0) = 0.

The solutions of equation 6.2 for these boundary conditions as function
of the relaxation delay (drelax) are given by:

IHN,ref (drelax) = I0
HN

ρHN + kexIW,ref (drelax)

ρHN + kex
[1− exp {− (ρHN + kex) drelax}]

(6.3)
for the reference experiment and

IHN,sat(drelax) = I0
HN

ρHN
ρHN + kex

[1− exp {− (ρHN + kex) drelax}] (6.4)

for the saturation experiment.

Note, that this result was not considering presence of nearby protons that
might also exchange with water and thus influence significantly the evolu-
tion of the magnetization. These relaxation pathways are not accounted for,
but as will be shown below, this model explains sufficiently well the evolu-
tion of the magnetization for highly dynamic IDPs. In order to fit for kex
(that requires fits also for ρHN and I0

HN ), measurement of IHN,ref (drelax),
IHN,sat(drelax) and IW,ref (drelax) is required at least at two drelax relaxation
delays. However, when the data is only available at a single drelax time, the
HET exratio can be computed:

HET exratio =
(IHN,ref (drelax)/IHN,ref (drelax)− 1)

IW,ref (drelax)
=

kex
ρHN

(6.5)

.

The pulse sequence of the BEST-TROSY version of the experiment is
presented in Figure 6.15. The experiment, apart from the saturation block,
is very similar to the 2D BEST-TROSY experiment (Fig.6.1) with the dif-
ference that here the last 180 ◦ pulse on 15N after the acquisition period is
omitted. In the reference experiment even minimal perturbation of water
should be avoided. The considerations in the previous section showed that
the BEST-TROSY pulse sequence at a well-performing probe ensure only
minimal perturbation of water. In the saturation experiment the aim is to
reach a nearly complete saturation of water. Almost constant saturation of
water is reached by applying the water-selective saturating pulse at a con-
stant frequency. Therefore, the duration of the relaxation delay (drelax) has
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Figure 6.15: Pulse sequence of the HETex-BEST-TROSY experiment. The nota-
tion and the delays used are the same as in Figure 6.1. Water saturation is reached
by series of on-resonance 1H pulses of ISNOB-5 shape (150 ms at 600 MHz). The
repetition time dwat equals the duration of the sequence. The water magnetization
can be read out at points (a) and (b) of the pulse sequence by application of a
small-angle (1 ◦) read-out pulse preceded by a strong pulsed field gradient pulse.

to be integer multiple of the duration of the pulse sequence and the pulse on
water is applied repeatedly during the relaxation delay. We found that an
ISNOB-5 pulse of ∼ 150 ms achieves good saturation of water over a narrow
bandwidth.

Before each experiment on a new sample, the bandwidth of the water
selective pulse has to be calibrated in order to ensure minimal perturbation
of 1Hα protons, that resonate near the water frequency, but good saturation
of the water protons (Figure 6.16, right panel). The saturation of water can
to be measured at two points in the pulse sequence for obtaining information
on the extent of saturation of water in the sat experiment and also it yields
a measure of IW,ref (drelax) that is required for fitting of kex (Figure 6.16,
left panel).

The accuracy of the measured exchange rates was cross-validated by
measurement with the CLEANEX experiment. We used α-synuclein as the
IDP example for validation of our approach. The CLEANEX experiment
has been used to measure reference exchange rates. As can be observed from
Figure 6.17 the correlation of the HETex-BEST-TROSY with CLEANEX
measured exchange rates is very good. The reason is that NOEs are weak
due to the flexible nature of the protein, thus the model used for fitting of
the exchange rates is applicable. (As described in the manuscript found in
Appendices the correlation for ubiquitin is very bad. The reason is the much
higher amount of cross-relaxation in a folded protein compared to an IDP.)

The experiment has also been applied for measurement of exchange rates
for the NS5A D2D3 protein, that possesses residual structure as will be
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Figure 6.16: Normalized water polarization measured at points (a) and (b) of the
pulse sequence (Fig. 6.15) in the ref (filled symbols) and in the sat (open symbols)
experiments as function of the relaxation delay (left), and measured at point (b) in
the sat experiment as function of the offset of the Hsat pulses (right).

shown in Part III. First, we were curious to see if the experiment allows
measurement of exchange rates for a large IDP like NS5A with significant
amount of residual structure. The second motivation was to find out whether
the exchange rates obtained in this fashion can be used for identification of
the transiently structured regions. CLEANEX measurement of the exchange
rates was also attempted for cross-validation but even an experiment over a
weekend did not provide sufficient sensitivity at the sample concentration we
have to work with in the case of NS5A (150 µM), the data was too noisy to
obtain good fits. However, the high sensitivity of the HETex-BEST-TROSY
experiment allowed site-resolved measurement of solvent exchange rates.

IHN,ref (drelax), IHN,sat(drelax) and IW,ref (drelax) were measured at four
drelax values in an overnight experiment. Fits were good for residues with
exchange rates up to kex < 10 s−1, as shown in Figure 6.18. The reason for
this upper limit is that for residues exchanging faster, recovery of the mag-
netization is too fast to be sampled even with the shortest recovery delay
that we can use (˜200 ms). An important point to consider when measuring
exchange rates is that depending on the amino acid type of the residue and
of the neighboring residues, exchange rates can change by up to two orders of
magnitude as illustrated by predicted exchange rates for NS5A D2D3 in Fig-
ure 6.18 upper panel, red curve. Therefore, the conditions for measurement
of exchange rates have to be selected carefully so that it is in the optimal
regime for the type of experiment used for the measurement. This can be
a problem in case all the assignment experiments have been conducted at a
temperature and/or pH which is not favorable for the measurement.

The measured and predicted exchange rates (kex) are plotted in Figure
6.18 . The plot of predicted versus measured exchange rates illustrates an
issue of using exchange rates for structural characterization of IDPs. The
exchange rates, because of the chemical properties of the amino acids vary
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Figure 6.17: a) Measured exchange rates (kex) obtained from fit to HETex-BEST-
TROSY data measured at three drelax values (gray) and kex obtained from fits to
CLEANEX data (black) are compared. b) Correlation of the extracted exchange
rates obtained from measurements at the set of three drelax to all drelax delays
(in range 0.2-4.2 s) HETex-BT data(left) and correlation of kex from three points
HETex-BT data set to kex from CLEANEX data set are shown (right).
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Figure 6.18: a) Solvent exchange rates for NS5A D2D3 (pH 6.5, 25 ◦C) ob-
tained from fits to HETex-BEST-TROSY experiment measured at four drelax delays
(black) compared to predicted solvent exchange rates for the same conditions by
the SPHERE predictor (red). Predictions are only shown for sites where we were
able measure kex experimentally, for better visibility (very fast exchanging sites are
not shown). The four transiently structured helical regions in NS5A are highlighted
and indicated by cylinders on top. The polyproline region is higlighted in red. b)
Representative fits to the data are shown.
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over two orders of magnitudes. In case of a transiently formed helix that
is, let us assume, formed in 50% of the time the exchange rate will drop
about 50% for the residues of the helix, compared to the theoretical random
coil exchange rates. In principle, all the measured exchange rates should
be lower than the predicted values, as the scenario of the sample being less
protected than the random coil is not meaningful. Apparently, the data
shows, as judged from the large differences between measured and predicted
exchange rates, the error of the prediction is larger than 50%, only the order
of magnitude seems to be right for the different amino acids (note that for
the faster than 10 s−1 exchanging residues the errors of the measurement
were very large, so they were removed from the figure for clarity).

Measurement of exchange rates, however, can be used for identification
of interacting regions that become buried. We have not yet performed this
measurement, but comparison of exchange rates in the free IDP and in the
complex is expected to give useful information on the interaction surface.
It has to be emphasized, that for all such measurements it is extremely
important to use exactly identical conditions (temperature, pH) as exchange
rates are very sensitive to them.

6.6 Conclusions

In this Part of the thesis NMR method developments for IDPs were pre-
sented. These fast NMR methods all rely on longitudinal relaxation opti-
mization as a common feature, in order to enhance experimental sensitivity
and therefore reduce overall acquisition times.

The applicability of the BEST approach for longitudinal relaxation op-
timization for IDPs has been shown (Section 5.6) for different sample condi-
tions. The two mechanisms of solvent exchange-induced reduction of appar-
ent amide proton T1 and the dipolar relaxation mechanism have both been
shown to contribute to longitudinal relaxation enhancement by selective
pulsing for this class of proteins. The contribution of the two mechanisms
has been shown to depend on the sample conditions. In case of low pH the
contribution from solvent exchange is negligible, nevertheless, amide pro-
ton T1s still get significantly reduced via the dipolar relaxation mechanism.
Therefore overall experimental sensitivity can be increased by fast pulsing.
When conditions favor fast exchange (elevated pH and temperature) amide
proton T1s get reduced dramatically, a fact that can be exploited to boost
experimental sensitivity for fast exchanging residues. However, in case of
too rapid solvent exchange (kex > 100 s−1) line broadening for the exchang-
ing residues may so severely reduce sensitivity that the resonances cannot
be detected. Therefore, with careful selection of conditions, longitudinal re-
laxation optimization allows working at elevated pH and temperature (i.e.
near physiological conditions) with high experimental sensitivity.
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The HN−BESTCON experiment (Section 5.8) developed in the course of
this thesis combines the advantages of the above discussed longitudinal re-
laxation optimization by selective pulsing on amide protons and the larger
signal dispersion for IDPs by 13C-detection. We showed that this experi-
ment is significantly more sensitive than the 13C-start and -detected CON
experiment as it profits from the larger gyromagnetic ratio of proton as
polarization source and employs longitudinal relaxation optimization. This
higher sensitivity comes at the expense of not detecting proline residues and
limited applicability with respect to very high pH and temperature. We did
not make a thorough comparison quantifying the extent, but its sensitiv-
ity remains lower than that of longitudinal relaxation optimized 2D 1H-15N
correlation experiments such as the BEST-TROSY. The reason is its in-
trinsically lower sensitivity because of the lower gyromagnetic ratio of the
13C nucleus. This experiment is expected to be more advantageous than
for example the 2D BEST-TROSY when significantly more resonances are
resolved due to the larger frequency dispersion of the 13CO resonances. In
order to be sure about using the most adapted experiment, both of them
should be tested and optimized for the given protein sample and then com-
pared with respect to sensitivity and resolution.

We showed in Section 6.2 that the BEST-TROSY experiments pro-
vide superior resolution and sensitivity than their BEST-HSQC counter-
parts. Furthermore, we showed on the example of two large IDPs, that
BEST-TROSY provides high resolution allowing time-efficient resonance
assignment with a set of 3D correlation experiments (Section 6.3). Us-
ing these experiments, comparably high resolution can be reached thanks
to the TROSY-effect even without need for expensive deuteration. The
BEST-TROSY-effect also provides increased sensitivity especially for tran-
siently structured regions and results in a more homogeneous distribution
of intensities. Therefore this class of experiments can be useful in NMR
studies of IDPs characterized by large peak intensity distribution caused by
broadening resulting from residual structure or solvent exchange.

Furthermore, the Pro-BT-HNcocan and Pro-BT-iHNcan experiments
have been introduced for selective identification of residues neighboring
proline. These experiments also profit from all the advantages of BEST-
TROSY. They can be helpful for assignment of IDPs with large content of
prolines (typical for IDPs). Identification of these residues provides start-
ing points for amino acid-type anchoring of fragments and prevents loosing
time searching for correlation peaks next to proline residues. The informa-
tion provided by the experiment could also be included into programs for
automatic backbone assignment to resolve ambiguities. These experiments
provide complementary information to the amino acid-type information that
can be obtained from the HADAMAC and iHADAMAC experiments, as
there prolines belong to the “rest” group, and so are not identified selec-
tively.
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We showed that time-efficient determination of solvent exchange rates is
possible with the HETex-BEST-TROSY experiment (an optimized version
of the HETex-SOFAST experiment [121]), for IDPs. This experiment allows
accurate measurement of kex in the range of 0.1 < kex < 10 s−1. The ex-
change rates should be interpreted with care, for example comparison with
predicted values is not sufficiently accurate to conclude about protection
factors for IDPs. However, measurements of kex can yield useful informa-
tion for monitoring changes in the structure due to chemical modification,
interaction or other types of perturbation.
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Biophysical studies of NS5A
protein of HCV
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Chapter 7

Introduction, molecular
biology of HCV

7.1 Hepatitis C disease

Hepatitis C disease currently affects about 130-170 million people around
the world. Non-A, non-B hepatitis was described for the first time in 1975.
A few years later interferon-based therapy was introduced for hepatitis C
patients. Acute hepatitis C infection results in clearance from the virus by
natural immune response only for about 30% of the affected individuals.
Thus, for the majority of the patients the infection persists and develops
into chronic hepatitis C disease, in which stage spontaneous clearance of the
virus is extremely rare [122].

Within a few decades after the infection patients start to develop liver
cirrhosis, that in some cases results in hepatocellular carcinoma. These in
turn result in liver failure and only liver transplantation can save the patient.
The traditional treatment of hepatitis C disease is interferon-based therapy,
by serum introduction of recombinant interferon-α (IFNα).

However, IFNα therapy has limited efficiency, and research efforts fo-
cused on understanding determinants on IFNα-sensitivity and viral escape.
Later on, the first atomic resolution structures of HCV proteins have been
solved (for details see Section 7.3). Since then, more detailed understanding
of the viral life cycle led to the development of new antivirals that target
directly the viral proteins, and other drugs targeting host factors essential
for the life cycle of hepatitis C virus.

Despite these new therapies, there is still no generally effective treatment
for HCV, neither a vaccine available. Therefore, in addition to fundamental
interest, a more detailed, molecular level understanding of the viral life cycle
is also necessary for clinical applications.
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Figure 7.1: Milestones in hepatitis C research and treatment. Adapted from
Ref. [122]

7.2 Hepatitis C virus

Hepatitis C virus has been isolated in 1989 [123]. The virus has been clas-
sified into the Flaviviridae family of viruses, in the Hepacivirus genus. It is
a positive stranded RNA virus, meaning that the RNA found in the virion
is positive-sense RNA. This means that (in contrast to negative stranded
RNA viruses) its RNA can be directly translated after entry into the host
cell, because the positive sense viral RNA is similar to mRNA. Replication
of the viral RNA requires viral proteins and host cofactors. Replication
takes place in HCV-infected cells at a very high copy rate resulting in many
errors and thus high genetic variability. This high replication rate is neces-
sary because lifetime of the virus is short. To date, six genotypes have been
distinguished with several subtypes. The virus, after entry into the cell,
uses the host machinery to express its single viral polyprotein that is then
further processed by viral and host proteases. The life cycle of HCV takes
place on membranes, all the viral proteins are membrane associated. Viral
replication takes place on the so-called membranous web, formed from the
endoplasmic reticle (ER) of the host cell. On the other hand, viral particle
assembly takes place on lipid droplets.

7.3 HCV proteins

The HCV genome encodes ten proteins, three structural and seven non-
structural proteins as illustrated in Figure 7.2. The structural proteins of
HCV, that build up the virion, are core protein, E1 and E2 envelope gly-
coproteins. A host-derived membrane also plays a role in building up the
virion. To date, there is no data on the structure of the virion. Core protein
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Replication 
Particle assembly 

Figure 7.2: Genome organization of the viral strucutral and non-structural pro-
teins. The figure has been adapted from Ref. [124]

has been relatively well characterized. Mature core protein consists of two
domains. Domain 1 is intrinsically disordered when expressed alone, contain-
ing many positively charged residues. Similarly to the other core proteins of
Flaviviridae it has RNA chaperoning activity [125], [126]. It is also involved
in interactions with numerous host factors [127]. The C-terminal domain 2
is largely hydrophobic and dimeric, via disulfide bond formation by C128.
Core has also been reported to interact with domain 3 of NS5A [128]. This
interaction has been shown to be dependent on phosphorylation of certain
residues in domain 3 by mutation analysis. E1 and E2 contain intrinsically
disordered regions, an atypical feature for viral structural proteins. They
play roles in viral entry and, evidently, in building up the virion.

The other proteins of HCV are non-structural proteins. p7 is a viroporin,
an oligomeric membrane protein that has been shown to function as a cation
channel and is necessary for productive infection. In addition to its role as
an ion channel it has been reported to interact with Core and to play a role
in particle assembly. Its structure has been recently solved by liquid-state
NMR spectroscopy [129], giving an impulse for drug design studies to find
inhibitors. NS2-NS3 acts as an autoprotease, after their self-cleavage they
fulfill their roles individually. The structure of the catalytic domain of NS2
has been solved. It is a cystein protease, dispensable for RNA replication
but crucial for formation of free NS3. NS3 protein is multifunctional, its
structure has been solved. Its N-terminus is a serine protease, and its C-
terminus is the ATP-dependent RNA helicase forming a complex with NS4A.
NS4B is an integral membrane protein. It plays a role in the formation of
the membraneous web, but the exact mechanism is unknown. NS5A we will
discuss in detail in the next section, and NS5B is the RNA polymerase. The
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Figure 7.3: Illustration of membrane organization of the HCV proteins. The
figure has been adapted from Ref [124]

latter is anchored to the membrane by its C-terminal integral membrane
protein domain. Deletion studies showed that from all viral proteins, NS3 –
NS5B are required, in addition to host factors. Figure 7.3 shows membrane
organization of the HCV proteins and the available structural information,
with the exception of p7. For p7 the figure shows the structure of the
monomer, but not the high resolution structure of the oligomeric ion channel
that has only been solved by NMR spectroscopy very recently [129].

7.4 Roles of NS5A

NS5A is a multifunctional phosphoprotein, existing in two differentially
phosphorylated forms, termed basal and hyperphosphorylated. This dif-
ferential phosphorylation has been suggested to act as a switch between its
functions in RNA replication and viral particle assembly. Basal phosphory-
lation has been located to residues mainly in domain 3 and some in domain
2. Hyperphosphorylation has been mapped to residues of the cluster of ser-
ines in domain 2, for a more detailed discussion see Section 10.3. It has been
recognized, that mutations that impair hyperphosphorylation of residues in
the serine cluster of the LCSI region result in increase of replication effi-
ciency [130]. This and other observations led to the hypothesis that NS5A
is a key regulator of the HCV life cycle and the differential phosphorylation
of its two forms mediates the switch of functions between replication and
particle assembly. Furthermore, NS5A interacts with the largest number
of host factors out of all the HCV proteins [127] in addition to its inter-
actions with the other viral proteins. Presumably its flexible, intrinsically
disordered domains account for this ability of binding to many partners. A
widely known advantage of intrinsic disorder is to allow binding to a mul-
titude of binding partners often mediated by preformed structural elements
or short recognition motifs. All these elements are exposed due to confor-
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mational disorder. One example of its interaction with a host factor is that
with cyclophilin A, which is crucial for RNA replication of the virus [131].
This interaction already gave rise to an anti-HCV drug under development
targeting cyclophilin A.

NS5A has been divided into three domains based on low complexity
sequences identified by bioinformatic analysis. This model was confirmed
by limited proteolysis and mass spectrometry [132]. Proteolytic cleavage of
NS5A yielded two major cleavage sites in the low complexity sequences and
two major protease-resistant products were identified by mass spectromet-
ric analysis, 25-215 and 25-355 that correspond to domain 1 and domains
1+2, respectively. The amphipathic α helix that is semi-embedded in the
membrane precedes domain 1. The structure of domain 1 has been solved
by X-ray crystallography, revealing a dimeric structure and zinc-finger mo-
tif [133]. The dimeric interface has been suggested to form an RNA-binding
groove that could accommodate single- or double-stranded RNA as well.
NS5A has been shown to be an RNA-binding protein [134], thus this finding
gave rise to further speculations on the role of NS5A. In one scenario pairs
of NS5A dimers form a basic surface at the membrane that serves like a
’railway’ to transport viral RNA [135]. In another hypothesis NS5A serves
for translocating RNA from the site of viral replication at the membrane
the the site of particle formation at the lipid droplets. According to recent
findings this translocation of NS5A and possibly the bound RNA to the lipid
droplets is mediated via interaction of NS5A with DGAT1 [136]. A few years
later another crystal structure of domain 1 has been solved, with a different
dimerization interface [137]. Electrostatic mapping of this structure shows
no clear possible RNA binding site [134]. The role of these different dimeric
structures remains unclear. Domains 2 and 3 of NS5A have been reported
by us and by others to be intrinsically disordered [112], [138], [139], [140].

Deletion studies have shown that domains 1 and 2 play a role in RNA
replication while domain 3 can be completely deleted without major effect on
replication [130]. Domain 3 on the other hand has been shown to be required
for particle assembly, and it mediates the interaction to the core protein,
where phosphorylation of S457 seems to play a role in the interaction [128].

As major topic of this PhD we conducted studies to characterize the
intrinsically disordered domains of NS5A of HCV, their interaction with
Bin1 SH3 domain and their phosphorylation, to gain further understanding
about the structure and functions of this multifunctional protein. This will
be presented in the following chapters.
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Chapter 8

Structure and dynamics of
the intrinsically disordered
region of NS5A

In this chapter, we present our results on the characterization of structure
and dynamics of the intrinsically disordered region of NS5A. The study was
carried out by NMR spectroscopy and SAXS in the course of this thesis.

8.1 Domain organization of NS5A and our con-
structs

As mentioned in the previous Section, NS5A protein of HCV has been di-
vided into three domains by bioinformatic analysis and limited proteolysis
as shown in Figure 8.1. The protein is anchored to the ER membrane by an
amphipatic helix of ∼ 30 residues. Three domains follow (D1 D2 and D3)
that are separated by low complexity sequences 1 and 2 (LCS1 and LCS2).
LCS2 contains two class 1 and one class 2 polyproline motifs (PxxP motifs).

The IUPRED disorder prediction is shown here for the full-length pro-
tein. As shown in Figure 8.1 IUPRED predicts low disorder score for D1,
but from residue 180 the score increases. The construct of domain 1 that
yielded the crystal structure [133] ends at residue 198 and in the crystal
structure the final residue of the last (B9) β-strand is Y182. The following
residues 182-198 in the structure have no well-defined secondary structure,
consistently with the increasing disorder score. An interesting feature from
the crystal structure is the disulfide bond that connects the conserved cys-
tein C190 to C142 that is also located in a loop. The N-terminal residue of
our constructs is E191.

IUPRED predicts disorder scores around 0.5 for D2 with small variations
and higher disorder scores for D3 except for a short region at the N-terminal
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Figure 8.1: Domain organization of NS5A protein of HCV according to
Tellinghuisen et al. is shown [132]. The domains, low complexity sequences and
polyproline motifs are highlighted. Disorder scores are shown underneath as pre-
dicted by IUPRED. The structures of the N-terminal amphipatic helix (PDB entry
1R7C) and of domain 1 are shown (PDB entry 1ZH1). Our three constructs are
shown above the domain organization with the residue numbers.

part of the domain which is shown by inspection of the sequence to be
hydrophobic.

The D2 construct was studied in the group prior to this thesis and at
the beginning of this thesis, before the D2D3 construct has been expressed
and purified. The data on that construct was published in ref [112] that is
included in Appendices. The construct was designed to include the polypro-
line motifs of LCS2 in order to allow study of its interactions with SH3
domains (Chapter 9).

A shorter construct, ∆PxxP was designed to study in detail the non-
canonical interactions we found by interaction studies with SH3 domains.

The largest construct D2D3 comprises the entire intrinsically disordered
region of the protein starting from residue E191.

The background of disorder predictors was discussed briefly in Chapter
1. We performed predictions for our largest construct, D2D3 with IUPRED
and PONDRR©. Both of them are available on web servers. The result of the
predictions for the D2D3 construct is shown in Figure 8.2. At first glance
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Figure 8.2: The results of the IUPRED and PONDR R© sequence-based disor-
der predictors for the D2D3 construct of NS5A. IUPRED is shown on top panel,
PONDR R© on the lower panel. Scores below the red line (lower than 0.5) indicate
tendency for order and above the red line tendency for disorder.

the two outputs seem similar, D3 is predicted to be highly disordered while
D2 has lower disorder tendency. As predicted by IUPRED, the disorder ten-
dency is around 0.5 for D2, while PONDR R© suggest an even lower disorder
tendency. As will be seen later, these predictions are consistent with our
findings about the differences in dynamics and the extent of residual struc-
ture in the disordered regions of NS5A. This will be shown and discussed in
detail in Sections 8.5 and 8.6.
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8.2 Expression and purification of NS5A constructs

The amino acid sequence of the subject of our studies is from HCV genotype
1b HC-J4 strain deposited in the European HCV database. We expressed
and purified three constructs, D2, D2D3 and ∆PxxP.

The plasmid of D2 came from our collaborators (Dieter Willbold at FZ
Juelich). Expression, purification and sample conditions were optimized by
Amine Aladag and Sophie Feuerstein prior to this thesis. The protocol is
described in reference [112]. Here it suffices to note that the protein is
expressed in E. Coli and that a GST-fusion allowed purification by affinity
chromatography and a further purification step consisted of size exclusion
chromatography.

The ∆PxxP construct was expressed and purified by Melanie Schwarten
as described in Ref. [141].

The D2D3 construct was also first ordered as a GST-fusion and ex-
pressed and purified according to the protocol for D2. However, yields of
the GST-tagged D2D3 construct were unreproducible and very low, under 1
mg protein from a liter of culture. Thus we decided to further optimize the
construct and we ordered a His-tagged gene. However, we found from NMR
studies that the active protein concentration was lower than measured by
UV-Vis spectroscopy. We concluded that this must be due to the His-tag
as this was the only change in the construct compared to the GST-tagged
one. Thus we decided to subclone the gene into a vector with a cleavable
His-tag.

Expression tests were conducted at four different temperatures and dif-
ferent expression times in four different E. Coli strains: BL21(DE3), BL21(DE3)
RIL, BL21(DE3) STAR and BL21(DE3) pLys. The expressed NS5A protein
on the expression gels is not visible, as it migrates together with a major
bacterial protein. Thus we detected it for quantification of the expression
efficiency with Western Blotting, using a His-tag antibody. The resulting
optimized protocol can be found in Appendices.

As we had severe problems with quick degradation of the sample, its
stabilization by heat denaturation of the contaminant proteins was tested.
IDPs are known to resist high temperatures, several IDP purification proto-
cols exploit this property [142]. After 20 min heating at 90 ◦C a 2D BEST-
TROSY spectrum was recorded and compared with the reference spectrum.
Small changes could be observed around the cystein residues, that suggested
oxidation of the sample had occurred. Presumably DTT did not resist the
high temperature. Fresh DTT was added to the sample and a 2D BEST-
TROSY spectrum was recorded afterwards. The spectrum was found to
be identical with the spectrum we had recorded previous to the heating as
shown of Figure 8.3

Later on, further improvement was made to the protocol. In the original
protocol β-mercaptoethanol was used as reducing agent. This was replaced
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Figure 8.3: BEST-TROSY spectra recorded at 800 MHz field and 5 ◦C on the
NS5A D2D3 sample for testing its thermal stability. The reference spectrum is
shown in black, the spectra recorded after heating are shown in red. On the left
side before, on the right side after addition of fresh DTT.

by DTT, which is a stronger reducing agent, as we noticed oxidation of
the sample. In the course of subsequent NMR studies even the samples
containing DTT got oxidized relatively fast. This is due to the fact that at
pH 6.5 DTT is not efficient as a reducing agent, because the thiol groups are
protonated at acidic pH. Thus the reducing agent was replaced by TCEP,
which is also active at acidic pH. As the sample was oxidized very readily
a purification was performed with DTT in the lysis buffer (in contrast to
the original protocol that contained no reducing agent at that stage). This
modification improved the yield four-fold, instead of 1.25 mg/l culture, 5
mg/l culture protein could be purified.

The buffer conditions for the NS5A studies were chosen before the start of
this project. For the sake of comparability with data on the other constructs
the conditions were chosen to be identical with those of previous studies.

8.3 Assignment of the NS5A constructs

The three NS5A constructs have been assigned at two temperatures, 5 ◦C
and 25 ◦C. The 2D BEST-TROSY spectrum, serving as the basis of the
assignment, was shown in Figure 6.2. Sequential connectivities were then
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Figure 8.4: Establishment of sequential connectivities for NS5A is illustrated on
residues 364-368 based on a) BT-3D hNcocaNH, b) BT-3D hnCOcaNH, and c)
BT-3D HNcoCACB and iHNCACB spectra, recoded at 800 MHz field and 5 ◦C
temperature. The spectra were recorded with parameter settings as described in
Ref. [109]

identified using the 3D BEST-TROSY experiments presented in Section 6.3.
Example strips of the spectra used for assignment are shown in Figure 8.4

After sequential connectivities had been identified, HADAMAC [111]
and iHADAMAC [143] experiments were used to facilitate amino acid-type
anchoring. The HADAMAC spectra are composed of seven subspectra. In
each of them correlation peaks show up depending on the amino acid class
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of the protein. The seven classes and the bases or their distinction together
with an illustration of the use of the experiment are shown in Figure 8.5
a. The HADAMAC and iHADAMAC spectra of NS5A D2D3 are shown in
Figure 8.5 b.

Nearly complete backbone resonance assignment has been obtained for
all the three constructs at 5 ◦C and for D2D3 at 25 ◦C. The assignment of
D2 has been published [144] and deposited in the BMRB.

8.4 Characterization of residual structure in the
D2 construct

Most of the work that is presented in this section on the D2 construct has
been done by Sophie Feuerstein before this PhD project started (with some
contribution during my internship at IBS at 2010 at at the beginning of this
thesis). It is included here because it was the state of the project when this
PhD project started.

Residual secondary structure was characterized by secondary chemical
shifts and 15N relaxation data (Fig.8.6(a,b,c)). Three transiently structured
helices were identified in this D2 construct (H1, H2 and H3) from chemical
shifts, a finding supported by 15N relaxation data showing higher rigidity
for these regions. Secondary structural propensities were estimated by the
SSP score (positive values account for α-helical propensities while negative
values for β-strand or extended propensities) to be ∼40% for H1 and H2
and ∼50% for H3. The resulting propensities were compared to propensi-
ties predicted by the AGADIR [145] program (Fig.8.6 f). AGADIR predicts
helical propensities taking into account pH, temperature and ionic strength.
The AGADIR output shows significantly lower helicity for H2 and H3 than
what was found experimentally. This may be explained by transient ter-
tiary interactions stabilizing these helices. PRE data that can be found in
the publication supports this view, although, as discussed in Section 4.3.4,
interpretation of these data for IDPs is not straightforward, and more spin
labels would be necessary to get a more detailed picture about the structural
ensemble this IDP adopts.

Having characterized the D2 construct we continued the project with
expression, purification and subsequent structural characterization of the
D2D3 construct during this PhD thesis.

8.5 Secondary chemical shifts

As it was discussed in Section 4.3.1 chemical shifts are sensitive for secondary
structural conformations and therefore they can be used to analyze residual
secondary structure in IDPs.
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Figure 8.5: a) Illustration of the amino acid-type anchoring with the color-codes
used for amino acid-type identification of the 1H-15N correlation peaks. Amino
acid-type color-codes and the seven subclasses are shown below. b) HADAMAC
and iHADAMAC spectra of NS5A D2D3 recorded at 5 ◦C at 800 MHz field.
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Figure 8.6: “Structural and dynamic characterization of NS5A(191369) (D2) at
5 ◦C from NMR chemical shift, and 15N relaxation data. (a) Cα and (b) CO sec-
ondary chemical shifts calculated as the difference between measured and random-
coil chemical shifts from the refDB database [60] and corrected for next-neighbor
effects [64]. (c) Structural propensities calculated with the SSP program [146]. All
available chemical shifts (HN, N, Cα, Cβ , and CO) have been used as input data for
the SSP calculation. Positive score values indicate the amount of α-helical confor-
mation present along the sequence, while negative values are indicative of extended
or β-strand conformations. (d) Ratios of measured transverse and longitudinal 15N
relaxation times (T2/T1) providing an estimate of the local rotational correlation
times τc along the peptide chain. (e) {1H}15N NOE (HETNOE) values indicative
of the amplitude (order parameter) of local subnanosecond motions (high values:
restricted motion, low values: high-amplitude motions). (f) Prediction of helical
propensities based on the physical chemistry of the polypeptide chain using the pro-
gram AGADIR [145]. (g) Structural model derived from the recorded NMR data
showing three α-helical segments of similar length that are formed with propensities
of ∼40% for H1 and H2 and ∼50% for H3, connected by flexible linker regions.”
As published in Ref. [112].
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In this work three different ways were used to calculate secondary chemi-
cal shifts for NS5A D2D3. The first one is the web server at NIH for calculat-
ing random coil chemical shifts according to the studies by Kjaergaard and
Poulsen. The correction factors here are based on peptide studies [65], [62]
yielding glutamine-based neighbor correction factors and temperature and
pH correction factors. The second one is using the IDP-based database of
Tamiola et al. [63]. The third one is using glycine-based neighbor-correction
factors and the average chemical shifts of refDB (from coil regions of pro-
tein structures) that was used for characterization of D2, presented in the
previous section.

The results obtained by the three different random coil chemical shifts
are shown in Figure 8.7. Several regions display tendencies for residual sec-
ondary structure as shown by the same sign of secondary chemical shifts over
a stretch of residues. Comparing the three profiles, the one shown on the
bottom panel (Kjaergaard and Poulsen) shows the smallest deviations from
zero for regions not characterized by residual secondary structure, therefore
we decided to use this data set for subsequent analysis. All the measured sec-
ondary chemical shifts using the random coil data according to Kjaergaard
and Poulsen are plotted in Figure 8.8.

Now we continue with a detailed analysis of the secondary chemical shifts
of NS5A measured at 25 ◦C based on Fig. 8.8. The secondary chemical shifts
against the random coil values calculated from the Cα and C’ secondary
chemical shifts are more sensitive to α-helical conformations, as they result
in larger maximum shifts. The average Cα secondary chemical shift for a
fully formed helix is around +2.5 ppm, while for β-strand it is around -1.4
ppm. C’ secondary chemical shifts for α-helix are on average +2 ppm, for
β-strand around +1.5 ppm On the other hand Cβ and Hα shifts are more
sensitive to extended conformations, with values of about +0.4 ppm Hα

secondary chemical shift and +2.2 ppm Cβ secondary chemical shifts for
β-strand conformations and -0.4 ppm Hα secondary chemical shift and also
about -0.4 ppm Cβ secondary chemical shift for α-helical conformation.

Starting from the N terminus, inspection of the secondary chemical
shifts leads to the following conclusions about transient secondary struc-
ture. Higher than random coil helical sampling starts from residue D195,
which is an aspartate, typical N-capping residue. N-capping residues have a
characteristic Cα and Cβ signature: Cα shifts 1-2 ppm upfield and Cβ shifts
1-4 ppm downfield [147] with the following amino acids showing the typical
secondary α-helical chemical shifts. Because of the presence of the proline
at residue 206, the helix either breaks at residue S205 or there is a kink in
the helix. Based on the secondary chemical shift data it seems more likely
that the helix breaks. This first region, with helical propensity, we denote
with H1a. From residue 206-221 the secondary chemical shifts report on
increased α-helical propensity (H1b).

A region with random-coil secondary chemical shifts follows transient
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Figure 8.7: Cα secondary chemical shifts of NS5A D2D3. The difference of the
measured chemical shifts and random coil values are plotted from top to bottom
according to references ( [60] and [64], [63], [65] and [62])

H1 until residue 251, which has increased helical propensity as well. This
transiently populated helical region 2 (helix 2 or H2) ends at residue 266.

Between residues 279-291 the secondary chemical shifts indicate a slight
tendency for β-strand formation (S1).

Residue D292 is characterized by a typical N-capping chemical shift sig-
nature. Inspection of the data for this transiently helical region 3 (helix 3
or H3) shows that at S297 there is an overall drop of helical propensity. It
is very probable, that a shorter helix is formed with a N-capping by S297.
However, in this case the N-capping signature is not visible, because of the
effect of the conformations of the longer helix on the chemical shifts. Residue
299 is a proline. A proline residue because of steric clash always causes a
kink in the helix or breaks the helix. In this case chemical shifts show a
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Figure 8.8: Cα Cβ C′ and Hα secondary chemical shifts of NS5A D2D3. The
difference of the measured chemical shifts and the predicted random coil values
(according to Kjaergaard and Poulsen [62,65]) are plotted. The regions with tran-
sient secondary structure are highlighted. Transient α-helices in gray, a transient
β-strand in green and the region showing a particular secondary chemical shift
pattern is highlighted in red.
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continuous stretch of helical secondary shifts, thus it is more likely that a
kink is present in the helix. The end of H3 is residue 306.

H3 is followed by a region with a particular secondary chemical shifts
pattern, highlighted red in the figure. As we will see from the dynamics
data, this region is also characterized by increased rigidity. Actually, a part
of this region (315-320) is the one that has been reported to interact with
cyclophilin A (CypA) and with NS5B [148]. This region contains proline
residues whose cis-trans isomerization is catalyzed by CypA. The region
(residues 315-334) characterized by this particular chemical shift signature
will be denoted in this thesis with CypAIR (for CypA interaction region).
However, in our construct we only observe one set of peaks for each residue,
therefore corresponding only to one isomer.

The polyproline region probably adopts PPII conformations, but this
could only be identified based on 15N chemical shifts, combined with RDC
data. This region is followed by domain 3. At the beginning of domain 3
there is a region of 8 residues (residues 370-378) with chemical shifts charac-
teristic for increased α-helical sampling (H4). This stretch of amino acids is
largely hydrophobic, in contrast to the other transiently populated helices.
The N-capping residue is a serine, again a typical N-capping residue while
C-capping is probably the lysine, that is favorable because of its positive
charge. The rest of D3 possesses no residual secondary structure, which
could be clearly identified from secondary chemical shifts.

To be able to compare the data with that of D2 (Fig. 8.6) and to obtain
a quantitative estimation of structural propensities, the SSP score has been
calculated from all available chemical shifts [146] and plotted with the CO
and Cα secondary chemical shifts using the refDB random coil shifts as was
the case for D2. (Let us note, that the SSP program uses the refDB chemical
shifts for random coil values that are not the best adapted for IDPs. In addi-
tion, the 5 residue-frame smoothing might cause artifacts so the data should
be interpreted with care, especially concerning minor structural propensi-
ties.) Comparing the secondary chemical shifts in Fig. 8.8 for the helices
yields relative propensities. The SSP score allows approximate estimation
of absolute propensities (data shown in red in Fig. 8.9). Combining the
available information, the propensities of the transiently formed helices are
estimated to be approximately 15% for H1a, 40% for H1b, 35% for H2, 60%
for H3 and 20% for H4.

The assignment, as mentioned before, has been carried out at two tem-
peratures, at 5 ◦C and 25 ◦C. The differences of secondary chemical shifts
at the two temperatures have also been analyzed (Fig. 8.9). The AGADIR
prediction of helical propensities shows that by increasing the temperature
to 25 ◦C from 5 ◦C the propensities are expected to drop by ∼30% of their
propensities at 5 ◦C. Our secondary chemical shift data show only a slight
drop in helical propensities in contrast to that expected by the prediction.
This might be explained by transient long range interactions (residual ter-
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tiary structure) stabilizing the helical folds.

For the transiently structured helices helical wheel representations have
been plotted in Fig. 8.10. This representation shows H4 to differ from the
other transient helices in its amino acid composition. The first three helices
contain several charged residues, thus they are more likely to be implicated
in electrostatically driven interactions. The fourth transient helix is formed
almost exclusively by hydrophobic residues. Perhaps it is involved in an
interaction with the lipid droplets (where NS5A plays a role in particle
assembly).

8.6 15N relaxation and dynamics

After having analyzed the secondary structural propensities from the chem-
ical shifts, 15N relaxation data was recorded at two temperatures (5 ◦C and
25 ◦C) and two magnetic field strengths (700 MHz and 800 MHz), to char-
acterize the dynamics of D2D3 fragment of NS5A. In addition, 15N relax-
ation data was recorded at 800 MHz at 5 ◦C also for the D2 and ∆PxxP
constructs. The transiently structured regions, as identified by secondary
chemical shifts, are expected to show more rigidity in the relaxation mea-
surements.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.3 calculation of a pseudo-τc from the T1/T2

ratio according to ref. [69] gives a quick way of obtaining information on
the local rigidity. Plotting this data and the {1H}-15N heteronuclear NOEs
(hetNOEs) allows rapid comparison of motions on the ps-ns timescale (het-
NOEs) with motions on slower timescales (pseudo-τc) We used this approach
for comparing relaxation data of our three NS5A constructs. Differences may
indicate long-range interactions that are altered between the constructs, due
to absence of an interacting region. The data is shown in Fig. 8.11. The first
observation that can be made from the relaxation data is that the regions
with higher pseudo-τc values and higher heteronuclear NOE values correlate
well with the regions characterized by residual secondary structure, as iden-
tified from the secondary chemical shift analysis. The relaxation data allows
identification of two sub-regions (315-322 and 330-335) within the CypAIR
that show increased rigidity with respect to the center of the CypAIR region.
A further observation is that the data on the highly dynamic part of D3 also
displays differences in local rigidity, with elevated hetNOE and τc values in
the region between residues 412-436, compared to the region between the
end of H4 and residue 412. The reason for this increased rigidity, observed
from our data, is yet unclear.

The relaxation data for the three constructs at first glance seem to be
very similar. However, careful inspection shows that the CypAIR is more
flexible in the ∆PxxP construct compared to the D2 and D2D3 constructs.
In addition, the PxxP region seems to be more rigid in the D2D3 construct
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Figure 8.9: Characterization of residual structure in the D2D3 NS5A construct is
shown, performed in the same manner as the characterization of D2 in Fig. 8.6, at
two temperatures 5 ◦C (black) and 25 ◦C (red). The transiently structured regions
identified by the chemical shift analysis (Fig. 8.8) are highlighted. a) AGADIR
prediction of helical propensities. b) Secondary Cα chemical shifts. c) Secondary
CO chemical shifts. d) SSP score calculated from all the available chemical shifts
(HN, N, CO, CA, CB)
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Figure 8.10: Helical wheel representation of the four transiently structured helices.
H1a and H1b are plotted separately for better visibility, instead of H1. Positively
charged residues are represented by blue circles, negatively charged residues by red
circles and hydrophobic and neutral residues by white circles, while glycines and
prolines that do not favor helical conformations are represented with black circles.
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Figure 8.11: 15N relaxation data of the three NS5A constructs, D2D3 (black),
D2 (red) and ∆PxxP (green) acquired at 800 MHz at 5 ◦C. The transiently helical
regions are highlighted (gray) and the regions where differences can be seen between
the constructs are highlighted (mauve), namely the PxxP region and the CypA
interacting region.

than in the D2 construct. However, in the D2 construct the PxxP region is
near the C-terminus. Therefore it cannot be excluded that this difference is
a result of the proximity of the C-terminus and not of a structural difference
between the D2 and the D2D3 constructs. Furthermore, slight differences
can be observed in the rigidity of the three transiently structured helices as
well.

Motivated by these data, we dialysed the ∆PxxP and the D2D3 con-
structs to identical buffers in order to compare chemical shifts. The observed
small chemical shift differences between the D2D3 and ∆PxxP constructs
are shown in Figure 8.12. These data, similarly to differences in relaxation
data, also indicate that long-range interactions influence the structure of
these protein fragments. The largest differences are observed at H1, H3 and
at the CypAIR. In a future study this experiment should be performed with
all the three constructs.
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Figure 8.12: 1H-15N summed chemical shift differences between the D2D3 and
∆PxxP constructs calculated by measuring chemical shifts in the 1H and 15N di-
mensions, summed according to ((10δ(1H))2 + (δ(15N))2)1/2. The regions showing
the largest differences are highlighted. Transiently structured regions are indicated
on the top of the plot by cylinders (α-helical) and arrow (β-strand).

We measured relaxation data at two fields (700 MHz and 800 MHz). The
extracted T1, T2 and hetNOEs are shown in Fig. 8.13. The field dependence
of the relaxation parameters can be observed from the data. Our results
show that relaxation properties of NS5A D2D3 are very heterogeneous along
the polypeptide chain. In order to get a more detailed insight into the
dynamics we decided to extract spectral densities from the data.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.3 a recent study suggests a slightly improved
spectral density mapping protocol for IDPs including removal of exchange
contributions by measurement of cross-correlated relaxation rates [71]. How-
ever, the studied NS5A fragments are characterized by very heterogeneous
dynamics resulting in relatively large errors of the relaxation parameters in
the more structured parts of the protein due to low signal to noise ratios.
Therefore we decided to stay with the original approach of Farrow et al. [70].
Calculations of spectral densities from relaxation data were performed with
a Python script written for this purpose, by solving equations 4.16-4.18.

Reduced spectral density mapping has been performed from the relax-
ation data recorded at different fields as shown in Figure 8.14. No global
fit was applied, the power spectral densities were mapped individually for
each residue. The calculated J(0) values from the two data sets show very
good agreement for most of the protein. Overall discrepancy in the calcu-
lated J(0) would be a sign for measurement errors. Local differences would
indicate conformational exchange phenomena on the µs-ms timescale for the
affected residues. The data shows small differences in the calculated J(0)
in the H3 region. Motivated by this observation we performed CPMG re-
laxation dispersion measurements, but we were unable to see any dispersion
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Figure 8.13: 15N relaxation data, T1, T2 and 1H-15N NOE (hetNOE) of NS5A
D2D3 measured at 700 MHz (red) and 800 MHz (black) at 5 ◦C.

when changing the CPMG field in the 100 Hz-1000 Hz range. To probe for
slightly faster motions, in the µs−ms timescale, we also recorded R1ρ data
at a 3000 Hz spin lock field. From the measured data T2s were calculated.
Differences in T2 at a high frequency spin lock field would indicate exchange
too. We found differences everywhere along the protein, probably resulting
from systematic errors of the measurement. Thus it is not yet excluded, that
conformational exchange processes contribute to signal broadening. Further
experiments will be necessary to decide on this question. The J(0) values,
in case of rigid spherical molecule are proportional to τC . For IDPs the
situation is more complex, but nevertheless we expect a correlation of J(0)
and τC . As expected, for regions with transient secondary structure the ob-
served J(0) values are higher, as they are tumbling slower, while for flexible
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Figure 8.14: Power spectral densities calculated from 15N relaxation data, mea-
sured at 700 MHz (red) and 800 MHz (black) fields at 5 ◦C. Transiently structured
regions are highlighted.

regions they are smaller.

The power spectral densities J(ωN ) and J(0.87ωH) also show hetero-
geneity along the protein. The power spectral densities obtained at different
fields for J(ωN ) and J(0.87ωH), respectively, are plotted together, because
their differences yield information about the shape of the function. Power
spectral densities decrease more rapidly between 70 and 80 MHz in the tran-
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siently structured regions than in flexible regions. J(0.87ωH) also shows the
heterogeneity in the dynamics of the flexible D3 as it was observed from J(0).
J(ωN ) carries contributions from high frequency motions and low frequency
motions as well, therefore it is not possible to tell what types of motions
result in the differences that can be observed along the protein. Overall,
these data also allow to confirm the presence of the transiently structured
regions, identified from secondary chemical shifts. In addition, it highlights
the heterogeneous dynamics in D3, although secondary chemical shifts do
not show presence of regions with residual secondary structure.

8.7 Effect of temperature on structure and dy-
namics

Dynamics data and chemical shift data as well as SAXS data discussed in the
following Section were measured at two temperatures. Secondary chemical
shifts at the two temperatures are plotted in Figure 8.9. As discussed before,
the data show that in the studied range there are no major structural changes
in the regions of transient secondary structure.

However, dynamics change significantly with temperature. The power
spectral densities, extracted from relaxation data measured at two temper-
atures (5 ◦C and 25 ◦C) show interesting features. The plots are shown in
Fig. 8.15.

The differences of J(0) at the two temperatures correlate with the extent
of transient structure, as it is dependent on the tumbling, that becomes
faster with increasing temperature. The largest changes are observed for
regions with high extent of secondary structure. Namely, J(0) changes the
most in H3, while the most flexible region of the protein, following H4, does
not display significant change.

Changes in J(0) show slight differences in dynamics between the tran-
siently structured helices, especially H3 behaves differently from the other
transient helices. At 5 ◦C J(0) is increasing towards the end of the heli-
cal region, while at 25 ◦C there are no large differences within the helical
region. In case there are contributions of conformational exchange to T2

in H3 (as possible based on the observed field dependence of J(0)) such
changes could also be observed. Therefore it is possible, that this change
of J(0) with temperature results from changes of conformational exchange
rates with the temperature. Temperature dependence of J(0) near the C-
terminus (residues 430-440) indicate that they are more rigid than other
regions of D3. Actually, at 5 ◦C a larger difference can be observed in the
tumbling properties of this region and the rest of D3. Chemical shifts did
not indicate residual secondary structure for this region. It may be, that it
is involved in long range interactions that are stronger at lower temperature
resulting in slower tumbling.
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Figure 8.15: Power spectral densities of NS5A D2D3 at 5 ◦C (black) and 25 ◦C
(red) from relaxation data (T1, T2, HETNOE) measured at 800 MHz. The tran-
siently structured regions are highlighted.

Increasing contribution of fast timescale motions is rather uniform along
the sequence. However, noise is in the order of magnitude of the difference
as shown by the error bars in Fig. 8.15, therefore it is not possible to extract
useful information from this data.
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Figure 8.16: Guinier plot of NS5A D2 measured at 20 ◦C. A linear fit is shown
for the Guinier-region.

8.8 SAXS measurements

Information from Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) experiments nicely
complement the information content of the NMR data. NMR measurements
yield atomic resolution information, but often it is difficult or even impos-
sible to reconstitute information about the global shape of the molecule
without solving the structure (which is only possible in case of globular pro-
teins, not for IDPs). This kind of low resolution information (such as radius
of gyration RG)is available from SAXS measurements.

We decided to collect SAXS data on the studied NS5A protein fragments,
D2, D2D3 and ∆PxxP in order to obtain additional information about their
overall structural compactness, and to complement the NMR data on the
temperature dependence of their structure. SAXS measurements were per-
formed at DESY in Hamburg, at EMBL at the BioSAXS beamline of Doris
that has been closed since then. Unfortunately, D2D3 has been found to con-
tain large aggregates that could not be removed by extensive centrifugation,
so no analysis was performed on these scattering data.

The radius of gyration, RG can be easily extracted from SAXS data
using the Guinier approximation yielding fast information on the overall
compaction of the protein. In the Guinier approximation, ln I(s) is plotted
against s2. The Guinier region is linear, and thus the scattering at zero
angle can be extrapolated, that is approximately proportional to the radius
of gyration, as illustrated in Fig. 8.16 according to Eq. 3.7. Guinier anal-
ysis of the concentration series (c1, c2, c3, shown in Table 8.1) gives the
first criterium for the quality of the data. For good quality data (sample
free from aggregates) no concentration dependence of the Guinier-measured
RG should be observed. For NS5A D2 and ∆PxxP this was the case, the
differences of RGs in the concentration series were within the error of the
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RG 5 ◦C (nm) RG 20 ◦C (nm) RG 37 ◦C (nm)

D2
c1 3.85± 0.06 3.59± 0.06 3.52± 0.06
c2 3.94± 0.11 3.29± 0.09 3.39± 0.07
c3 3.81± 0.19 3.45± 0.16 too noisy

∆PxxP
c1 3.76± 0.06 3.65± 0.05 3.35± 0.05
c2 3.80± 0.10 3.59± 0.10 3.26± 0.06
c3 3.60± 0.17 3.60± 0.13 too noisy

Table 8.1: Radii of gyration for the NS5A D2 and DPxxP constructs, determined
by Guinier analysis of small angle scattering curves. The data obtained for the
three sample concentrations (c1, c2, c3) are shown.

measurement. SAXS measurements were conducted at three temperatures,
5 ◦C, 20 ◦C and 37 ◦C. Radii of gyration show that at higher temperature
slightly more compact conformations are sampled, this finding is different
from the finding of [31], who measured SAXS data at two temperatures and
found increase of RGs at higher temperature.

The next step in the analysis of scattering data of IDPs consists of plot-
ting the Kratky plot, which is just a different representation of the data,
but offers a quick indication of residual structure in the IDP. A bump on
the Kratky plot indicates residual structure, while for a Gaussian chain the
profile would be perfectly flat. On the Kratky plot of D2 a small bump can
be observed, while in the case of ∆PxxP this bump is less visible (Figure
8.17). Comparing this information with differences in 15N relaxation data
between the D2 and ∆PxxP constructs (Fig. 8.11) gives a possible expla-
nation for this finding. The presence of the PxxP motif results in a more
rigid CypAIR region. This could cause the additional minor compaction of
D2 compared to ∆PxxP.

Further analysis of the obtained SAXS data was done with the EOM
software. The EOM acronym stands for Ensemble Optimization Method
[39]. In the first step of the analysis an ensemble of conformations is created,
that was 10000 conformers in our case. These conformers should cover the
conformational space available to the IDPs, in other words they are supposed
to represent random coil sampling. (Usually M = 10000 conformers are
created.)

As the next step, N conformers are selected randomly out of this pool
of M conformers. This small ensemble is called the chromosome. The
scattering curves of the individual conformers are computed by the Crysol
software [149] and are summed according to Eq. 3.6 and a fitness parameter
is calculated based on the deviation of the calculated scattering curve from
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Figure 8.17: Small angle X-ray scattering data of NS5A D2 and ∆PxxP at 20 ◦C.
Panel a) shows the scattering data for the two constructs. The Kratky plots are
shown in panel b), for the sake of comparison to a Kratky plot of a globular protein,
the Kratky plot of BSA (red) used as a standard for checking the instrument is also
shown. Distribution of radii of gyration for an ensemble of structures resulting from
EOM, whose back-calculated scattering fits the data, are shown (red) on panel c)
versus the radii of gyration of the random coil pool ensemble (black).
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experimental data. Then a genetic algorithm optimizes the ensemble that
will fit the scattering curve by minimization of the fitness parameter. Then
the radii of gyration of the pool and the selected ensemble are plotted in a
histogram.

It is important to note that the conformations in the final selected en-
semble are not meaningful in the sense that they would represent real con-
formations present in the ensemble of IDPs. The result of such an ensemble
optimization is a histogram of number of selected conformers versus the ra-
dius of gyration. The radius of gyration distribution of the pool is plotted
and the radius of gyration distribution of the selected conformers as well.
This plot indicates whether the conformational ensemble of the sample is
more compact or more extended than that of the pool.

The results for NS5A D2 and ∆PxxP are shown in Figure 8.17 c. It is
apparent from the data that the conformations NS5A D2 adopts are more
compact than the average of the pool, while the average radius of gyration
of conformers of ∆PxxP is similar to that of the pool. This finding may
be explained by the additional compaction resulting from a long range in-
teraction of the PxxP region with another region of the protein, possibly
with CypAIR or D3 as indicated by differences in the relaxation data and
by chemical shift differences between the three NS5A constructs.

8.9 RDC measurement attempts

To gain further insight into the structure of NS5A and to be able to collect
sufficient amount of data for ensemble modeling, we attempted to measure
residual dipolar couplings. The available information from RDCs was de-
tailed in Section 8.9, as well as the principles of the alignment media.

The first attempt to align NS5A D2D3 was with the most common align-
ment medium used for IDPs, with the PEG-hexanol liquid crystalline phase.
First a test was done with buffer only, then with the protein. D2O splitting
of 16 Hz could be observed for the buffer alone, so the experiment was re-
peated with the protein solution. Again, D2O splitting could be observed,
and a BEST-TROSY spectrum was recorded, it is shown in Figure 8.18
left panel. It is visible from the spectrum, that a part of the protein inter-
acts with the alignment medium and thus peaks from D2 broaden beyond
detection.

Next, alignment in a compressed polyacrylamide gel was tested. The ex-
periment was performed using the apparatus of Chou and Bax [150]. Com-
pressed gel was generated, including the protein sample. Unfortunately, the
protein interacted with this medium as well, as shown in Figure 8.18 right
panel. The intensity distribution in the spectra hints that NS5A D2D3
interacts with the media via its transiently structured D2 domain.
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Figure 8.18: BEST-TROSY spectra of NS5A D2D3 in the tested alignment media,
PEG-hexanol liquid crystalline phase on the left panel and radially compressed
polyacrylamide gel on the right panel. The reference spectra are shown in black,
the spectrum recorded of NS5A aligned in PEG-hexanol in blue and that of NS5A
aligned in compressed polyacrylamide gel in red. Below the spectra peak intensities
are shown as function of the sequence, showing that most of the residues in D2 are
broadened, while correlation peaks of D3 residues remain intense.
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At this point we stopped our attempts to align NS5A D2D3, as there are
no more steric alignment media available, and electrostatic alignment media
are not suitable for IDPs. They may perturb the structural ensemble sig-
nificantly, as long-range interactions of IDPs are often mediated by exposed
positively and negatively charged stretches.

8.10 Conclusions and perspectives

Our results on the characterization of structure and dynamics in different
NS5A constructs were presented. The D2D3 construct of NS5A, although
being intrinsically disordered, contains large amount of transiently struc-
tured regions. In addition, our data indicates the presence of long range in-
teractions that cause compaction of the structural ensemble. Furthermore,
significant differences in dynamics between D2 and D3 are observed.

Transient secondary structure of the D2D3 construct of NS5A was char-
acterized based on secondary chemical shifts. In our previous study on the
D2 construct, a different database was used for obtaining random coil chem-
ical shifts. Analysis of the chemical shifts of NS5A with a temperature- and
pH corrected database and completion of the chemical shift data set with Cβ

and Hα allowed identification of further residual structural regions compared
to our previous analysis of the D2 construct. A short transiently helical re-
gion H1a was identified preceding the larger helix H1b. In addition, a short
region was identified with small β-strand propensity between H2 and H3.
This might give an indication on why the linker connecting H2 and H3 is
more rigid than the one connecting H1 and H2 as seen by relaxation data. In
the structural ensemble there might be some compact conformations present
where H2, S1 and H3 all stabilize each other. Furthermore, as our D2D3
construct comprises domain 3, a small hydrophobic, low populated (20%)
helical region was identified in D3.

The presence of transient long range interactions were first indicated by
PRE data of D2 that was published at the beginning of this thesis [112].
Comparison of theoretically predicted versus experimentally derived helical
propensities indicated that some additional interactions stabilize the heli-
cal structures. Furthermore, differences in relaxation data and chemical
shifts between our three constructs also showed slight localized differences
that indicate the presence of transient long range interactions. One such
long range interaction is indicated by the difference between the D2 and the
D2D3 constructs, namely that the PxxP region was found to be more rigid in
D2D3 than in D2. We may speculate that the region in D3 between residues
430-435 that shows increased rigidity is the one involved in this long range
interaction. The other long range interaction is indicated by that in ∆PxxP
the CypAIR seems to be more flexible than in D2 and D3. The only differ-
ence between D2 and ∆PxxP being the PxxP motif, it is logical to assume
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PPP

Figure 8.19: A model of the residual secondary structure and transient long-
range interactions identified in NS5A D2D3. Red cylinders indicate transiently
structured helical regions, their propensities are shown next to them in dark blue.
A probable, transiently populated β-strand in shown in green with unknown, low
propensity. CypAIR and PPP indicate regions with increased rigidity as observed
from relaxation data with unknown secondary structure propensities. Transient
long range interactions are indicated by double-headed arrows.

that this is caused by an interaction between the PxxP motif and CypAIR.
Chemical shift differences between the D2D3 and ∆PxxP constructs are also
consistent with this model.

We characterized extensively the temperature dependence of structure
and dynamics. Slight changes in secondary chemical shifts could be identi-
fied. However, much larger changes would be expected based on the physico-
chemical properties as predicted by AGADIR. This difference also indicates
presence of long range interactions that stabilize the secondary structure.
Such long-range interactions in IDPs are often mediated by electrostatics.
We showed by helical wheel representations, that H1-H3 helical regions con-
tain large amounts of charged residues, therefore such interactions could
easily be present among them.

A model is emerging from our data on the transient long range inter-
actions present at some time points in the structural ensemble of NS5A
D2D3 as shown in Fig. 8.19. It is very important to point out that this
model should not be regarded as a static structure, spatial proximities are
meant to indicate transient contacts that do not necessarily occur at the
same time. NMR observations are ensemble- and time-averaged, therefore
it is not possible to resolve the time dependence of these interactions.
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What may be the role of these transient long range interactions? In the
context of an interaction with other viral proteins or host factors, some of
these structures might get stabilized. Furthermore, it is also possible, that
NS5A binds several partners simultaneously and these dynamic interactions
help in directing the binding partners towards each other or towards other
binding sites on NS5A.

We may even go into further speculations about the transient structure
in the D2D3 region of NS5A. As discussed by Tellinghuisen et al. D1, though
being a folded domain, contains large amounts of long loop regions [132].
They point out an interesting feature in the crystal structure of domain 1,
that is a disulfide bridge formed by two conserved cysteins, C142 and C190.
This disulfide bond connects the disordered region at the C-terminus of the
domain with a large loop. This bond may be essential for ensuring the
correct fold of D1. This data on the structure of D1 rises the possibility of
some further structuring that would require correctly formed disulfide bonds.
Our construct starts with E191, right after the conserved disulfide-forming
C190. Cystein residues in D2, C243 and C342 are conserved between HCV
genotypes as shown by the multiple sequence alignment of the region (Fig.
10 in Appendices). As NS5A is located at ER derived membrane alterations
it is possible that oxidation of these cysteins occurs in a regulated manner
resulting in disulfide bonds. This could result in spatial proximity of the
transiently structured regions. No studies have been published so far about
the oxidation state of these cysteins. A possible perspective of the project
is a study of structural differences between oxidized and reduced states of
the protein.

A further conclusion from our data is that D3 is more flexible than D2,
but different degrees in flexibility can also be observed within D3 as indi-
cated by our data. In particular, we showed that temperature dependence
of dynamics data can be a sensitive indicator of such slight differences in
flexibility, that may not be identified at a single temperature alone.

Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the relaxation data raises
the question: what is the ideal temperature that should be used for charac-
terization of such proteins? There might be some conditions where certain
structural features are amplified while in other conditions they are not iden-
tifiable. As the exact local physiological conditions for proteins are often
not known, probably the best is to test the dependence of residual structure
on sample conditions. Persistence of residual structure under different con-
ditions would indicate sufficiently, that the structuring may be relevant in
vivo. Sequence conservation of the transiently structured regions indicates
their possible relevance.

Another perspective is modeling the structural ensemble of this con-
struct. In the course of this thesis we attempted modeling this construct by
replica averaged chemical shift restrained molecular dynamics simulations,
but its large size made the calculations too expensive. As higher computa-
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tional resources become available, the simulation may be performed.
SAXS data could also be included in such simulation as a restraint. As

NS5A D2D3 shows oligomerization tendencies this would require a SEC
purification directly preceding the measurement.

The structural ensemble could be modeled by Monte Carlo based ensem-
ble calculation methods such as ENSEMBLE or Flexible Meccano. However,
this would require further data for selection, such as RDCs. However, in
spite of all our efforts, NS5A D2D3 could not be aligned in steric alignment
media. PRE data would also suffer from the oligomerization tendencies of
the construct, probably intra- and intermolecular PREs would be observed
simultaneously. Therefore, MD-based modeling is likely to be better suited
for modeling such a system.
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Chapter 9

Interaction of NS5A with
Bin1 SH3 domain

9.1 Introduction: Interaction of NS5A with vari-
ous SH3 domains

Some viral proteins, such as NS5A, interact with a multitude of host pro-
teins and interfere with signaling processes of the host cell. NS5A has been
reported to interact with various SH3 domains. SH3 domains are small
protein domains of β-barrel fold in modular proteins that mediate protein-
protein interactions. They recognize the PxxP motif and bind it with var-
ious affinities. The determinants of specificity and affinity of SH3 domain
interactions have been subject to research, some examples can be found in
references [151], [152], [153], [154]. For a recent review on interaction of SH3
domains and viral proteins see reference [155].

Viral proteins have been recognized to frequently use linear motifs for
their interactions. For a database of eukaryotic linear motifs see the ELM
server (elm.eu.org [19]). The ELM server can be used to identify linear
motifs in amino acid sequences. NS5A protein of HCV contains two class-I
and one class-II PxxP motifs in the polyproline region. NS5A protein has
been reported to interact with a large number of SH3 domains via these
polyproline motifs located in the PxxP region. Examples are Grb2 [156],
Fyn, Lyn, Hck, Lck [157], [158] as seen by co-immunoprecipitation and in-
vitro assays.

A few studies have addressed the biological significance of binding of
NS5A to Bin1 SH3. This interaction was first studied by Nanda et al [159].
The interaction was identified in vivo by co-immunoprecipitation and by in
vitro binding assays as well. They found that NS5A might be implicated in
deregulating Bin1-mediated apoptosis and thus the interaction contributes
to pathogenesis of HCV. An other study identified that phosporylation of
NS5A is reduced in vivo in cells cotransfected with NS5A and Bin1 but not

127
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in cells co-transfected with NS5A and a Bin1 deletion mutant lacking the
SH3 domain [160].

Interaction of Bin1 SH3 domain with the disordered Myc oncoprotein has
been subject to a recent NMR study during the course of this thesis [161].
The authors found that Myc interacts with Bin1 SH3 in a multivalent fashion
and interaction with Bin1 perturbs the long range interactions present in the
conformational ensemble of Myc.

More recently, the results from our collaborators in Forschungszentrum
Juelich have been published, that motivated our detailed study. They found
that an NS5A peptide comprising the PxxP motif is able to displace Myc
oncoprotein from binding the tumor suppressor Bin1 in vitro. NS5A has
much higher KD than Myc for binding Bin1 SH3.

9.2 Titration of NS5A D2D3 with Bin 1 SH3 do-
main

For studies of interaction of NS5A with SH3 domains, NMR titration was
our major tool. Before the start of this PhD thesis, several titrations of
various SH3 domains to NS5A D2 were performed by Sophie Feuerstein to
characterize their interactions.

The principle of an NMR titration is to observe changes in the spectrum
of the protein upon gradual addition of the ligand at predetermined ratios.
Chemical shifts and/or intensities can change when the protein is binding
the ligand. The changes of chemical shifts are termed chemical shift pertur-
bations. Provided the assignment of the fingerprint spectrum is available,
these changes can be mapped onto the sequence, or provided a structure
is available, on the structure. This allows identification of regions of the
protein affected by binding. Chemical shift perturbations larger that the
noise are observed for a residue either if its chemical environment changes
because of proximity of the ligand, or if the structure changes due to bind-
ing of the ligand at a remote site (allosteric effect). If the exchange rate
between bound and free form is significantly larger than the difference of
their resonance frequencies (kex >> ∆ω), a single peak is detected at the
frequency corresponding to the concentration-weighted average of the two
forms. This exchange regime is called fast exchange and mapping of chemi-
cal shift perturbations allows for calculation of dissociation constants (KDs)
from the data, as detailed in Section 9.4. If the exchange rate is significantly
smaller than the difference of their resonance frequencies (kex << ∆ω), two
peaks are detected corresponding to the resonance frequencies of the free and
bound forms with intensities corresponding to their concentrations. In the
scenario when the exchange rate is near the frequency difference (kex ∼ ∆ω)
the peak is broadening. This is the intermediate exchange regime. Our titra-
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Figure 9.1: Titrations of NS5A D2 with SH3 domains. Chemical shift pertur-
bations are shown at different NS5A:Bin1 SH3 ratios as shown on the label in the
figure (1:1 yellow, 1:2 red, 1:5 blue). The secondary structural regions of NS5A are
highlighted. The binding regions are denoted by B1, B2 and B3.

tions provided examples for both slow and fast exchange phenomena, as can
be appreciated from Fig. 9.2.

The chemical shift perturbations observed during the aforementioned
titrations of NS5A D2 with several SH3 domains are shown in Fig. 9.1.
These data were published in Refs. [112] and [141]. The chemical shift per-
turbations showed that up to 1:1 ratio of SH3 domain:NS5A, chemical shift
changes are mostly localized to the PxxP motifs (B1 region). The data
recorded at different sub-stoichiometric ratios showed that the exchange
regime was slow exchange, as two separate peaks, corresponding to the
bound and free form, could be observed simultaneously. When the ratio
was changed the intensities changed, but peak positions did not. How-
ever, minor perturbations could be observed near H1 and H3 as well, in
the regions denoted binding regions B1 and B2 at small excess of the SH3
domain. When the titration was continued with larger excess of the SH3
domain, these chemical shift perturbations at B1 and B2 increased gradu-
ally, showing that the exchange is in the fast exchange regime. These data
can be explained by a high affinity binding site at the PxxP motif that
gets saturated first. At an excess of SH3 domain the lower affinity sites
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compete for binding. Among the studied SH3 domains the largest chemical
shift changes were observed for Bin1 SH3 domain. Therefore, in the course
of this thesis we focused on the Bin1 SH3 domain–NS5A interaction. We
aimed at a more detailed investigation of the binding mechanisms both of
the high affinity and of the low affinity binding. In order to investigate the
low affinity binding in more detail without the disturbing presence of the
PxxP region, we expressed and purified the ∆PxxP construct of NS5A (Fig.
8.1). We decided to study the high affinity binding on the D2D3 construct
as well.

As the longest intrinsically disordered construct, D2D3 was purified,
we performed a titration with Bin1 SH3 at 5 ◦C, as earlier titrations were
also performed at this temperature. The chemical shift perturbations are
shown in Fig. 9.2, panel a. The chemical shift perturbations upon the
titration resemble the titration with NS5A D2. At NS5A D2D3:Bin1 SH3
ratios smaller than 1:1 the largest chemical shift changes were observed for
residues surrounding the PxxP motifs. The exchange regime was found
to be slow exchange, as seen from the D2 titration, and as expected from
the nanomolar KD of the interaction of an NS5A PxxP peptide with Bin1
SH3 (as measured by SPR, Amine Aladag) [112]. However, an interesting
observation was made from the data. Small chemical shift perturbations
could be detected for nearly all residues in D3 of NS5A with slow exchange.
To identify the reason for these small chemical shift perturbations, further
experiments were performed. Details are described in Section 9.3. The
residues located in the transient helices H1 and H3 behave similarly as in
the case of the D2 construct. To characterize in further detail the low
affinity interactions we studied the construct of D2 lacking the PxxP motif
(∆PxxP).
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Figure 9.2: a) Chemical shift perturbations at different ratios (color-coding as shown on label) of NS5A D2D3:Bin1 SH3 as measured
in BEST-TROSY spectra, calculated by measuring chemical shifts in the 1H and 15N dimensions, summed according to ((10δ(1H))2 +
(δ(15N))2)1/2. b) Excerpt of the 1H-15N BEST-TROSY spectra of the titration series from ratios 1:1.9 to 1:18.2 in colors as shown on the
label in a) and the reference specrum (black) are shown to illustrate low affinity binding in the fast exchange regime. c) Excerpt showing
chemical shift perturbations corresponding to the high affinity binding in the slow exchange regime, BEST-TROSY spectra are shown
from ratios 1:0 to 1:1.1 in colors as shown on the label in panel a).
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Bin1 SH3 NS5A D2
n (nmol) c (µM) n (nmol) c (µM) Vtotal (µl)

ref 12 100 - - 120
5:1 12 89.5 2.4 17.9 134.1
2:1 12 77.3 6 38.6 155.3
1:1 12 63.0 12 63.0 190.6

Table 9.1: Titration of [15N]-Bin1 SH3 with NS5A D2

9.3 Interaction with high affinity

As mentioned before, the chemical shift changes upon titration occurred in
the vicinity of the polyproline region and small chemical shift perturbations,
resulting from the high affinity binding were observed throughout D3. All
these chemical sift changes indicated slow exchange regime. However, reso-
nances in the center of the binding site showed broadening. This could be
a consequence either of i) increased tumbling of the complex, ii) dynamics
within the binding region in the bound form, iii) intermediate exchange. The
third possibility can be excluded, as residues near the binding site indicate
that the overall exchange rate of the complex formation is slow. To char-
acterize this interaction in detail and to explain the previously mentioned
observations, we performed the experiments presented in this section.

9.3.1 Titration of NS5A D2 to [15N]-Bin1 SH3

To map the binding site of NS5A on the structure of Bin1 SH3 domain a
titration was performed by titrating the NS5A D2 construct to 15N-labeled
Bin1 SH3. The titration was performed according to Table 9.1. The BEST-
TROSY spectra recorded at each point of the titration are shown in Fig.
9.3. The spectra were recorded with identical parameter settings and are
plotted at the same contour levels at 5 ◦C. The data shows, that all residues
of Bin1 SH3 domain are broadening as NS5A D2D3 is titrated to it, except
the three flexible C-terminal residues. At a 1:1 Bin1 SH3:NS5A D2 ratio the
resonances of Bin1 SH3 are broadened beyond detection. But at lower ratios
peak shifts can be observed. This can be explained as follows. As there are
both high affinity and low affinity binding sites present in NS5A, as long as
there is excess of Bin1 SH3, an equimolar amount of Bin1 SH3 is involved in
the high affinity interaction with NS5A. The excess of Bin1 participates in
the low affinity interaction, resulting in changing shifts at different ratios, as
the low affinity interaction is in the fast exchange regime. Therefore, on the
spectra we can observe the superposition of broadening from the high affinity
interaction and shifting peaks resulting from the low affinity binding. At 1:1
ratio we observed broadening of most of the Bin1 SH3 resonances beyond
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Figure 9.3: 1H-15N BEST-TROSY spectra recorded at 800 MHz at 5 ◦C field
strength of the titration of [15N]-Bin1 SH3 domain with NS5A D2 at different
ratios of Bin1 SH3 to NS5A as follows. Bin1 SH3:NS5A 1:0 (black), 5:1 (blue), 2:1
(purple), 1:1 (magenta).

detection. This is why we decided to increase the temperature in order to see
whether the dynamics resulting in broadening is temperature dependent. We
found that, though with low intensities, resonances belonging to the bound
form of Bin1 SH3 appeared in the spectrum recorded at 25 ◦C.

Therefore we repeated the titration of Bin1 SH3 to NS5A D2D3 at 25 ◦C,
this time focusing on the high affinity interaction. Both proteins were 15N-
labeled. The last step of the titration was at 1:1 ratio of NS5A D2D3 and
Bin1 SH3. At this temperature (25 ◦C) is was possible to detect and assign
Bin1 SH3 in the complex, by superposition with the assigned spectra of Bin1
SH3 in complex with an NS5A peptide corresponding to the high affinity
binding site, recorded by Amine Aladag at Forschungszentrum Juelich [112].
Chemical shift perturbations could be mapped onto the surface of Bin1 SH3
as illustrated in Fig. 9.4. The data shows that chemical shifts are perturbed
at the canonical PxxP binding site of the domain, as expected. As the re-
sulting peak intensities in the complex were very low, we decided not to go
on attempting structure determination of the complex. The reason for the
line broadening in the complex is still unclear. The fact that with increasing
temperature the resonances became observable could result from faster tum-
bling with higher temperature as well as from changing exchange regime. As
mentioned before, two class-I and one class-II PxxP motifs can be found in
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Figure 9.4: Chemical shift perturbations of Bin1 SH3 domain when titrated with
NS5A D2D3 (at 1:1 ratio) (top) summed as ((10δ(1H))2 + (δ(15N))2)1/2 (top). The
chemical shift perturbations were mapped onto the structure of Bin1 SH3, with
the blue color deepening with the magnitude of the chemical shift perturbation
observed for the amino acid (bottom).
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the PxxP region (Fig. 8.1). It is possible, that there is dynamics in the
bound form in the intermediate exchange regime, causing line broadening,
because of exchange between different possible binding modes.

9.3.2 Characterization of the high affinity complex of NS5A
D2D3 and Bin1 SH3

To characterize in more detail the effect of Bin1 SH3 binding on the structure
of NS5A D2D3, we conducted further studies. We assumed that the low
affinity binding is negligible as long as the high affinity binding site is not
saturated. This assumption is justified by the fact, that chemical shifts of
the low affinity binding sites are only perturbed significantly at an excess of
Bin1 SH3 (higher than 1:1 Bin1 SH3:NS5A ratio).

As mentioned before, we observed small chemical shift perturbations for
nearly all residues along domain 3 at sub-stoichiometric Bin1 SH3:NS5A ra-
tios. Peaks of the bound state and the free state are present at the same time
at sub-stoichiometric Bin1 SH3:NS5A ratios, indicating that the exchange
regime is slow and that these changes are a direct consequence of the high
affinity binding. In addition, some residues in D2 also showed small chemi-
cal shift changes that most likely also result from the binding of Bin1 SH3
to the PxxP region. Examples of these chemical shift changes for several
residues from D3 and a few from D2 are shown in Fig. 9.5 a. Chemical shift
perturbations measured at Bin1 SH3:NS5A 0.7:1 ratio show, that the entire
D3 is perturbed by the binding of the PxxP region to Bin1 SH3 domain (Fig.
9.5 b), in addition to a few perturbed regions in D2. The largest effects in
D2 are observed for residues 262-266, 301-306, 317-318 and 329-334.

We measured Cα chemical shifts on the 1:1 complex, in order to see if
there are changes in secondary structural propensities for the regions, which
were identified from chemical shift changes to be affected by the binding.
We calculated secondary Cα chemical shifts from these data and compared
it to those of free NS5A (Fig. 9.5). Cα chemical shift changes are very
small, showing that there are no significant changes in transient secondary
structure resulting from the high affinity binding event, associated with the
chemical shift perturbations in the slow exchange regime observed in remote
regions.

15N relaxation data was also recorded to characterize the impact of the
binding of one equivalent of Bin1 SH3 domain on the dynamics of NS5A
D2D3. The measured relaxation time constants are plotted in Fig. 9.6
The figure shows, that T2 relaxation time constants are slightly smaller in
the complex along than in the free state for D3 residues. Heteronuclear
NOEs also indicate that D3 in the bound state is more flexible than in the
free state. In order to analyze in more detail the relaxation data, spectral
densities were mapped. The data are shown in Figure 9.7.
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Figure 9.5: a) Selected regions of the BEST-TROSY spectra upon titration of
NS5A D2D3 with Bin1 SH3. The spectra were recorded at 800 MHz field at 5 ◦C
at NS5A:Bin1 SH3 ratios 1:0 (black), 1:0.4 (green) and 1:0.7 (red). The circle
highlights shifting residues showing slow exchange. b) 1H-15N chemical shift per-
turbations of NS5A D2D3 are shown on top, measured by recording BEST-TROSY
spectra at 1:0 and at 1:1 ratios of NS5A D2D3:Bin1 SH3 at 5 ◦C and 800 MHz.
They were summed according to ((10δ(1H))2 + (δ(15N))2)1/2. The PxxP binding
region is highlighted in green, remote regions affected by this binding event are
highlighted in blue. Secondary Cα chemical shifts for unbound NS5A D2D3 (black)
and 1:1 NS5A D2D3:Bin1 SH3 (red) are shown, measured from BEST-TROSY
HNCA spectra recorded at 25 ◦C at 800 MHz field.
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from the 15N relaxation data recorded at 800 MHz at 25 ◦C.
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The spectral densities at zero frequency J(0) are proportional to the
rotational tumbling correlation time τC for a rigid spherical molecule. In
case of an IDP the situation is more complex, but in general higher J(0) is
likely to mean slower tumbling. The data shows that the entire domain 3 is
tumbling faster in the complex than in the free protein. In addition some
effect can be observed as well on the broad peaks of the region of residues
316-320, but the large error bars do not allow to draw major conclusions
about this region from the data. This indicates, that D3 is more flexible in
the complex than in the unbound state.

We also performed ITC titrations in order to characterize the thermo-
dynamics of the binding, the titration curves are shown in Figure 9.8. The
titration was performed by Melanie Schwarten at the biophysical platform
of the PSB site. The thermodynamics of binding of Bin1 SH3 to the D2 and
D2D3 constructs has been compared as well. The resulting KD was found to
be higher when binding to D2D3 than when binding to D2, this means bind-
ing affinity is slightly reduced by the presence of domain 3. This could be a
result of the interaction becoming energetically less favored as a long range,
energetically favorable interaction (probably governed by electrostatics) is
disrupted. This result also supports the hypothesis of Bin1 SH3 binding
to the PxxP motif impairing the transient long range interaction of NS5A
domain 3 with domain 2.

Gel filtration has also been performed on the free protein and on the
complex, the data are shown in Fig. 9.9. The complex is slightly larger
as seen by gel filtration than the free state, this is in agreement with the
hypothesis of hindrance of a transient long range interaction by binding,
though the effect is minor. Certainly, there is no compaction as would be
expected by D3 establishing direct contacts with Bin1 SH3.

MALLS data have been measured on the high affinity complex, as well
as on the free proteins. The data is shown in Fig. 9.10. As mentioned
before, MALLS allows measurements of molecular weights. The measured
molecular weights are shown in Table 9.2. The measured molecular weight of
NS5A D2D3 is higher (35 kDa) than the expected 26 kDa for the monomeric
state. 35 kDa is not an integer multiple of 26 kDa (the monomeric MW).
Therefore, SEC cannot resolve the different oligomeric states. The differ-
ent oligomers are supposed to exchange on a faster timescale than what
allows separation by SEC. A minor peak could also be observed with 26
kDa molecular weight. However, it is unlikely that this would correspond to
monomeric NS5A D2D3, as mentioned before, the timescale of exchange be-
tween monomers and oligomers is faster than what can be separated by SEC.
Surprisingly, Bin1 SH3 showed a tendency to oligomerize in the low ionic
strength buffer used for the NMR experiments. This explains the measured
27 kDa molecular weight (the experiment was repeated with with high ionic
strength as well and Bin1 SH3 was found to be monomeric). This oligomer-
ization of Bin1, however, did not perturb its binding to NS5A D2D3. The
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Figure 9.8: Isothermal titration calorimetry data of NS5A D2 (left) and
D2D3(right). The heat response to step-wise injection of Bin1 SH3 domain is
shown in top as function of the molar ratio. The reaction heat is shown in bottom
assuming a stoichiometric binding and the fit to the data as continuous line.
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Figure 9.9: Size exclusion chromatography data on NS5A D2D3 and its 1:1 com-
plex formed with Bin1 SH3.
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MW (kDa) mass fraction (%)

NS5A D2D3
peak 1 35.1± 2% 85.3
peak 2 26.2± 11% 14.7

NS5A D2D3+Bin1
SH3
peak 2 44.6± 1.3% 68.3
peak 4 36.2± 7.8% 17.8

Bin1 SH3 27.1± 5.7% 76.2

Table 9.2: MALLS measurement results showing the measured molecular weights
for the peaks eluting after separation by SEC, according to the numbering in Fig.
9.10

data confirmed, that one equivalent of Bin1 SH3 domain binds NS5A, as
mass increase for both of the NS5A containing peaks was about 10 kDa,
corresponding to the molecular weight of Bin1 SH3 domain. The slight ex-
pansion upon complex formation can also be seen here on the elution times.

Overall, the available data suggests that upon binding of Bin1 SH3 do-
main to NS5A D2D3 a long range interaction between the two domains is
hindered. Based on the model of NS5A D2D3 shown at the end of the
previous chapter, we suggest a model illustrating how transient long range
interactions are altered by binding of the SH3 domain (Fig.9.11). A proof
of this would be showing the interaction between the domains by PREs.
As mentioned before, the main obstacle is the tendency of NS5A D2D3 to
oligomerize, as seen by SEC, MALLS and SAXS. As intra- and intermolec-
ular PREs would be indistinguishable, data analysis would be very difficult
or even impossible.

9.4 Interaction of Bin1 SH3 with the low affinity
NS5A binding sites

Having discussed the results on the characterization of the high affinity
complex we will now discuss the impact on the structure of NS5A of its low
affinity interactions with Bin1 SH3. To study the low affinity interactions
only, a smaller construct was expressed and purified (NS5A 191-342). This
construct is NS5A ∆PxxP lacking the PxxP motif located in LCSII (Fig.8.1)

As has been seen from chemical shift perturbations of the D2D3 construct
upon titration with Bin1 SH3, two of the transiently structured α-helical
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Figure 9.10: MALLS data of NS5A D2D3 (top), the 1:1 complex on Bin1 SH3
(middle) and NS5A D2D3 and Bin1 SH3 domain alone (bottom).
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Figure 9.11: Model of the altered transient long range interactions within the
structural ensemble of NS5A D2D3 upon binding of an SH3 domain to its PxxP
domain.

regions, H1 and H3 are affected by low affinity binding of Bin1 SH3 to NS5A
D2D3 (denoted as binding regions B1 and B2), and also minor chemical
shift perturbations could be observed in the region corresponding to the
Cyclophilin A interaction region of NS5A (residues 316-320). Furthermore,
broadening of the amide resonances could be observed in the center of these
binding sites, presumably due to exchange dynamics on the µs-ms timescale
and/or increased rotational tumbling correlation time (τC).

Our first observation upon inspection of the sequence was that the residues
corresponding to the broadened peaks are mostly positively charged. In
PxxP motifs at least one positively charged residue has to be present adja-
cent to the prolines (PxxP). This is also true for the PxxP region of NS5A
which interacts with Bin1 SH3 with high affinity, the stretch of proline
residues are followed by several arginines and lysines. Thus we mapped
electrostatics on the structures of the SH3 domains (Figure 9.12). It is ap-
parent from the figure, that the canonical PxxP binding groove of Bin1 SH3
is the most negatively charged among all the studied SH3 domains. This ob-
servation hints the role of electrostatics in these low affinity, non-canonical
interactions. Examining the charge distribution of the amino acids in the
transiently helical regions of NS5A (Fig. 8.10) shows that indeed, H1 and H3
contain several positively charged residues, as opposed to H2 that is mainly
negatively charged.

The titrations performed prior to this thesis in the lab (Figure 9.1) show
that binding affinity of the low affinity B1 and B2 binding sites of NS5A
to the various SH3 domains, as suspected, correlate with the amount of
negatively charged residues in the binding pocket of the SH3 domains. The
data shows, that the chemical shifts of low affinity non-canonical binding
sites on NS5A are most perturbed by binding to Bin1 SH3, which is the most
negatively charged, while in the case of Src SH3 practically no interaction
was seen at binding site B1 at the transiently helical region H1.
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Figure 9.12: Electrostatic mapping of the structures of SH3 domains, includ-
ing Bin1 SH3. Negatively charged residues are mapped in red, positively charged
residues are mapped in blue.

In order to characterize changes in structure and dynamics of NS5A
upon binding to the binding regions B1 and B2, we performed titrations
on the ∆PxxP construct and tried to saturate the binding sites. Cα and
C′ chemical shift changes were measured on the complex and compared to
chemical shifts of the free state. 15N relaxation data were also recorded on
the bound form and compared to relaxation data of the free form (Figure
9.13).

Our data shows that secondary 13C′ and 13Cα chemical shifts in B1 and
B2 decrease in the complex compared to the bound form. In addition, het-
eronuclear NOEs alo decrease upon binding, as shown by the data in Fig.
9.13. These observations indicate that the tendency to form transiently
structured α helices is lost in these region upon binding to Bin1 SH3. A
possible explanation for these data can be given considering the fact that
SH3 domains are known to bind left handed PPII conformation. 13Cα chem-
ical shifts of PPII conformations are very close to random coil chemical
shifts, they cannot be distinguished from them. Thus our data suggests
that PPII conformations are selected and stabilized by binding to the SH3
domain, or the structure of NS5A in the bound form is random coil-like.
Both interpretations would also explain the observed decrease in heteronu-
clear NOEs. Non-proline residues, especially glutamines and alanines can
also adopt PPII conformations [162]. Actually, a pure alanine polypeptide
adopts PPII conformation in solution as shown by CD spectroscopy [163].
Smaller heteronuclear NOE ratios mean faster ps-ns timescale motions of
the amide NH bond. In a PPII helix, in contrast to α-helical and β-strand
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Figure 9.13: Characterization of changes in secondary structure (a) and dynamics
(b) upon non-canonical binding of NS5A ∆PxxP to Bin1 SH3 domain. The data
for the free protein are shon in black and for the 1:10 complex shown in red.

conformations, amide protons are not involved in hydrogen bonding. Thus
the lack of hydrogen bonding may result in larger freedom for fast motions of
the N–H bond. In this scenario conformational selection occurs, but rather
than the preformed α-helix, PPII conformations are selected. As shown by
Ozenne et al. [164], it is not possible to determine PPII sampling, based on
13C chemical shifts alone. They showed that 1H and 15N chemical shifts
are more sensitive to it, but these chemical shifts are strongly influenced
by the pH and temperature. A set of RDCs combined with chemical shifts
makes it possible to detect sampling of PPII conformation, but as shown in
Section 8.9, RDCs could not be obtained for our NS5A constructs due to
interactions with the alignment media.

Another possible explanation is the formation of a “fuzzy” complex, a
term that has appeared in the literature recently for describing complex
formation by transient interactions where disorder prevails in the bound
state. Some of the examples of such an interaction seem to be governed
by electrostatic contacts [27,165] In a “fuzzy” complex at least one binding
partner remains disordered, in other words interchanges between different
conformations in the bound state. This binding mode is opposed to the
conformational selection or folding upon binding mechanisms, which explain
interactions of IDPs where the IDP adopts a well-defined folded conforma-
tion in the bound state. Due to increased tumbling correlation time of the
complex and/or conformational dynamics in the bound state the NMR sig-
nals are broadened beyond detection in the center of the binding site, thus
it is not possible to decide on this issue.
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Figure 9.14: The model of the independent two-site binding event with compa-
rable affinities, assumed for fitting for KDs.

Measurement of chemical shift perturbations upon titration allows de-
termination of dissociation constants. In the case of the two low affinity
binding events we fitted the data to a model where two binding sites are
competing for the ligand with comparable affinity. Furthermore, binding
to one of the sites is independent of whether a ligand is already bound to
the other site, so the corresponding KDs are assumed to be the same (Fig.
9.14). We fitted for KDs with according to this model. The chemical shift
perturbations observable at a given point of the titration depend on the
populations of the different states P , PL1, PL2 and PL1L2

∆δB1 = ∆δmax([PL1] + [PL1L2])/P0

∆δB2 = ∆δmax([PL2] + [PL1L2])/P0
(9.1)

where ∆δB1 and ∆δB2 are the observed chemical shift perturbations for a
residue in B1 or in B2, respectively. We made the assumption here, that
chemical shift perturbation at the site B results from a ligand binding to
that given site. The concentrations of the different states in equilibrium
can be calculated according to the equations shown in Figure 9.14. With
[P0] denoting the initial concentration of NS5A and [L0] that of Bin1 SH3
domain. The concentrations of the other forms are denoted according to the
illustration in the figure. After some algebra we get the following equations
for the concentrations of the different forms:

[L] = −a/3 + [2(a2 − 3b)1/2 cos (φ/3)]/3

[P] = ([P0]KD1KD2)/d

[PL1] = ([P0][L0]KD2)/d

[PL2] = ([P0][L0]KD1)/d

[PL1L2] = ([P0][L0
2])/d

(9.2)
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Figure 9.15: Fits for selected residues obtained by global fitting of the experi-
mentally observed chemical shift perturbations to Eqs. 9.2 and 9.3.

where

a = KD1 +KD2 − [L0] + 2[P0]

b = KD1KD2 − [L0]KD1 − [L0]KD2 + [P0](KD1 +KD2)

c = −[L0]KD1KD2

d = KD1KD2 + [L0](KD1 +KD2) + [L0]2

φ = arccos (−2a3 + 9ab− 27c)/[2
√

(a2 − 3b)3]

(9.3)

Chemical shift perturbations were fitted globally to the equations above with
a script written by Enrico Rennella, with assuming identical KDs for each
residue within a binding site. The resulting KDs were KD1 = 100± 50µM
and KD2 = 240± 50µM. Representative fits are shown in Figure 9.15.

These results show that the binding affinity is 2-3 times higher for B1
than for B2. As mentioned before, 13Cα and 13C ′ chemical shift data show
that the increased α-helical sampling of region H1 and H3 get reduced upon
binding the SH3 domain. The lower binding affinity of B2 compared to
B1 may be explained by the higher propensity of NS5A to sample α-helical
conformations in the H3 region that in the H1 region.

These binding affinities are comparably low. However, Bin1 has been
shown to form dimers via its BAR domain [166]. This could result in a very
stable complex formed in vivo because of the spatial proximity of the second
SH3 domain to the low affinity binding sites after binding of the first one
to the high affinity binding site, B3 (the PxxP motif). This binding could
play a role for example in inhibiting interaction of transient helices H1 and
H3 with some, so far unknown binding partner. Interaction with Bin1 has
been reported to reduce phosphorylation of NS5A [160]. It is possible, that
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one of the low affinity binding sites contains a phosphorylation site. Bin1
SH3 binding could prevent interaction of the responsible kinase with the
phosphorylation site. However, all these possibilities remain speculations at
present.



Chapter 10

Study of phosphorylation of
NS5A

Post-translational modifications (PTMs), among them phosphorylation are
chemical events, capable of changing the properties of a protein. Phospho-
rylation of an amino acid introduces a negatively charged phosphate group
at the place of otherwise neutral or positively charged amino acids. This
may also result in a change of the overall conformation of the protein and
therefore result in a change of function. In case the overall conformation is
not changed, phosphorylation may fulfill its role of changing the properties
of the protein, by changing the amino acid (and charge) compositions of a
short linear motif (SLiM) and therefore changing the ability of interaction.

NS5A protein of HCV is a phosphoprotein that exists in at least two
distinct phosphoforms as seen by SDS-PAGE. In this chapter our NMR
studies on the phosphorylation of the D2D3 construct of NS5A are described.

10.1 Post-translational modifications

One of the multiple roles of proteins in living organisms is to exert regula-
tory functions. Post-translational modifications often play roles in regula-
tory processes. PTMs can either occur directly after translation in order to
produce the mature protein, or later, depending on the stage of the cell cycle,
as a result of a regulatory mechanism in order to tune the properties of the
molecule according to a specific requirement. An example for the first sce-
nario is the formation of disulfide bridges. Phosphorylation, on the contrary,
usually belongs to the latter group of PTMs. Post-translational modifica-
tions, including phosphorylation, may be able to turn on or off enzymatic
functions. An example of the latter is the case of the Src kinase, which when
phosphorylated, is incapable of phosphorylation of its substrate [167]. Phos-
phorylation, such as other PTMs, is a reversible process and is a result of an
enzymatic reaction. Transfer of one phosphate group to the protein requires

149
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Figure 10.1: Mechanism of phosphorylation.

energy, that is provided by hydrolysis of an ATP molecule as shown in Fig.
10.1. The enzymes responsible for phosphorylation are termed kinases, while
the enzymes responsible for dephosphorylation are called phosphatases. The
most frequently phosphorylated residues are serines and threonines. Tyro-
sine phosphorylation is also common and perturbations of tyrosine kinase
signaling is associated with development of several diseases such as cancer
and diabetes. Phosphorylation of positively charged residues also occurs,
and produces phosphoramidite bonds that are less stable compared to phos-
phoesters. Phosphorylation of histidine residues is relatively common (more
frequent than tyrosine phosphorylation) and there are also examples of ly-
sine and arginine phosphorylation.

10.2 NMR as a tool to study phosphorylation

Mass spectrometry (MS) is the most commonly used method for identifica-
tion of phosphorylation sites. However, MS studies require purification of
sufficient amount of protein from cell lysates and their subsequent digestion,
in order to obtain fragments that can be ionized. Difficulties in identification
of the exact location of phosphorylation sites by MS can be encountered if
there are several potential phosphorylation sites in proximity, for example a
cluster of serines, or if the sequence is repetitive. Another possible method
is immunodetection, but this assay requires specific antibodies to be avail-
able for the phosphopeptides corresponding to the potential phosphorylation
sites.

Once the role of a kinase in a phosphorylation event is established, phos-
phorylation can also be studied in vitro by NMR spectroscopy, as shown in
the pioneer study of Landrieu et al. [168]. They showed that phosphorylation
can be followed in a time-resolved manner by recording a series of HSQC
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spectra exploiting the fact that phosphorylation results in a large down-
field shift for protons of the amide resonances. Furthermore, if 15N-labeled
protein can be delivered into the cell in sufficient quantities, phosphoryla-
tion can be followed in vivo and analyzed by NMR, provided that there is
an assignment of the fingerprint spectrum of the protein available and the
fingerprint spectrum in-cell is well enough resolved to detect site-specific
changes in a time-resolved manner. This was shown for the first time by
Selenko et al. [169].

Since these first studies there have been numerous NMR studies on phos-
phorylation of different proteins in vitro as well as in vivo. Recently, in-cell
NMR phosphorylation studies have been performed to follow the response
of the cell for certain stimuli, such as UV irradiation, by following changes
in the phosphorylation pattern [87].

IDPs are especially suited for such studies, as usually there are no amide
signals in the unphosphorylated form of the protein corresponding to the
proton frequencies of phosphoserines. However, the size of the proteins that
can be studied is limited because of signal overlap it is difficult to follow
phosphorylation-induced changes. In case of lack of well-resolved resonances
quantification of the kinetics is not possible. Furthermore, the elevated pH
and temperature required for kinase activity imposes a further challenge for
NMR spectroscopy because of line broadening of the amide resonances due
to chemical exchange and increase of the proton T1 of water, as discussed
in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. Thus resolution- and sensitivity-optimized
methods are required to conduct such studies especially for the crowded
spectra of IDPs.

10.3 Phosphorylation of NS5A

Post-translational modifications of all the HCV proteins have been recently
reviewed [170]. Phosphorylation of NS5A has been subject to intense re-
search. NS5A is known to play roles in RNA replication and in viral particle
assembly and seems to regulate these processes. It has been hypothesized
that phosphorylation induces a switch between these crucial functions of the
protein but there is no direct evidence yet, and the molecular mechanism
remains unclear.

Early studies of NS5A have already shown that there are two forms of
NS5A migrating on a gel, termed hyperphosphorylated with apparent MW
of 58 kDa and basal-phosphorylated, with an apparent MW of 56 kDa.
Phosphoamino acid analysis has shown that NS5A is predominantly phos-
phorylated on serine residues with a minor fraction of phosphorylated thre-
onines present [171]. In addition, it has been shown that presence of NS3
is required for phosphorylation of NS5A. Several efforts followed in order
to find the kinases involved in phosphorylation of NS5A and to identify
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the phosphorylation sites. By kinase inhibitor assays, mutagenesis studies
and in vitro phosphorylation assays casein kinase 1 (CK1), casein kinase 2
(CK2), Polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1), glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) and
p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (p38MAPK) have been suggested to
be involved in phosphorylation of NS5A.

Furthermore, it has been shown, that alanine mutations in the serine
cluster of domain 3 result in impairment of the interaction of NS5A and the
HCV core protein, an interaction that has been shown to be crucial for viral
particle assembly [128]. CK2 has been shown in this study to play a role in
phosphorylation of these serines. Its positive regulatory role on viral particle
production has been shown by RNA silencing and use of a CK2 inhibitor.

Mutations introduced in the region of NS5A, where the suggested hy-
perphosphorylation sites are, besides reduction of hyperphosphorylation of
NS5A, resulted in increased replication. In addition, replication-incapable
mutants of NS5A could be rescued by introduction of mutations in that re-
gion. Thus it was shown, that phosphorylation regulates the role of NS5A
in replication.

The role of CK1α in phosphorylation of NS5A has also been rather well
established, by design of kinase inhibitors inhibiting production of hyper-
phosphorylated NS5A and subsequent kinase inhibitor affinity chromatog-
raphy [172]. By in vitro phosphorylation with CK1δ, it was found that
prephosphorylation of S229 is required for efficient phosphorylation of S332
by CK1δ in vitro. Recently, it has been shown by mass spectrometric anal-
ysis of NS5A purified from HCV replicating cells that several serines in
the cluster of residues starting from S222 are phosphorylated in hyperphos-
phorylated NS5A [173]. Phosphorylation in this region has been shown to
regulate the interaction of NS5A with hVAP-A [174]. Interestingly, Gupta
et al. found that residues in domain 3 are responsible for binding hVAP-B
(assuming similar binding to hVAP-A and hVAP-B) and binding seemed to
be stronger with D3 construct alone as compared to the full-length [165]. It
is worth noting, however, that upon dissecting NS5A they did not include
the LCS I region including the putative hyperphosphorylation sites in any
of their constructs.

A very recent comprehensive study by Masaki et al. has adopted a
kinome-wide screening approach for identification of kinases that bind NS5A
and analyzed their in vitro phosphorylation abilities for phosphorylation of
NS5A [175]. They have also identified CK2α, CK1α, Plk1 and PKAC and
some other CK1 and CK2 isoforms to bind and phosphorylate NS5A in vitro.
They performed a wide range of in vivo tests on effects of silencing of these
kinases on virion production and replication. The largest effect on the viral
particle production was found by silencing of CK1α. By phosphomimetic
and phosphoablatant mutations as well as mass spectroscopy they found
that residues S225 and S232 played major roles in viral particle assembly
and are phosphorylated by CK1α. To summarize, it is now well established,
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that hyperphosphorylation occurs (at least partially) in the cluster of ser-
ine residues starting from S222 in LCS I, and CK1α plays a role in the
phosphorylation of these residues.

Despite the numerous studies outlined above, the question of sequential-
ity of phosphorylation events remained unanswered, and the direct connec-
tion between function and phosphorylation sites with a detailed mechanism
of action has yet to be estabished. Masaki et al. speculate that there is a host
factor interacting differentially with hyperphosphorylated and basal phos-
phorylated NS5A and transfers it to the lipid droplets where viral particle
assembly takes place. Further studies will be needed to elucidate the exact
mechanism, but the hVAP-A and DGAT1 proteins have been suggested to
be potential host factors that could mediate this process.

Before the comprehensive study of Masaki et al. took place, in the course
of this thesis we decided to conduct a study on in vitro phosphorylation of the
NS5A D2D3 construct. We tested in vitro phosphorylation by some kinases
that have been suggested in the literature to play a role in phosphorylation
of NS5A. Our major candidates were CK2, CK1α and Plk1, and in addition
we also tested PKA. The results will be presented in the following sections.

10.4 Phosphorylation site predictions

At the beginning of our studies we performed predictions of the phosphory-
lation sites on NS5A. We used the Netphos and NetphosK webservers [176]
for prediction of phosphorylation sites for NS5A D2D3. The results are
summarized in Fig. 10.2. On panel a) it is shown that many sites, mainly
serines but also threonines and a few tyrosines are predicted to be phos-
phorylated (having phosphorylation potential over the threshold), with the
highest probability for S222. Several sites in domain 3 are also predicted to
become phosphorylated. Panel b) shows kinase specific predictions based on
the consensus sequence of the substrate of the kinase. CK2 is predicted to
phosphorylate several residues in domain 3 near the C terminus, a prediction
consistent with the findings of Tellinghuisen et al. [128]. The cluster of ser-
ines in LCSI reported in the context of hyperphosphorylation are predicted
to become phosphorylated, but the predicted kinases (PKC and DNAPK)
have not been reported in the literature to be involved in phosphorylation
of NS5A. The interesting exception is S222, which is predicted to get phos-
phorylated by three kinases, and all three of them have been reported in the
context of NS5A phosphorylation. The three kinases are p38MAPK, PKA
and GSK3. Interestingly, S222 is the site that is required to be prephos-
phorylated, so that CK1 can phosphorylate the other serines within the
cluster. In the literature Plk1 has been suggested to be responsible for
this prephosphorylation. however, the NetPhosK server does not predict
for Plk1. Another useful site for prediction of phosphorylation is the ELM
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resource [19] that gives information on the presence of linear motifs that are
the recognition sites of different kinases based on their recognition motifs
(Fig. 10.3). These predictions and the data available in the literature was
our basis for the selection of the kinases listed at the end of the previous
section, for pursuing with our in vitro phosphorylation studies.

10.5 NMR studies of NS5A phosphorylation

Our strategy was to use as little quantity of protein as possible for an initial
test. In these tests we recorded a reference spectrum, dialysed the protein
to the kinase buffer, added the kinase and incubated the system overnight.
Then we dialysed the protein back to the NMR buffer and recorded again
the spectrum in identical experimental conditions as the reference. In this
way we tested CK2, CK1α, Plk1 and PKA kinases.

10.5.1 Phosphorylation by PKA

A phosphorylation test was performed with PKA. Although it phosphory-
lates NS5A in vitro, it has been reported probably not to be biologically rele-
vant for NS5A phosphorylation [171]. The reason why we tested this kinase,
in spite of this, is that it is predicted to phosphorylate serine 222. Phospho-
rylation of S222 has been suggested to be the required pre-phosphorylation
for phosphorylation by CK1 of residues in the serine cluster in LCSI.

The phosphorylation was not followed in real-time. We conducted a
test in order to see which residues become phosphorylated by PKA, and in
case S222 is phosphorylated, to pursue with phosphorylation by CK1. The
protein was incubated with PKA kinase at room temperature overnight. The
reference spectrum and the spectrum recorded after phosphorylation, and
after dyalisis to NMR buffer is shown in Figure 10.4. An amide resonance
appears at 9.35 ppm proton chemical shift, and a second, less intense amide
resonance appears in the region characteristic for phosphoserines.

Line broadening beyond detection was observed for residues 358-363 in
the spectrum and shifts for several residues especially in the transiently heli-
cal region H1. Inspection of the prediction results shown on Fig. 10.2 shows
that T360 is predicted to be phosphorylated by PKA, probably the amide of
this phosphorylated threonine resonates at 9.35 ppm proton chemical shift.
The correlation peaks of residues near T360 should be shifting because of the
changing chemical environment. However, no additional correlation peaks
could be observed, only near residue K358, but there is also a His residue
nearby that seemed to have shifted due to a slight change in pH. Otherwise a
few new peaks can be observed in the spectrum with low intensity, that may
result from the minor phosphorylation site, or belong to residues 358-363.
The reason for broadening of residues near T360 is yet unclear. It may be,
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Figure 10.2: Prediction output of the NetPhos software. a) The predicted phos-
phorylation sites are shown, the column height is proportional to the probability
of the given site to become phosphorylated. Serines are shown in blue, threonines
in green and tyrosines in red. b) Kinase specific predictions by NetPhosK. The
different kinases are denoted with letters in different colors according to the label.
The size of the letter is proportional to the likelihood of phosphorylation by that
kinase.
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Figure 10.3: Linear motifs identified by a search for the full-legth NS5A sequence
on the ELM webserver. The kinase recognition sites relevant for our study are
highlighted in red. The region of the protein predicted to be disordered by IUPRED
is shown with green background while the region predicted to be folded is shown
with red background. Blue filled rectangles show the sequence position of the
identified, presumably exposed linear motifs, while linear motifs in the folded region
are shown by transparent rectangles.

that they are resonating at different frequencies, but overlapping with other
peaks, or they are broadened because of structural alterations.

The other amide resonance, appearing at chemical shifts characteristic
for phosphoserines could not be identified. S222 showed only slight intensity
change in the spectra recorded before and after phosphorylation (highlighted
in Fig. 10.4 a). Such intensity changes, however, could be observed for
most of the amino acids, as the major phosphorylation site seemed to cause
alterations of the structure in remote regions.

We identified one major phosphorylation site being phosphorylated by
PKA (supposedly T360), and a minor site, probably a serine, phosphorylated
significantly slower. The identity of this second site is yet unclear.

However, as biological relevance of this kinase for NS5A phosphorylation
in vivo was not established at the time of our investigation, and S222 was not
found to be phosphorylated by PKA with fast kinetics, we did not pursue
this line of investigation.
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Figure 10.4: a) NS5A BEST-TROSY spectra recorded before (black) and after
(blue) phosphorylation with PKA in the NMR buffer. Recorded at 800 MHz field, at
5 ◦C. b) Zoom of selected regions of the spectra shown in a), showing the observed
line broadening for residues 361 and 358 (left) and 360 (right). S222, showing only
slight intensity change is highlighted in green.
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10.5.2 Phosphorylation by Plk1

We attempted phosphorylation of NS5A D2D3 with Plk1 kinase that has re-
cently been identified as a kinase relevant for NS5A phosphorylation. It was
reported to co-localize with NS5A and to phosphorylate it in vitro [177]. The
consensus recognition motif of Plk1 is [E/D]X[S/T][I/L/V/M]X[E]. S297
and S432 correspond to this recognition motif, therefore they are expected
to become phosphorylated by Plk1. In addition, phosphorylation of serines
or threonines by other kinases might result in further Plk1 sites, because of
introduction of negatively charged residues, necessary for recognition.

In spite of repeated attempts we were unable to detect phosphorylation
of the sample. The reason could be that proteolytic degradation of NS5A is
competing with phosphorylation, and the sample degrades before we could
detect phosphorylation-induced changes. Another possible reason is that
the presence of D1 is required for the phosphorylation by Plk1.

10.5.3 Phosphorylation by CK2

CK2, besides CK1, is the kinase most mentioned and studied in the context
of NS5A. In this study we focused on a more detailed characterization of the
phosphorylation by this kinase, as its biological relevance has already been
established by others, especially by the study of Tellinghuisen et al. [128].
In their study, they showed that silencing of CK2 disrupts virus production,
and DMAT, the selective CK2 inhibitor, has the same effect. The major
phosphorylation site identified by their study is S457, based on mutagenesis
of several serine residues. They conducted their studies on NS5A from HCV
2a genotype, where S457 is located in the context of a SEED sequence, that
is an ideal recognition site for CK2. However, sequence alignment of this re-
gion between different genotypes shows variability of the negatively charged
residue responsible for recognition by CK2. For example in our construct
(1b genotype) the aspartate is replaced by an alanine. Sequence alignment
also shows the presence of highly-conserved serines in this region of the pro-
tein. It is worth noting, that the authors also observed phosphorylation
when S457 was mutated to an alanine. Furthermore, phosphorylation by
CK2 was found important for interaction of NS5A with Core.

The spectra obtained from the test phosphorylation are shown in Figure
10.6. Four resonances appeared in the phosphoserine region of the spec-
trum (to of them partially overlapping), and a fifth one with low intensity.
From this we deduced that four serines were phosphorylated during the
overnight incubation with CK2. From comparison of the reference and the
phospho-NS5A spectra, with the assignment of the disappearing residues
and the shifting neighboring residues we suggest that the residues that be-
came phosphorylated are: S408, S429, S432, S434. The general substrate
of CK2 is SXXE/D, but there are also examples of SXE/D and SE/D sub-
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Figure 10.5: NS5A BEST-TROSY spectra recorded before (black) and after
(pink) phosphorylation with Plk1 in the kinase buffer. Recorded at 800 MHz field,
at 5 ◦C.
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strates. For residue S408 there is a D in position n+1, and in position n−3.
S429 also has a D neighbor in position n + 1, furthermore when S432 and
S434 become phosphorylated additional negatively charged residues will be
introduced in the surroundings. S437 is predicted to be a good substrate
of CK2, but interestingly, instead, S434 became phosphorylated that is not
predicted to be as good substrate of CK2 (Fig. 10.2). Interestingly, we also
observed shifting residues in the region far from the phosphorylated sites;
this could be a result of modification of the long range interactions upon
phosphorylation. These shifts are the largest for residues in regions H1 and
H3, furthermore near the PPII motif, around residue 360. These regions are
characterized by stretches of positively charged residues (and coincide with
the Bin1 SH3 high affinity and low affinity binding sites). This observation
can probably be explained by perturbation of the transient, electrostatically
mediated, long range interactions, by introduction of the charged phospho-
serine residues. The experiment was repeated in a different setup with a
larger amount of protein in order to gain sensitivity and to be able to fol-
low the kinetics of the reaction. The results of the study of kinetics will be
discussed in Section 10.6.

The structural changes were also further analyzed. In spite of repeated
efforts we were not able to record relaxation data on the phosphorylated
sample to characterize its dynamics, because of short lifetime of the sam-
ple due to proteolytic degradation (commercial kinases always seem to be
contaminated with proteases, they are typically only of 80% purity)

10.5.4 Phosphorylation by CK1δ

According to the study of Quintavalle et al. [172], CK1α is likely to be the
biologically relevant isoform of CK1 for NS5A phosphorylation. However,
in their study the commercially available CK1δ was used to phosphorylate
NS5A in vitro. The reason for using the δ isoform is that it is commer-
cially available, unlike CK1α. The in vitro phosphorylation produced two
distinctly phosphorylated species migrating on a gel a similar way to in vivo
isolates of basal and hyperphosphorylated NS5A. We attempted to repro-
duce these results and to follow the kinetics by NMR. The further objective
was to assign the two species that were observed and suspected to be basal-
and hyperphosphorylated NS5A.

We found in our first NMR experiment that phosphorylation by CK1δ
of NS5A D2D3 was slow compared to phosphorylation by the other tested
kinases. However, phosphorylation was observed after several days, at eight
sites, but none of them was complete. We found the major sites phosphory-
lated by CK1δ in vitro to be identical with the ones phosphorylated by CK2
as seen by overlay of the spectra. The minor sites could not be identified.
We decided to follow the kinetics of these phosphorylation events and to
use this system to test the applicability of the HN−BESTCON experiment,
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Figure 10.6: BEST-TROSY spectra of NS5A D2D3 before and after incubation
with CK2 (top). The peaks belonging to the phosphoserines are colored in pink.
Chemical shift perturbations plotted against the residue number are shown (bot-
tom), calculated by ((δ(1H))2 + (0.1δ(15N))2)1/2.
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Figure 10.7: Following phosphorylation by the HN−BESTCON experiment (a and
c) compared to the CON experiment (b and d). The reference spectra are shown in
black, the spectra after phosphorylation by CK1δ in red. In a) and b) a region of the
spectrum is selected showing correlation peaks of residues in transiently structured
regions. c) and d) illustrate that for residues involved in very fast exchange with
the solvent,

presented in Section 5.8. In order to compare it with the conventional CON
experiment, we followed phosphorylation by recording a series of CON and
HN−BESTCON spectra in an alternating manner with 4h measurement time
each. The experiments were run for a total of four days. As shown in Figure
10.7 a and b, signals from residues in transiently structured regions, such
as H3, are observable with much higher intensity in the HN−BESTCON than
in the CON experiment. Transiently structured regions profit from longitu-
dinal relaxation enhancement by selective pulsing, therefore a large gain in
sensitivity can be achieved for these sites. In the CON spectra they cannot
be observed, because of their smaller T2 relaxation time constants compared
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to flexible regions. On the contrary, a few sites are not observable in the
HN−BESTCON spectra (Fig. 10.7 c) due to broadening resulting from very
fast solvent exchange. These regions are very flexible therefore they are
observable in the CON spectrum (Fig. 10.7 d).

10.6 Kinetics of phosphorylation by CK2

Several experimental setups were tested to follow the kinetics of the reac-
tion. The limitation is solvent exchange, the higher the pH and the temper-
ature, the faster the exchange. Serines, because of their chemical properties
exchange the fastest among the amino acids. On the other hand, the ki-
nase is only active at elevated temperature and pH. The pH was set to 7.5
as in the specifications, and the temperature was set to 25 ◦C, to reach a
reasonable compromise between kinase activity, solvent exchange broaden-
ing of resonances, and protease activity. This latter was the main reason
for the repeated tests for optimal conditions, as NS5A is extremely prone
to degradation and commercial kinases, as mentioned before, are impure.
Protease inhibitor cocktails were tested, but they were found not to be ef-
fective against the proteases responsible for degradation of NS5A. Addition
of glycerol was also tested, in order to improve spectral quality by slow-
ing down solvent exchange as suggested in Ref. [87]. However, it seemed
that glycerol drastically reduced activity of the kinase, while the protease
activity was reduced less. This resulted in degradation of the protein be-
coming faster than its phosphorylation. Therefore, glycerol was not used in
further experiments. As outlined in Section 5.6 we found that elevated pH
and temperature results in effective proton T1 relaxation time constants as
short as 60 ms. Thus the optimal recycle delay for recovering the signal of
exchanging protons was tested and was found to be only 50 ms, following
the 70 ms acquisition period. With these settings, each 2D BEST-TROSY
spectrum took 10 min time to record.

In this experiment, recorded in a way to allow analysis of the kinetics,
the phosphorylation progressed further, more residues became phosphory-
lated than in the test phosphorylation. Preliminary analysis of the data
shows, that S408, S434, S432 and S429 are phosphorylated fastest. How-
ever, as there was still too much solvent exchange broadening, the serine
resonances could not be used for fits, only the resonances of the neighboring
residues. Therefore, it was not possible to decide which of these is phospho-
rylated first, it is possible that the bound kinase slides and phosphorylates
the other sites within one binding event. S414 and S437 are phosphorylated
only partially as for the neighboring resonances two sets of peaks are present.
The analysis of this data is still in progress. For nearly all peaks, which are
not near the phosphorylation sites, there is a slight increase of peak in-
tensities as phosphorylation progresses, such as for residue 363 (shown in
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Figure 10.8: Series of BEST-TROSY spectra to follow phosphorylation. The first,
fifth, 10th, 20th, 40th, 60th and 40th time points are shown superposed.
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residue number k (s−1)

363 7×10−5±2×10−5

401 2.8×10−5±2.5×10−6

407 3.2×10−4±3.5×10−5

433 2.0×10−4±1.6×10−5

438 2.2×10−5±2.5×10−6

Table 10.1: Reaction rate constants of phosphorylation of NS5A by CK2 for
selected residues obtained by fitting a monoexponential function I = I0 exp (−kt)
to the BEST-TROSY peak intensities measured as function of time.

Fig. 10.8 b. Fitted reaction rate constants for selected residues close to
the phosphorylation sites, as well as for residue 363, that has no nearby
phosphorylation site, are listed in Table 10.1. Fits were obtained by fitting
a monoexponential function to the peak intensities. Fitting biexponential
functions for the residues under the impact of several phosphorylation sites
is in progress. However, a more detailed analysis of these data will require
further experiments, as the protein was assigned at pH 6.5, and this exper-
iment was performed at pH 7.5. For the more resolved regions, the NMR
assignment could be transferred, but in many cases the assignment is still
ambiguous.

The resulting phosphoprotein, after phosphorylation by CK2 and mea-
surement of the kinetics data, has been submitted to mass spectrometric
analysis to confirm the number of phosphorylation sites and to obtain in-
formation on the ratio of differently phosphorylated states in the sample.
Furthermore, we wanted to exclude the presence of proteolytic degradation,
that would compromise the kinetics data.

The data shows that the sample became multiply phosphorylated and
no significant degradation took place. The spectra show, that the phospho-
NS5A sample is heterogeneous, most of the protein became phosphorylated
at 6 sites but there is also 5-fold and 7-fold phosphorylated NS5A present
in the sample. Their ratios can also be estimated from the data. 0.6:1:0.6
are the relative intensities of the peaks belonging to the 5-fold:6-fold:7-fold
phosphorylated NS5A species.

10.7 Conclusions and perspectives

The phosphorylation of NS5A is a long-studied subject. We conducted in
vitro phosphorylation studies with several kinases, and used NMR spec-
troscopy as the method for identification of the phosphorylation sites.

We chose kinases, whose role in phosphorylation of NS5A was rather
well established. Therefore we used CK2, CK1δ and Plk1 for our phos-
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Figure 10.9: Mass spectrometric data of NS5A D2D3 (left) and CK2 phospho-
NS5A D2D3 (right).

phorylation studies and PKA, that was reported to phosphorylate NS5A
in vitro in an early study [178], but its biological relevance was not yet es-
tablished at the time of our study. The reason for our investigation was
that it was predicted to phosphorylate S222, yielding the phosphoserine re-
quired for phosphorylation by CK1. We identified phosphorylation at T360,
but not, or only partially at S222, so we did not pursue our experiments
with this kinase. Shortly before finishing writing this thesis, an article was
published [179] that showed the biological relevance of this kinase in RNA
replication of the virus and reported the same phosphorylation site as we
found in our study. However, our observation of NMR line-broadening of
some resonances around the phosphorylation site is not in agreement with
the intensity increase that was reported in their study. This discrepancy
may require further investigation. In addition, we observed that this phos-
phorylation had an impact on the structural ensemble of the protein as sen
by intensity changes and small chemical shift changes also in regions far
from the phosphorylation site. Now, that biological relevance of this ki-
nase has been established, these structural changes may also deserve further
investigation.

CK2 was found to phosphorylate residues in D3, though different ones
than S457 (corresponding to S437 in our genotype), reported to be phospho-
rylated by Tellinghuisen et al. on NS5A of HCV genotype 2a [128]. Actually,
we found the kinase to phosphorylate a cluster of three serines (S429, S432,
S434) with the highest preference. In addition to these sites, S408 and S414
were identified to be phosphorylated, with lower preference. This finding is
surprising, as S429, S432 and S434 are not in the context of the most typi-
cal recognition motif of CK2, with a negatively charged residue at position
n + 3. For S434, however, an E can be found at sequence position n + 4.
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Preliminary data on the kinetics suggest that these sites are phosphorylated
with similar rates, therefore it is possible, that the kinase is not releasing the
substrate, before phosphorylation of these sites. To confirm this hypothesis,
further experiments will be required, including assignment at pH 7.5

We conducted phosphorylation by CK1δ. We found that the kinetics was
much slower with this kinase than with PKA or CK2. Substrate recognition
by CK1 requires a phosphoserine. Predictions show, that provided that S222
became phosphorylated, CK1 could phosphorylate several serines among the
serines of the hyperphosphorylation serine cluster.

Summarizing the above stated, we identified several new CK2 phospho-
rylation sites in D3 of NS5A. In addition, we have shown that phosphoryla-
tion in D3 results in slight chemical shift perturbations in positively charged
regions of D2, at H1, H3 and near residue 360. The SWS motif (residues
432-434) is highly conserved among the HCV genotypes. Phosphorylation of
these residues may be required for an interaction, possibly for its interaction
with the highly positively charged core protein of HCV. Actually, the effect
of the CK2 inhibitor, DMAT, was reduction of viral partial assembly via
modulation of the interaction of core and NS5A according to Tellinghuisen
et al. [128]. A short-term perspective of this work is to conduct interaction
studies between CK2-phospho-NS5A and core protein of HCV, compared to
interaction of unhosphorylated NS5A with core of HCV.
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Figure 10: Multiple sequence alignment of NS5A of example sequences of all the NS5A genotypes found in the European HCV database.
The alignment has been made by the ClustalW software. The figure illustrates conservation of 243C and 342C (highlighted in red).
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Abstract The characterization of the conformational

properties of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), and

their interaction modes with physiological partners has

recently become a major research topic for understanding

biological function on the molecular level. Although mul-

tidimensional NMR spectroscopy is the technique of

choice for the study of IDPs at atomic resolution, the

intrinsically low resolution, and the large peak intensity

variations often observed in NMR spectra of IDPs call for

resolution- and sensitivity-optimized pulse schemes. We

present here a set of amide proton-detected 3D BEST-

TROSY correlation experiments that yield the required

sensitivity and spectral resolution for time-efficient

sequential resonance assignment of large IDPs. In addition,

we introduce two proline-edited 2D experiments that allow

unambiguous identification of residues adjacent to proline

that is one of the most abundant amino acids in IDPs. The

performance of these experiments, and the advantages of

BEST-TROSY pulse schemes are discussed and illustrated

for two IDPs of similar length (*270 residues) but with

different conformational sampling properties.

Keywords BEST � TROSY � IDP � Viral protein �
Amino-acid-type editing � Longitudinal-relaxation

enhancement

Introduction

The structure–function paradigm stating that a well-defined

structure is required for a protein’s function has been

challenged by the discovery of a large number of highly

flexible proteins or protein segments that exist as ensem-

bles of partly collapsed or extended structural conformers

in the cell and that are functional as such (Dunker et al.

2001; Tompa 2002; Wright and Dyson 1999; Uversky and

Dunker 2010). Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) or

protein regions (IDRs) have been shown to play important

roles in regulatory and signaling processes where the

structural flexibility allows the protein to adapt to and

interact with a large number of distinct molecular partners

(Tompa 2012). Similarly, structural disorder is also abun-

dant in viral proteins (Davey et al. 2011; Xue et al. 2010).

Viruses are often characterized by a small genome, only

coding for a few proteins. High mutation rates in these
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genomes allow to adapt to changing environments and to

escape the defense mechanisms of the host cell. Again,

structural flexibility presents a functional advantage in

terms of binding promiscuity, as well as a high tolerance to

mutations.

During recent years, NMR spectroscopy has become the

technique of choice to obtain atomic-resolution information

for IDPs, and to extract useful information on the structural

ensemble that the IDP forms in solution. In particular, NMR

allows the identification of peptide regions with increased

propensity to form a-helical or extended (b-strand) struc-

tures that often play a role in molecular recognition events, or

the characterization of transient long-range interactions.

Furthermore, NMR is a powerful technique to characterize

binding events in terms of interaction surfaces, and to study

eventual conformational transitions of the IDP upon binding

to its partner(s). The rapid interconversion between the large

number of conformations sampled by the ensemble typically

results in a single set of sharp NMR signals. However, as a

consequence of the lack of a stable structure, NMR spectra of

IDPs are characterized by low chemical shift dispersion as

compared to well-structured globular proteins, which makes

NMR studies of large IDPs a challenging task. In addition,

fast solvent exchange of the solvent-exposed labile protons

with water protons may result in extensive line broadening of

amide proton resonances. Therefore, amide 1H-detected

NMR experiments often need to be performed at lower than

ambient sample temperature to slow down hydrogen

exchange. Alternatively, Ha-detected (Mantylahti et al.

2010) or 13C-detected experiments (Felli and Brutscher

2009; Csizmok et al. 2008; Bermel et al. 2012) can be used to

circumvent the problem of unobservable amide proton res-

onances. However, Ha-detected experiments require protein

samples in deuterated solvents, while 13C-detected experi-

ments suffer from reduced sensitivity due to the lower

gyromagnetic ratio of 13C with respect to 1H. Other concerns

for NMR studies of IDPs are often limited sample stability,

low sample concentrations to avoid protein aggregation, and

substantial peak intensity heterogeneities in the NMR

spectra. Therefore, sensitive NMR pulse schemes are

required to detect correlation peaks also for the sites with the

lowest signal intensity; high dimensional (C3D) NMR

experiments with long acquisition times in all dimensions are

needed in order to resolve overlapping correlation peaks; and

last but not least fast acquisition techniques are mandatory to

enable multidimensional data acquisition in a reasonable

amount of time.

Herein, we present BEST-TROSY pulse sequences that

yield the required sensitivity and spectral resolution for time-

efficient sequential resonance assignment of large IDPs from

a set of typically four 3D correlation spectra. These experi-

ments are particularly attractive for NMR studies performed

at high magnetic field strengths. Compared to other 1H-

detected pulse schemes, BEST-TROSY experiments pro-

vide significant advantages in terms of experimental sensi-

tivity and spectral resolution as demonstrated for two IDPs of

about 270 residues in length, the C-terminal part of the NS5A

protein from hepatitis C virus (268 residues including tag)

that acts as a multifunctional regulator of cellular pathways,

and the chicken BASP1 protein (270 residues including tag)

involved in transcription regulation.

Materials and methods

NMR measurements were performed on an Agilent

VNMRS 800 MHz spectrometer at 278 K equipped with a

cryogenically cooled triple-resonance (HCN) probe, and

pulsed z-field gradients.

The presented pulse sequences were tested on two NMR

samples: the first contains 0.12 mM [U–13C, U–15N] enri-

ched NS5A (Non-Structural Protein 5A, residues 191–447

plus an 11-residues tag remaining after cleavage of a His

tag) from hepatitis C virus in 50 mM potassium phosphate

buffer (pH 6.5), 20 mM NaCl, 2 mM b-mercaptoethanol

and 5 % (v/v) D2O, the second sample contains 0.6 mM

[U–13C, U–15N] chicken BASP1 (Brain Acid-Soluble

Protein 1, 244 residues) in 20 mM citrate buffer (pH 2.0),

0.2 % NaN3 and 10 % (v/v) D2O. The BASP1 construct

includes a 26-residue cleavable His tag.

To characterize the conformational dynamics of the two

proteins, 15N relaxation experiments (T1, T2, HETNOE)

were performed using standard pulse sequences (Farrow

et al. 1994). The relaxation curves were fitted onto the

extracted peak intensities from the subspectra measured

with 10 relaxation delays, ranging from 0.01 to 1.6 s in the

case of T1 and from 0.01 to 0.25 s for T2.

Proton T1 relaxation time constants were measured by

inversion recovery experiments, with amide selective

inversion, water-flip-back (WFB) and non-selective inver-

sion using the pulse sequence elements of Figure S1. The

spectra were recorded with 10 relaxation delays ranging from

0 to 1.4 s in the non-selective and WFB case and 0–0.9 s in

the amide selective case. All relaxation curves were fitted to a

mono-exponential function using a Python program.

3D HNcoCACB, iHNCACB, hNcocaNH, and hnCO-

caNH correlation spectra (Fig. 3) were recorded for NMR

assignment of NS5A with the recycle delay set to

Trec = 0.15 s, the acquisition time to 70 ms with 4 scans per

(t1, t2) increment. In the 15N dimension, 150 complex points

were acquired for a spectral width of 2,000 Hz resulting in a

maximal evolution time of tmax
2 = 75 ms. The number of

recorded data points (spectral widths) for the other indirect

dimensions are: 110 (10,000 Hz) for CACB, 100 (2,000 Hz)

for N, and 90 (2,000 Hz) for CO, resulting in total data

acquisition times of about 20 h per experiment.
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Results and discussion

Amide 1H-detected BEST-TROSY pulse schemes provide

increased sensitivity and spectral resolution, while allow-

ing for short overall experimental times, by exploiting

three complementary effects: (i) The selective manipula-

tion of amide 1H by means of band-selective radio-fre-

quency (RF) pulses enhances longitudinal 1H relaxation

(Pervushin et al. 2002; Schanda 2009), and thus provides

higher sensitivity due to an increased 1H steady-state

polarization (BEST principle) (Schanda et al. 2006). (ii)

Single-transition spin-state selection results in favorable

relaxation properties for 1H and 15N due to CSA-dipolar

cross-correlation (TROSY principle) (Pervushin et al.

1997). (iii) BEST-TROSY contains a build-in module for

the conversion of (undetected) 1H polarization that builds

up during the pulse sequence due to spin relaxation, into

enhanced 15N polarization that contributes to the detected

signal in the subsequent scan. The efficiency of this 15N

polarization enhancement mechanism depends on the lon-

gitudinal relaxation times (T1) of both 1H and 15N, with the

highest gains obtained for short 1H T1 and long 15N T1

(Favier and Brutscher 2011).

3D BEST-TROSY HNC correlation experiments

So far, BEST-TROSY (BT) techniques have been success-

fully applied to the study of globular proteins (Favier and

Brutscher 2011) and nucleic acids (Farjon et al. 2009), but

not yet to long, highly disordered polypeptides which is the

subject of the present report. In order to illustrate the per-

formance of BEST-TROSY for large IDPs we have chosen

two proteins (or protein fragments), NS5A and BASP1 that

are similar in size (*270 residues), but differ in their amino-

acid-type composition and their structural compactness,

resulting in different NMR properties (chemical shift dis-

persion, relaxation times, …) as shown in Figs. 1 and 5c. In

particular, the structural dynamics in the BASP1 protein are

quite uniform along the polypeptide chain, while NS5A

shows a more heterogeneous behavior with several peptide

regions that are characterized by increased local tumbling

correlation times (sc) and higher local order (larger HET-

NOE values). The 2D 1H–15N BEST-TROSY correlation

spectra shown in Fig. 1 for NS5A (left) and BASP1 (right)

show a large number of resolved resonances (especially for

NS5A) despite the intrinsically low frequency dispersion.

This high resolution can be maintained in 3D H–N–C cor-

relation spectra, required for NMR assignment, by using

semi-constant-time (semi-CT) editing (Grzesiek and Bax

1993) in the 15N dimension allowing for long maximal

evolution times. A series of such BT-optimized triple-reso-

nance pulse sequences is displayed in Fig. 2. We used these

experiments for the assignment of NS5A, the BASP1 protein

had been assigned previously by other means. These exper-

iments correlate the backbone amide 1H and 15N either with

the 13CA, 13CB, 13CO, or 15N of the same (intra-residue

correlation) or a sequentially adjacent residue (sequential

correlation). A 2-step phase cycle is sufficient to obtain

artifact-free correlation spectra. As discussed in more detail

below, BT-optimization results in accelerated longitudinal

relaxation of amide protons, yielding significantly reduced

inter-scan delays required for optimal sensitivity, thus

enhancing the overall sensitivity and reducing the total

experimental time. As a consequence, even for large IDPs

such as NS5A or BASP1 high-resolution 3D data sets can be

recorded in only a few hours using a regular uniform sam-

pling grid and Fourier-transform (FT) processing. Example

strip extracted from NS5A spectra are shown in Fig. 3.

Particularly useful for sequential resonance assignment

of large IDPs are the 3D hNcocaNH (Fig. 3a) and 3D

hnCOcaNH (Fig. 3b) spectra that allow building sequential

connectivities on the basis of backbone 15N and 13CO

chemical shifts, characterized by a higher chemical shift

dispersion than 13CA or 13CB in highly flexible proteins

(Panchal et al. 2001, Kumar et al. 2010). Note that in these

experiments the signal originating from 15N polarization

only enhances the ‘‘out-and-back’’ coherence transfer

pathways resulting in the diagonal peaks.

BEST versus conventional techniques

In the following we will discuss the advantages of BEST-

TROSY techniques (Fig. 2) with respect to alternative

conventional pulse schemes. Longitudinal 1H relaxation

Fig. 1 2D 1H–15N BEST-TROSY correlation spectra of

NS5A(191–447) (left) and BASP1 (right)
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enhancement as achieved by BEST-type sequences

exploits the fact that unperturbed proton spins that are

coupled to the excited amide protons either by dipolar

interactions with other aliphatic or aromatic protons, or

chemical exchange with water protons take up some of the

energy put into the spin system, thus accelerating spin–

lattice (longitudinal) relaxation. While NS5A was studied

at pH 6.5, for the BASP1 sample the pH was adjusted to

two in order to investigate the relative contributions of
1H–1H dipolar interactions and amide-solvent 1H exchange

(rendered inefficient at low pH) on longitudinal relaxation

enhancement. In order to quantify these effects for the two

IDPs studied here, we have performed inversion-recovery

experiments using three different inversion pulse schemes

to simulate the proton relaxation behavior encountered in

different types of experiments: (A) selective inversion of

amide protons (BEST-type experiments), (B) inversion of

all but water protons (water-flip-back (WFB) experiments),

(C) inversion of the entire proton spectrum (conventional

non-selective experiments). The inversion sequence is

followed by a variable relaxation delay and a 1H-15N

BEST-HSQC sequence for readout of the 1H polarization

Fig. 2 BEST-TROSY sequences: (a?c) HNCO or HNCA, (a?d)

HNcoCA, (a?e) HNcoCACB or HNcocaCB, (a?f) HNCACB or

HNcaCB, (b?c) iHNCA, (b?f) iHNCACB, (g) hNcocaNH and

hnCOcaNH. Filled and open pulse symbols indicate 90� and 180� rf

pulses. Unless indicated, all pulses are applied with phase x. All

selective 1H pulses are centered at 8.5 ppm, covering a bandwidth of

3.5 ppm, with the following shapes: [1] REBURP (Geen and Freeman

1991), [2] PC9 (Kupce and Freeman 1994) and [3] E-BURP2 (Geen

and Freeman 1991). A star indicates a flip-back pulse obtained by

time inversion of the excitation pulse shape. Open squares on 1H

indicate BIP-720-50-20 broadband inversion pulses (Smith et al.

2001). CO pulses have the shape of the center lobe of a sinx/x

function, whereas CA and CA/CB pulses are applied with a

rectangular shape and zero excitation at the CO frequency. The

transfer delays common to all BEST-TROSY sequences are adjusted

to s1 ¼ 1n 4JNHð Þ � 0:5d1 � 0:5d2, s2 ¼ 1n 4JNHð Þ � 0:5d1 � kd3,

s3 ¼ 1n 4JNHð Þ with 1n 4JNHð Þ �2.7 ms, s4 ¼ 1n 2JNHð Þ, t2a = T-t2/

2 ? t2b, and t2b = 0. The delays d1, d2, and d3 correspond to the

lengths of the REBURP, PC9, and E-BURP2 pulses, respectively, and

the parameter k � 0:7 can be fine-tuned to equilibrate the transfer

amplitudes of the different coherence transfer pathways (Clean-

TROSY) for optimal suppression of the unwanted quadruplet

components in the spectrum (Schulte-Herbruggen and Sorensen

2000). For semi-CT 15N editing, the delay t2b is incremented

together with t2 using the following time increment: Dt2b = (t2
max/2-

T)/N2 with N2 the number of total increments in the t2 dimension. The

additional delays are set to a T = 15 ms; b T = 17.5 ms;

e = 0.5 ms; D1 = 4.5 ms; d D1 = 4.5 ms; e and f D1 = 4.5 ms,

D2 = 3.5 ms (for HNcoCACB) and D2 = 7 ms (for HNcocaCB);

g T1 = 15 ms; T2 = 13.5 ms; D1 = 4.5 ms; t1a = T-t1/2 ? t1b;

t1b = 0; t1a’ = D1-t’1/2 ? t1b’; t1b’ = 0. For semi-CT 15N (13CO)

editing, the delay t1b (t1b’) is incremented together with t1 (t1
0) using

the following time increment: Dt1b = (t1
max/2-T)/N1 (Dt1b = (t1

max/2-

D1)/N1) with N1 the number of total increments in the t1 dimension.

Pulsed field gradients G1–G8 are applied along the z-axis (PFGz) with

durations of 200 ls to 2 ms and field strengths ranging from 5 to 40

G/cm. The 2-step phase cycling is: u1 = -x, x; u2 = -y u3 = -x;

u4 = x, x; u5 = y; urec = -x, x. The relative durations of G7 and G8

are given by the gyromagnetic ratios G7/G8 = cH/cN. Quadrature

detection in t1 is obtained by time-proportional phase incrementation

of u1 (and u5) according to TPPI-States. For quadrature detection in

t2, echo-antiecho data are recorded by inverting the sign of gradient

G8 together with phases u2 and u3. All pulse sequences (in Agilent

pulse program language) are available from the authors upon request

b

Fig. 3 Sequential resonance assignment of the NS5A segment

364-368 based on a 3D hNcocaNH, b 3D hnCOcaNH, and c 3D

HNcoCACB and iHNCACB spectra. In a and b 2 correlation peaks of

opposite sign (except if Gly residues are involved) are detected per

amide group, one corresponding to the intra-residue, one to a

sequential correlation. In c two spectra, each containing only intra-

residue or sequential correlations, are superposed on the same graph
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(see Figure S1). The measured 1H T1 values are displayed

in Fig. 4a as a function of the protein sequences of NS5A

and BASP1, respectively. The average 1H T1 values mea-

sured for the two proteins are 0.92 ± 0.11 s (NS5A) and

0.91 ± 0.08 s (BASP1) for the non-selective inversion

(black bars), 0.70 ± 0.15 s (NS5A) and 0.89 ± 0.07 s

(BASP1) for the WFB situation (green bars), and

0.21 ± 0.06 s (NS5A) and 0.31 ± 0.06 s (BASP1) for the

amide-selective (BEST-type) experiment (red bars). The

measured relaxation times are quite uniform along the

peptide sequence for the different experimental scenarios,

with local differences mainly reflecting the variation in

local structure (water accessibility and effective tumbling

correlation time). The first interesting conclusion from

these measurements is that for both proteins the non-

selective 1H T1 of about 900 ms is reduced to 200–300 ms

in BEST-type experiments. A second observation is that for

both proteins the major relaxation enhancement mecha-

nisms are dipolar interactions of the amide proton with

surrounding protons, rather than chemical exchange with

water protons. This conclusion, however, may be different

for samples studied at higher pH and higher temperature.

Finally, a third conclusion from these data is that longitu-

dinal relaxation enhancement is more efficient for NS5A

than for BASP1. This is mainly explained by the more

compact conformers in the structural ensemble of NS5A

resulting in more efficient proton–proton spin diffusion

within the molecule, and some additional contribution from

hydrogen-exchange mediated polarization transfer in

NS5A.

The average 1H T1 values can be used to compute the

expected signal-to-noise ratio per unit time (SNRUT) as a

function of the recycle delay (Trec) between scans

according to the analytical relation.

SNRUT ¼ 1� exp �Trec=T1ð Þð Þ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Tscan

p
: ð1Þ

Note that Trec includes the data acquisition time, and that

Tscan = Trec ? Tseq with the sequence length arbitrarily set

to Tseq = 100 ms. The resulting sensitivity curves for

NS5A and BASP1, shown in Fig. 4b, indicate sensitivity

gains for BEST-type optimized sequences of about a factor

of 2 with the maximal sensitivity obtained for a recycle

delay Trec & 1.25 T1.

BEST-TROSY versus BEST-HSQC

Having shown in the previous paragraph that BEST

sequences provide a sensitivity (and time) advantage with

respect to non-selective or WFB 1H-15N correlation

experiments, we now want to address the question how

Fig. 4 Backbone amide 1H T1 relaxation time constants measured for

NS5A (left) and BASP1 (right) are shown in a as function of the

peptide sequence. The residue numbering corresponds to the real

protein sequence, and the values measured for the tag-residues are not

shown. Relaxation rates were measured by inversion-recovery using

different inversion sequences (see Figure S1): non-selective 1H

inversion (black bars), water-flip-back 1H inversion (green bars), and

selective amide 1H inversion (red bars). In b the expected average

signal-to noise-ratio (SNR) per unit time (UT) has been computed

from equation [1] as a function of the inter-scan delay (Trec) for the

three experimental scenarios: non-selective (black), water-flip-back

(green), and amide-selective (red) BEST-type pulse sequences. The

residue numbering corresponds to the real protein sequence; values

measured for the tag-residues are not shown
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BEST-TROSY (BT) compares to BEST-HSQC (BH)

sequences. In order to do so, we have recorded 2D HNco

planes of both proteins using either BEST-TROSY (Fig. 2a,

c) or BEST-HSQC (Lescop et al. 2007) versions of the

experiment. Except for the pulse sequence, all other

acquisition and processing parameters were chosen identi-

cal. As can be appreciated from the spectra shown in

Fig. 5a, the BEST-TROSY-optimized sequence yields

higher spectral resolution due to the narrower single-tran-

sition line widths, and the signal contributed from 15N

polarization. Actually, as the 15N labeling period t2
becomes longer, more 1H polarization builds up as a con-

sequence of longitudinal spin relaxation during t2, that is

converted into enhanced 15N polarization by the final

coherence transfer step (Favier and Brutscher, 2011). Fur-

thermore, also the peak intensities are increased in the

BEST-TROSY spectra, on average by 80 % for NS5A and

by 20 % for BASP1 despite an intrinsic factor-of-2 signal

loss due to the single-transition selection. This signal

enhancement reaches a factor of 3 (NS5A) and 1.6 (BASP1)

for individual residues (Fig. 5b). Note however, that despite

this overall increase in signal intensity, some residues in

BASP1 have a reduced intensity in BEST-TROSY with

respect to BEST-HSQC spectra. The differences observed

for the two proteins are most likely ascribed to the shorter
1H T1 and longer 15N T1 values in NS5A, resulting in

increased 15N polarization enhancement, as well as more

efficient CSA-dipolar cross-correlation (TROSY line nar-

rowing effect) due to a more compact average structure in

the N-terminal half of the NS5A protein (Feuerstein et al.

2012b). The highest intensity gains observed correlate well

with regions of increased structural rigidity, as revealed by

the larger sc and HETNOE values (Fig. 5c). Finally, BEST-

TROSY also leads to a more uniform intensity distribution

in the NMR spectra of these IDPs, as the weakest NMR

signals become enhanced most (Fig. 5d).

Proline-selective 1H–15N BEST-TROSY correlation

experiments

A specific feature of IDPs is that they often have repetitive

sequence parts, and that they are rich in proline (Pro)

residues (Tompa 2002). Because Pro residues are break

points in the sequential assignment walk, this presents an

additional complication for sequence-specific resonance

assignment of IDPs. Therefore, NMR tools that allow

identifying Pro-neighboring residues are of particular

interest for IDP resonance assignment. Such information

can be either obtained by 3D HNCAN-type pulse sequen-

ces (Lohr et al. 2000) that allow coherence transfer across

Pro residues, or by Pro-edited 2D 1H–15N correlation

experiments (Schubert et al. 2000) that exploit the partic-

ular spin-coupling topology of the Pro-side-chain to

selectively detect coherence-transfer pathways from resi-

dues preceding or following Pro.

Here we present new pulse sequences for recording Pro-

edited 2D 1H–15N correlation spectra that are of the BEST-

TROSY type and therefore benefit from all the advantages

discussed in the previous paragraphs. The Pro-HNcocan

experiment selectively detects 1H–15N correlations of resi-

dues following a proline in the peptide sequence, while the

Pro-iHNcan is selective to residues preceding a proline. The

pulse sequences are obtained by inserting the pulse sequence

element depicted in Fig. 6a into either the BT-HNCO(X)

building block of Fig. 2a (Pro-HNcocan) or the BT-iHN-

CA(X) building block of Fig. 2b (Pro-iHNcan)—see also

Figure S2 of the Supporting Information. The experiments

exploit the fact that the 15N chemical shift range of Pro in

IDPs is well separated from all other amino-acid types

(Fig. 6b). This makes it possible to selectively dephase Ca

coherence during a constant-time delay T with respect to

either the one-bond (Pro-HNcocan) or two-bond (Pro-iHN-

can) JCAN coupling, similar to a technique presented recently

for the selective detection of phsophoserine and phospho-

threonine residues (McIntosh et al. 2009). Two experiments

need to be performed either with (transfer experiment) or

without (reference experiment) application of the Pro-selec-

tive 15N shaped pulse. In the transfer experiment the 13C–15N

coupling evolution is active during the constant time delay T

while in the reference experiment, coupling evolution is

refocused. Subtraction of the 2 data sets (difference spectrum)

then yields the desired Pro-selective 1H–15N correlation

maps. The relative sensitivity of these experiments with

respect to either HNcoca or iHNca experiments can be esti-

mated by computing the transfer amplitude.

TApro ¼ 0:5 1� cos pJNCATð Þð Þ cos pJCCTð Þ exp �T=T2ð Þ;
ð2Þ

with T2 the transverse relaxation time constant of the Ca

coherence present during the time T, Jcc ¼� 35 Hz the

one-bond Ca–Cb coupling constant, and the factor 0.5

accounting for the sensitivity loss induced by difference

spectroscopy. In Fig. 6c, the computed transfer amplitudes

are plotted as a function of the delay T for the two

experiments assuming relaxation time constants T2 in the

range from 30 to 100 ms as typical for highly flexible

proteins. For both experiments, highest sensitivity (largest

transfer amplitude) is obtained for T values of about 58 ms,

with the overall sensitivity about a factor of 2 higher in the

Pro-HNcocan with respect to Pro-iHNcan experiment

which is explained by the larger one-bond 13C-15N cou-

pling 12 Hz active in Pro-HNcocan with respect to the

smaller two-bond coupling JNCA � 7 Hz that is active in

Pro-iHNcan. Pro-HNcocan and Pro-iHNcan spectra of

BASP1, recorded in 15 min and 30 min, respectively, are
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Fig. 5 Experimental comparison of the performance of BEST-HSQC

(BH) and BEST-TROSY (BT)—type HNC correlation experiments for

the two IDPs NS5A (left) and BASP1 (right). Extracts from 2D BT-

HNco and BH-HNco spectra recorded with identical experimental

parameters (except for the pulse sequence) are shown in a. For NS5A

the BH-HNco spectrum was scaled by a factor 1.7 to obtain similar peak
intensities for a better appreciation of the differences in spectral

resolution in the two spectra. The peak intensity ratios (BT over BH)

measured for the two proteins are plotted in b as a function of the

peptide sequence. c 15N relaxation data of NS5A(191–447) (left) and

BASP1 (right). Local tumbling correlation times (sc) were obtained from

the measured 15N T1 and T2 relaxation time constants by computing the

following expression sc ffi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

6 T1=T2 � 7ð Þ
p

�

4pmNð Þ. d Same data as

shown in b, but here the intensity gain (BT/BH) is plotted as a function

of the peak intensity measured in the BEST-HSQC spectrum, in order to

illustrate that highest signal enhancement is obtained for the weakest

peaks leading to a more uniform spectral intensity distribution
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Fig. 6 Pro-selective 1H–15N spin-echo difference experiments. The

pulse sequence element shown in a can be inserted into the BEST-

TROSY sequence of Fig. 2a or 2b to obtain the pulse sequence of Pro-

HNcocan or Pro-iHNcan, respectively. Pro-selective correlation spectra

are obtained by subtracting two data sets recorded with and without the

Pro 15N refocusing pulse, centered at 138 ppm and covering a band

width of 7 ppm (corresponding to a pulse length of 8.6 ms at 80 MHz).

Use of a REBURP pulse shape (Geen and Freeman 1991) for Pro 15N

refocusing, makes sure that Ca–N coupling evolution remains active

during the entire delay T (Lescop et al. 2010), thus ensuring optimal

sensitivity. b 15N chemical shift statistics of IDPs obtained from 14

data sets (1,562 chemical shifts) deposited with the BMRB for non-Pro

residues (black), and 6 data sets (79 chemical shifts) for Pro residues

(red), including NS5A and BASP1. c Transfer amplitudes (TAPro)

computed as a function of the filter delay (T) using equation [2]

assuming different relaxation time constants: T2 = 100 ms (black),

60 ms (red) and 30 ms (green). Highest transfer efficiency is obtained

for a filter delay T ffi 58 ms. (d) Pro-HNcocan (left) and Pro-iHNcan

(right) spectra recorded for BASP1 at 25 �C in 15 min and 30 min,

respectively. All residues adjacent to prolines can be identified

unambiguously from these spectra. Peaks are annotated by the residue

number (and amino-acid type) of the detected amide 1H–15N correla-

tions. An annotation ‘X’ refers to residues within the N-terminal His-

tag extension of the BASP1 protein
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displayed in Fig. 6d. All residues preceding or following Pro

can be unambiguously identified from these spectra pro-

viding valuable starting points for the assignment of this

270-residue IDP. The corresponding spectra recorded for

NS5A are shown in Figure S2 of the Supporting Information.

Recently we have introduced HADAMAC (Lescop et al.

2008), a sensitive NMR technique that allows distinguishing

between seven different classes of amino-acid types from a

set of amino-acid-type-edited 2D 1H–15N correlation spec-

tra. HADAMAC is particularly useful for sequential reso-

nance assignment of IDPs (Feuerstein et al. 2012a), but Pro

residues cannot be distinguished from Arg, Glu, Lys, Gln,

Met, and Leu residues, because they all fall within the so-

called ‘rest’ class, and are detected in the same 2D spectrum.

Thus, the Pro-edited 1H–15N BEST-TROSY correlation

experiments introduced here, nicely complement HADA-

MAC for efficient amino-acid-type discrimination in IDPs.

In summary, we have proposed a set of sensitivity- and

resolution-enhanced correlation experiments for sequential

resonance assignment of highly flexible protein systems

such as IDPs. We have demonstrated the performance of

these BEST-TROSY experiments for two IDPs of *270

residues in length. Short inter-scan delays of about 200 ms

provide high sensitivity and allow to perform 3D data

acquisition with long maximal evolution times in indirect

dimensions (especially 15N) in a total experimental time of

only a few hours. If the resolution in 3D spectral space is

not sufficient, the proposed experiments can be easily

extended to 4D versions by additionally editing the

chemical shifts of 13CO that is involved in the coherence

transfer pathways of all sequential and intra-residue cor-

relation experiments. In addition, Pro-edited 2D 1H-15N

correlation experiments have been introduced that provide

complementary amino-acid-type information for resonance

assignment of IDPs.
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Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) have recently
attracted the attention of the scientific community because
of their peculiar features that expand our view of how protein
function is determined by the conformational properties of
a polypeptide chain. The discovery of numerous physiological
functions performed by IDPs has challenged the traditional
structure–function paradigm.[1–4] The lack of a unique stable
3D structure and the high extent of local mobility provide
functional advantages to IDPs in terms of structural plasticity
and binding promiscuity.

Among the experimental techniques available to obtain
atomic-resolution information on IDPs, solution-state NMR
spectroscopy plays a predominant role. As a spectroscopic
method, NMR is equally well applicable to structured as well
as highly disordered proteins. However, the absence of
a stable 3D structure and the highly dynamic nature of
IDPs causes averaging of NMR chemical shifts, resulting in
extensive cross-peak overlap in the NMR spectra.[5–9] Fur-
thermore, fast hydrogen exchange of the solvent-exposed
amide and other labile protons with water protons causes
extensive line broadening or even complete disappearance of
the corresponding resonances in the NMR spectra. Therefore,
new NMR methods need to be derived or conventional
techniques developed for folded proteins need to be adapted
to account for the particular spectroscopic properties of IDPs.

To reduce the spectral overlap problem, uniform isotopic
enrichment of the IDP with stable isotopes (13C, 15N) is
mandatory. Indeed, 13C and 15N nuclei are characterized by an

increased chemical shift dispersion with respect to protons.
Therefore, proton-detected triple-resonance experiments[10,11]

provide the spectral resolution required for site-resolved
investigation of IDP structure, dynamics, and interaction
modes.[12–14] Recently, the advent of more sensitive NMR
instrumentation has brought carbon detection in the suitable
sensitivity range for biomolecular NMR applications.[15–17]

13C-Detected exclusively heteronuclear NMR experiments
have been developed and offer valuable ways for the
characterization of IDPs.[18–21]

The impact of hydrogen protein–solvent exchange pro-
cesses on the NMR spectra of IDPs has never been discussed
in detail, despite its importance, as most NMR experiments
used to characterize IDPs are based on amide proton
detection. Hydrogen exchange rates are highly dependent
on the sample pH and temperature,[22] and changes in these
two parameters can thus strongly influence the quality of the
spectra. Inspecting the IDP literature reveals that most NMR
studies have been performed at low temperatures and
(slightly) acidic pH to reduce exchange-induced line broad-
ening in the 1H–15N spectra, and in triple-resonance experi-
ments that are based on amide 1H detection.

The ensemble of conformers that an IDP adopts in
solution and its ability to bind to molecular partners, may be
strongly dependent on the environmental conditions. There-
fore, it is important to have NMR methods to access atomic-
resolution information under conditions that more closely
approach physiological conditions (neutral pH, body temper-
ature). In this context, 13C detection provides a valuable
method of investigation as 13C nuclei are not only charac-
terized by a good chemical shift dispersion even in absence of
a stable 3D structure but they are also insensitive to hydro-
gen-exchange-induced line broadening.[23–27] With increasing
temperature and pH, the quality of 2D 1H–15N correlation
spectra deteriorates owing to the more efficient hydrogen-
exchange mechanism, resulting in increasing number of peaks
that are extensively line broadened, while at the same time
the quality of the 13C-detected 13CO–15N spectra is main-
tained, if not improved. This is illustrated in Figure 1, which
shows 1H–15N and 13CO–15N spectra recorded in the temper-
ature range of 285.7 K to 304.8 K (pH 7.4) for the IDP a-
synuclein, a 140 residue human protein implicated in neuro-
degenerative diseases.[28] This comparison, which is a general
behavior observed for IDPs, demonstrates that 13C-start 13C-
detected experiments enable us to recover atomic resolution
information that is not available from amide 1H-detected
experiments, thus opening new possibilities for the character-
ization of IDPs under close to physiological sample con-
ditions.
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A major drawback of 13C-detected experiments remains
their low intrinsic sensitivity owing the approximately four
times lower gyromagnetic ratio of 13C with respect to 1H (gC�
gH/4). Therefore, it has been proposed to use the larger 1H
(instead of 13C) polarization as a starting point of the
coherence transfer pathways to increase the sensitivity of
13C-detected experiments.[15, 18] The sensitivity of these 1H-
start, 13C-detected experiments can be further improved by
longitudinal 1H relaxation enhancement techniques.[29–34]

These methods are based on the selective manipulation of
a subset of proton spins that then relax back to thermody-
namic equilibrium much faster owing to an energy transfer
mechanism from the excited protons to the protons that
remained unperturbed by the pulse sequence. The extent of
longitudinal relaxation enhancement obtained by selective
manipulation of amide 1H spins in a-synuclein is shown in
Figure 2. 1H polarization inversion recovery has been mea-
sured for individual amide sites by inverting different pools of
1H spins, followed by a relaxation delay, and a 2D HN-flipCON
readout sequence (Supporting Information, Figure S2) at
pH 7.4 and 295.5 K (additional profiles at pH 6.4 are shown in
the Supporting Information, Figure S3). Selective inversion of
amide protons results in very fast 1H recovery with effective
T1 time constants of about 60 ms (1.4 times the zero-crossing
time point), instead of T1� 2 s measured for non-selective 1H
inversion. This circa 30-fold decrease in 1H T1 is impressive,
and much higher than what is typically observed for folded
proteins with reported selective amide 1H T1 of 200–400 ms
compared to non-selective 1H T1 of 1.0 to 1.5 s.[35, 36] Our
inversion recovery data also demonstrate that the major
source of 1H relaxation enhancement under these experi-
mental conditions can be attributed to hydrogen-exchange
processes rather than 1H–1H dipolar interactions. The latter
are responsible for the observed relaxation-enhancement
effects in globular proteins,[30–32,34] as well as in IDPs studied at
low temperature and acidic pH values.[14]

Inversion recovery curves
also show that perturbation of
the water resonance dramati-
cally slows down recovery of
amide protons to equilibrium.
This has a strong impact on the
performance of NMR spectra
of IDPs, in particular when
approaching physiological con-
ditions. Therefore avoiding
perturbation of water protons
becomes a key general aspect
to consider in the design of
NMR spectra optimized for
the study of IDPs.

The extremely short recov-
ery times observed for amide
1H in a-synuclein at close to
physiological conditions
prompted us to design new
1HN-start 13C-detected experi-
ments with minimal perturba-

tion of the water 1H spins that are expected to yield
significantly improved sensitivity. A particularly useful exam-
ple is the 2D HN–BESTCON experiment shown in Figure 3a
that yields “fingerprint” spectra of the protein backbone that
can be used for chemical shift mapping purposes. The
acronym BEST[31] refers to the use of band-selective amide
1H pulses to achieve longitudinal relaxation enhancement.
The BEST technique was preferred over alternative solutions,
for example, flip-back approaches, as it performs best with
respect to the remaining amount of water 1H polarization
after one scan. Because of the long 1H T1 of water (ca. 3 s at

Figure 2. Inversion recovery profiles of amide protons acquired with
the variant of the HN–flipCON (described in the Supporting Information,
Figure S2) for selected amino acids of a-synuclein: a) Val 40;
b) His 50; c) Leu 100. Different initial conditions are indicated as
follows: ! non-selective, ? HN–Hwater-selective, � HN–HC-selective,
* HN-selective.

Figure 1. 2D spectra correlating the backbone amide nitrogen either with the directly bound amide proton
or with the directly bound carbonyl. a)–c) 1H–15N HSQC and d)–f) 13C–15N CON acquired on a-synuclein
at pH 7.4 are shown as a function of increasing temperature: a),d) 285.7 K; b),e) 295.5 K; c), f) 304.8 K.
Each spectrum was acquired with one scan per increment, and the same spectral resolution (in Hz) was
chosen for the two experiments. Similar behaviour is observed employing different variants of 2D 1H–15N
correlation experiments (Supporting Information, Figure S1).
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room temperature),[37, 38] even minimal perturbation of the
water 1H results in significantly reduced steady-state water 1H
polarization under fast-pulsing conditions, and thus in
a reduction of the longitudinal enhancement effect required
for optimal sensitivity.

In fact, 1H recovery starts right after the last 1H pulse, well
before the end of the pulse sequence, in contrast to 1H-
detected experiments that typically end with 1H pulses.
Therefore, at the end of the HN-BESTCON pulse sequence
(including signal acquisition), sufficient 1H polarization may
already have built up to immediately start the next scan
without any additional delay. To allow for long 13C acquisition
times to take benefit of the favorable transverse relaxation
properties of IDPs, and avoid problems related to probe
heating owing to 15N decoupling during acquisition, we have
implemented virtual 15N decoupling in the pulse
sequence.[18, 39]

The performance of the new experiment in terms of
sensitivity was evaluated by recording a series of 2D 13CO–15N
correlation spectra of a-synuclein with different inter-scan
delays, ranging from 0 to 1 s, using either HN-BESTCON, the
analogous experiment employing non-selective 1H pulses, HN-

startCON, or the 13C-start CON pulse schemes. The results
obtained for selected residues of a-synuclein are shown in
Figure 3b–d. The first observation from these data is that
starting with 1H as a polarization source in the HN-startCON
experiment does not result in a significant sensitivity increase
with respect to the 13C-start CON version under these
experimental conditions. This is mainly explained by the
long non-selective 1H T1 of about 2 s compared to the 13CO T1

of about 1 s (estimated value), and by additional 1H relaxation
occurring during the 1H-start pulse sequence. It is interesting

to note how under these conditions, amide 1H polarization
recovery for IDPs may become slower than 13C recovery of
carbonyl nuclei. Much larger signal gains are obtained for the
HN-BESTCON experiment that benefits from the extremely
short selective recovery times of amide 1H that are used as
starting polarization. The observed sensitivity gains (HN-BEST-

CON over 13C-start CON), determined for short recycle times
of 150 ms, vary between different sites from a factor of 4 to
a factor of 12 (Supporting Information, Figure S4). The
example curves shown in Figure 3b–d have been chosen to be
representative of residues characterized by solvent exchange
rates of different magnitude. For residues characterized by
(relatively) slow exchange under these conditions (for
example, Leu 100), a higher sensitivity increase is observed
than for residues with faster exchanging amide protons (for
example, His 50). This demonstrates that starting from amide
1H introduces again a dependency on the solvent exchange
rates, and that there is an optimal exchange regime for the use
of such BEST-type 1H-start 13C-detected experiments. Max-
imal sensitivity is achieved if the exchange rate is large with
respect to the longitudinal relaxation rate R1, but still small
compared to the transverse relaxation rate R2 (1 s�1< kex<

102 s�1). In the presence of even faster hydrogen exchange,
experimental variants exploiting 13C,[23, 25] or non-exchange-
able 1H,[18] as the starting polarization source are expected to
yield higher sensitivity.

The HN-BESTCON experiment is particularly useful to
study the behavior of IDPs inside living cells (in-cell NMR) or
to monitor post-translational modifications occurring either
in vitro or in vivo, because to be biologically relevant, all of
these studies are preferably performed under sample con-
ditions that are close to physiological pH and temperature.

In-cell NMR spectroscopy provides a unique spectroscop-
ic method to investigate the fate of a protein in a cellular
context. In particular, it allows changes induced by different
cellular stimuli to be monitored or protein spectra obtained
for different cell types to be compared.[40–44] A number of
techniques, for example bacterial over-expression, injection,
electroporation, or direct expression of proteins in human
cells, have been developed during recent years that allow to
introduce isotopic labeled protein into various cell types.[40–44]

The extensive line broadening that is typical for in-cell
spectra, in combination with the drastically reduced chemical
shift dispersion and high solvent exchange rates of IDPs, has
a strong negative impact on the amount of residue-specific
information that can be obtained through 2D 1H–15N
correlation experiments. 13C-detected experiments offer a val-
uable solution to this problem thanks to the higher chemical
shift dispersion and reduced sensitivity to exchange broad-
ening.[25, 45] However, high sensitivity is required to ensure
short experimental times to cope with the limited lifetime of
meaningful in-cell NMR samples. The use of 1H as a starting
polarization source as well as longitudinal relaxation en-
hancement are important features for the study of IDPs in
cells through 13C-detected exclusively heteronuclear NMR
experiments.[46] An example of an in-cell HN-BESTCON spec-
trum of a-synuclein over-expressed in E. coli cells is shown in
Figure 4. The inset clearly shows how the HN-BESTCON
experiment enables to detect correlations that were lost

Figure 3. a) HN-BESTCON pulse sequence. The delays are:
t1 =1/(4 JNH)�0.5d1�0.5d2, t2 =1/(4 JNH)�0.5d2, D1 = 1/(2 JCON),
33.2 ms, D2 = 1/(2 JCOCa), 9 ms, D = 1/(4 JCON)�1/(4 JNH)�t1/2, T = 1/
(4 JCON). The delays d1 and d2 correspond to the lengths of the PC9 and
REBURP pulses that are used for 908 and 1808 pulses, respectively.
The phase cycle is f1 = x, �x ; f2 =2(x), 2(�x); f3 = 4(x), 4(�x);
f4 = 4(y), 4(�y); frec = x, �x, x, �x. Quadrature detection was obtained
by incrementing phase f2 (t1) in States-TPPI manner. For the 15N
virtual decoupling version, two 908 15N radio-frequency pulses are
applied (white rectangles) instead of the one 908 15N rf pulse
preceding IPAP block and 15N decoupling during acquisition. b)–
d) Intensity normalized accordingly to Tscan time, for CON (*), HN-

startCON (?), and HN-BESTCON (*) for selected amino acids of a-
synuclein, b) Val 40, c) His 50, and d) Leu 100 at pH 7.4 and 295.5 K.
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under the spectral noise in the corresponding HN–flip imple-
mentation of the experiment.

Another interesting application of NMR spectroscopy at
nearly physiological conditions consists in following post-
translational modifications modulating protein function.
Among them, recent studies have focused on monitoring
phosphorylation events involving intrinsically disordered
proteins.[47–49] Also in this case, 13C-detected NMR experi-
ments complement well the 1H-detected experiments for
obtaining site-resolved information on phosoporylation
events in intrinsically disordered proteins (for an example,
see the Supporting Information, Figure S5).

In conclusion, we have shown here that 13C-start 13C-
detected experiments do not suffer from fast hydrogen
exchange between amide and solvent protons in IDP samples
studied at close to physiological conditions, thus enabling us
to recover information that would be difficult or even
impossible to obtain through amide 1H-detected experiments.
Furthermore, in favourable cases the fast hydrogen exchange
rates can even be turned into a spectroscopic advantage. By
combining longitudinal 1H relaxation optimized BEST-type
techniques with 13C-direct detection pulse schemes, important
sensitivity improvements can be achieved, and experimental
times can be significantly reduced. This opens up new
applications for monitoring chemical shift changes in IDPs
upon interaction to a binding partner, chemical modification,
or by changing the environment, under sample conditions that
were inaccessible by conventional techniques. This concept
can be easily extended to other 1HN-start 13C-detected experi-
ments. Furthermore, 13C-detected NMR experiments can be
used to obtain semi-quantitative information about hydrogen-
exchange rates without directly detecting the exchangeable
amide 1H by quantifying the signal enhancement observed in
HN–BESTCON with respect to HN-startCON spectra.[18,33] This
may become useful to monitor changes in the exchange rates
after for example, some binding event, reflecting a change in
the solvent accessibility at the binding site of the IDP.
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Abstract HETex-SOFAST NMR (Schanda et al. in J

Biomol NMR 33:199–211, 2006) has been proposed some

years ago as a fast and sensitive method for semi-quanti-

tative measurement of site-specific amide-water hydrogen

exchange effects along the backbone of proteins. Here we

extend this concept to BEST readout sequences that pro-

vide a better resolution at the expense of some loss in

sensitivity. We discuss the theoretical background and

implementation of the experiment, and demonstrate its

performance for an intrinsically disordered protein, 2 well

folded globular proteins, and a transiently populated fold-

ing intermediate state. We also provide a critical evaluation

of the level of accuracy that can be obtained when

extracting quantitative exchange rates from HETex NMR

measurements.

Keywords BEST � SOFAST � Fast NMR � Hydrogen

exchange � Protein � Folding � Unfolding � Compactness �
a-synuclein

Introduction

Hydrogen exchange measurements of amide protons with

solvent protons provide useful information on local struc-

tural and dynamic properties of proteins, e.g. solvent

accessibility, hydrogen bond strength, local and global

unfolding events. Such measurements also allow mapping

protein–ligand and protein–protein interactions via a

change in the apparent solvent accessibility of amide pro-

tons at the protein surface. NMR spectroscopy is a well-

established technique to measure hydrogen exchange rates

in proteins in a site-resolved manner (Dempsey 2001;

Englander and Kallenbach 1983). In the most widely used

experimental setup, the protonated protein is quickly dis-

solved in D2O, and the disappearance of amide proton

NMR signals as a consequence of H/D exchange processes

is followed in real-time by recording a series of 1H–15N

correlation spectra (Wagner and Wüthrich 1982). Using

fast acquisition techniques, such H/D exchange methods

are suitable for measuring exchange rates up to

kex \ 0.1 s-1 (Gal et al. 2007; Schanda et al. 2007). To

detect and quantify faster exchange processes, a variety of

conceptually similar magnetization transfer techniques

have been proposed (Fan et al. 2011; Gemmecker et al.

1993; Grzesiek and Bax 1993; Hwang et al. 1998; Mori

et al. 1994; Wider et al. 1996). The basic idea of these

methods is to selectively excite (or frequency-label) the

water proton spins, and then observe the transfer of mag-

netization to amide protons, by repeating the experiment

for increasing transfer times. Magnetization transfer tech-

niques provide access to exchange rates in the range

1 s-1 \ kex \ 100 s-1. The upper limit of quantification of

exchange rates is determined by the signal-to-noise ratio of

the corresponding exchange line-broadened NMR signals,

while the lower limit is imposed by longitudinal relaxation.
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Even faster exchange, resulting in unobservable proton

resonances, can be quantified by measuring the exchange-

induced modulation of 15N-1H scalar couplings (Segawa

et al. 2008). The CLEANEX-PM transfer sequence

(Hwang et al. 1998) is arguably the current gold standard

for measuring fast exchange rates of NMR-visible amide

protons in globular proteins, as it suppresses to a large

extent direct and exchange-relayed NOE contributions that

otherwise introduce systematic errors in the measured

exchange rates. A different method of chemical exchange

spectroscopy is SOLEXSY (Chevelkov et al. 2010) where

magnetization transfer from a protonated to deuterated 15N,

and vice versa is measured. While SOLEXSY is not

affected by additional magnetization transfer pathways,

this method suffers from relatively low intrinsic experi-

mental sensitivity. A few years ago, we introduced yet

another technique, called HETex-SOFAST NMR (Schanda

et al. 2006), that provides a semi-quantitative measure of

fast hydrogen exchange rates along the polypeptide chain

of proteins. In this experiment, the effect of saturating the

water protons on the longitudinal relaxation rates (R1) of

amide protons during the recycle (inter-scan) delay is

exploited as a measure of the hydrogen exchange effi-

ciency. The main advantages of HETex-SOFAST with

respect to other magnetization transfer techniques are high

experimental sensitivity and short overall acquisition times.

In the present manuscript, we discuss the experimental and

theoretical background of HETex-SOFAST, and demon-

strate that the same idea can be easily extended to BEST-

type experiments (HETex-BEST). In addition, we evaluate

experimentally the range of exchange rates accessible to

this technique, and the level of accuracy that can be

obtained from their quantification.

Theoretical background

If we assume for simplicity a spin system consisting of a

labile (exchange-prone) amide proton (A) from the protein

under investigation, and a second proton (W) from the bulk

water, the time evolution of spin polarization is described

by the following set of 1st order differential Bloch-

McConnell equations:

d

dt

WzðtÞ
AzðtÞ

� �

¼ � RW
1 0

0 RA
1

� �

WzðtÞ �Weq
z

AzðtÞ � Aeq
z

� �

þ 0 0

kex �kex

� �

WzðtÞ
AzðtÞ

� �

ð1Þ

with RW
1 and RA

1 the longitudinal relaxation rates of water

and amide protons, and kex the hydrogen exchange rate.

Equation (1) assumes that the bulk water polarization is not

significantly changed by hydrogen exchange with the

protein. We now consider two different scenarios that are

relevant for the HETex-SOFAST/BEST experiment

described below: (1) in the reference experiment, the amide

polarization at time t = 0 equals Az
ref(0) = 0, and the water

polarization is close to equilibrium (Wz
ref(t) & Wz

eq)

throughout the experiment. (2) In the saturation experi-

ment, the amide polarization at time t = 0 also equals

Az
sat(0) = 0, and the water polarization Wz

sat(t) = 0 for all

relaxation times. Under these conditions, solving Eq. (1)

yields the following solutions for the evolution of amide

proton polarization Az
ref and Az

sat as a function of a relaxa-

tion delay drelax:

Aref
z drelaxð Þ ¼ Aeq

z

RA
1 þ kexWref

z drelaxð Þ
RA

1 þ kex

1� exp � RA
1 þ kex

� �

drelax

� �� 	

ð2Þ

Asat
z ðdrelaxÞ ¼ Aeq

z

RA
1

RA
1 þ kex

1� exp � RA
1 þ kex

� �

drelax

� �� 	

ð3Þ

In order to determine reliable exchange rates kex (as well

as R1
A and Az

eq) from Eqs. (2) and (3), measurements of

Az
ref(drelax), Az

ref(drelax), and Wref(drelax) need to be per-

formed at a minimum of 2 different relaxation times drelax.

Alternatively, if such data are only available for a single

relaxation time, we still can compute the following

expression, yielding a measure of kex/R1
A:

HETexratio ¼
Aref

z ðdrelaxÞ=Asat
z ðdrelaxÞ � 1

� �

W
ref
z ðdrelaxÞ

¼ kex

RA
1

ð4Þ

In a real protein, dipolar interactions with other protons

close in space that exchange (or not) with water protons

will offer additional relaxation pathways via NOE and

exchange-relayed NOE effects that result in more complex

spin dynamics that are not accounted for by a simple fit of

the measured data to Eqs. (2) and (3).

The HETex-SOFAST/BEST experiment

In order to evaluate the effect of hydrogen exchange on the

apparent longitudinal relaxation rates of amide protons

along the protein backbone, 2 complementary 2D 1H–15N

correlation spectra need to be recorded: (1) a reference

spectrum, and (2) a water-saturated spectrum. For the ref-

erence spectrum, an experiment is required that yields

minimal perturbation of water proton polarization, in order

to allow for fast repetition of the pulse sequence. This is

achieved by SOFAST-HMQC (Schanda and Brutscher

2005; Schanda et al. 2005), BEST-HSQC (Lescop et al.

2007) or BEST-TROSY (Favier and Brutscher 2011) pulse

schemes that affect only little the water 1H polarization,
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even under fast-pulsing conditions. Note that even a slight

saturation (5–10 %) of the water polarization by the pulse

sequence has a dramatic affect on the steady-state water

polarization due to the long water T1 of several seconds

(R1
w = 0.3 s-1 at 25 �C). For the water-saturation experi-

ment, the same 1H–15N spectrum is recorded but with an

additional train of regularly spaced selective 1H 180� pul-

ses applied at the water 1H resonance during the recycle

delay between subsequent scans. The pulse sequence for

HETex-BEST-TROSY is shown in Fig. 1a. The BEST-

TROSY sequence has been chosen here, because it yields

highest spectral resolution, especially at high magnetic

fields, at the expense of somewhat reduced sensitivity with

respect to SOFAST-HMQC (Favier and Brutscher 2011).

In order to measure the effect of the pulse sequence on the

water polarization, we have added a small-angle (*1�)

read-out pulse at positions (a) or (b) in the pulse sequence.

The result of such measurements, shown in Fig. 1b,

Fig. 1 a Pulse sequence of HETex-BEST-TROSY experiment (the

Bruker code is provided in the Supporting Information). The pulse

sequence is basically a BEST-TROSY experiment (Favier and

Brutscher 2011) to read-out the effect of water saturation on the

amide 1H relaxation. Note that only the 1H pathway is detected, while

the 15N pathway is removed (by a 90� 15N pulse followed by a pulsed

field gradient). For hydrogen exchange measurements, 2D 1H–15N

spectra are recorded with (saturation spectrum) and without (refer-

ence spectrum) the water saturation scheme applied during the

relaxation delay drelax. Water saturation is achieved by a series of on-

resonance ISNOB-5 pulses (pulse duration of 150 ms at 600 MHz)

followed by a pulsed field gradient to suppress radiation damping.

The repetition time dwat is typically set to the duration of the BEST-

TROSY readout sequence (including the acquisition period and the

length of a single ISNOB-5 pulse). Filled and open pulse symbols

indicate 90� and 180� pulses, respectively. Unless indicated, all pulses

are applied with phase x. The following pulse shapes are used for HN:

[1] REBURP (Geen and Freeman 1991), [2] PC9 (Kupce and

Freeman 1994), and [3] E-BURP2 (Geen and Freeman 1991). A star

indicates a flip-back pulse obtained by time inversion of the excitation

pulse shape. HN pulses are typically centred at 8.5 ppm, covering a

bandwidth of 4.0 ppm. The transfer delays are adjusted to s1 = 1/

(4JNH)-0.5d1-0.5 d2, s2 = 0.8/(4JNH)-0.5 d3-0.5 d1, s3 = 1/

(4JNH)-0.5 d1, with 1/(4JNH) & 2.7 ms. The delays d1, d2 and d3

correspond to the 1H pulse lengths of the REBURP, PC9, and

E-BURP2, respectively. A 2-step phase cycle is used: u1 = x,-x; u 2

= y; u3 = y For echo/antiecho-type quadrature detection in t1, 2 data

sets are recorded with the relative gradient strengths of G3, G5 and

G7 set to (-8: 2: 3.013) and (-7: 3: 1.987), respectively, together

with a 180� phase shift of u2 and u3. b Normalized water polarization

measured in the reference and saturation experiments as a function of

the relaxation delay drelax. For these measurements a small-angle

(*1�) read-out pulse, preceded by a strong pulsed field gradient

pulse, is inserted at time points (a) or (b) in the pulse sequence.

c Normalized water polarization measured at time point (b) of the

pulse sequence as a function of the offset of the Hsat pulses from the

water resonance frequency
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indicates that the water 1H polarization stays at more than

80 % of its equilibrium value, even for relaxation delays as

short as 200 ms.

A critical point for this experiment is the choice of the

selective 1H pulses to achieve good water saturation over a

narrow bandwidth, independent of the relaxation delay. In

addition, if a high-Q cryogenically cooled probe is used for

the experiment, the effective B1 field needs to be stronger

than the B1 field induced by radiation damping (Krishnan

and Murali 2013; Shishmarev and Otting 2011) in order to

achieve proper inversion of the water 1H polarization by

the pulse. As an example, a Gaussian pulse shape of

100 ms length at 600 MHz 1H frequency, as used in our

original HETex-SOFAST experiment (Schanda et al. 2006)

does not result in more than 50 % saturation of the water

on a high-Q probe under steady-state conditions. Signifi-

cantly shorter pulse lengths (\40 ms) with higher B1 fields

are required to achieve efficient water saturation, that will

have a strong negative impact on the selectivity of the

saturation scheme. We therefore have tested different pulse

shapes and pulse lengths, and we obtained good results

with an ISNOB-5 pulse (Kupce et al. 1995) of about

150 ms duration. The saturation scheme consists in a

repetitive series of a water-selective 180� pulse followed

by a relaxation delay (equal to the duration of the readout

pulse sequence). The shortest possible relaxation delay

therefore corresponds to the length of the selective pulse.

After about 40 repetitions of this saturation scheme

(dummy scans), steady-state conditions are reached with a

residual water 1H polarization close to zero (Fig. 1b). The

experimentally determined offset-dependence of water

saturation is shown in Fig. 1c, indicating that only protons

resonating in close proximity of the water 1H (± 20 Hz)

are significantly affected by this pulse scheme.

Application to an intrinsically disordered protein

A first application of HETex-BEST-TROSY to the intrin-

sically disordered 140-residue protein (IDP) a-synuclein

(pH 7.4, 5 �C) is shown in Fig. 2. For IDPs, hydrogen-

exchange measurements may be useful probes to identify

Fig. 2 Hydrogen exchange

measurements for amide

protons in a-synuclein. a Small

spectral region of the 1H–15N

HETex-BEST-TROSY reference

(black) and saturation (red)

spectra recorded for

drelax = 270 ms. b Intensity

buildup curves measured for

different residues, annotated in

(a), in a series of reference

spectra (straight lines) and

saturation spectra (dashed

lines), recorded for different

relaxation delays. c Correlation

plot of exchange rates kex

obtained from a 3-point data fit

to Eqs. (2) and (3) and from

CLEANEX-PM measurements.

Data are shown for all a-

synuclein residues for which a

resolved 1H–15N correlation

peak was detected in the NMR

spectra. Error bars were

obtained from Monte Carlo

simulations based on the

spectral noise level
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partially structured peptide segments, and to evaluate

changes in solvent accessibility under different sample

conditions, or upon binding to a molecular partner (Croke

et al. 2008; Crowhurst et al. 2002; Csizmok et al. 2008).

HETex-BEST-TROSY (reference and saturation) spectra

have been measured for relaxation delays drelax in the range

200 ms–4.2 s. The relaxation curves for 3 representative

residues (Fig. 2a) are plotted in Fig. 2b. These data nicely

illustrate the differences observed in the relaxation

behavior of amide protons along the backbone of a-syn-

uclein under water-saturating conditions. The fast amide
1H relaxation observed for fast exchanging amide sites can

also be exploited to enhance the signal intensity of the

corresponding correlation peaks in SOFAST- and BEST-

type experiments (Gil et al. 2013; Yao et al. 2011). In order

to extract quantitative exchange rates, these relaxation

curves were fitted to Eqs. (2) and (3), using either all

measured time points, or a minimal data set (3 points)

consisting in 2 reference spectra ‘‘together with measure-

ment of the water polarization Wref(drelax)’’, measured at 2

relaxation times (drelax = 200 and 500 ms), and one satu-

ration spectrum obtained for a single relaxation delay of

drelax = 200 ms. As both fits yield very similar results (see

figure S1 of the Supporting Information), only exchange

rates obtained from the 3-point fits will be discussed in the

following.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the exchange rates

extracted from the HETex-BEST-TROSY data, we also

have performed CLEANEX-PM measurements (Hwang

et al. 1998) on the same sample. Details on the experimental

setup are provided in figure S2 of the Supporting Informa-

tion. As shown in Fig. 2c, the CLEANEX-PM ‘‘reference’’

exchange rates correlate well with the rates extracted from

HETex-BEST-TROSY in the range 0.1 s-1 \ kex \ 10 s-1.

Higher exchange rates cannot be quantified accurately from

HETex-BEST-TROSY data, as the relaxation curves under

water-saturation conditions become flat, in other words the

plateau peak intensity has been reached within the shortest

relaxation time (drelax = 200 ms). However, it is worth

noting that the CLEANEX-PM sequence has also a limited

accuracy in this regime, as for peptide segments that

undergo fast time-scale local motions the conditions

underlying the suppression scheme of NOE and ROE

effects are no longer satisfied.

In conclusion of this part, HETex-BEST-TROSY yields

accurate exchange rate measurements for highly dynamic

proteins or protein segments over a range of about 2 orders

of magnitude (0.1 s-1 \ kex \ 10 s-1), by measuring a

minimal data set of 3 1H–15N correlation spectra, and fit-

ting the measured data to the analytical solutions of the

Bloch-McConnell equations for an isolated 2-spin system

as given by Eqs. (2) and (3). The main advantage of this

approach is that the overall data acquisition time for

HETex-BEST-TROSY was only 40 min, while CLEA-

NEX-PM required 24 h of data collection on the same

NMR spectrometer.

Application to globular proteins

The same strategy for evaluating the performance of

HETex-BEST-TROSY, as outlined above for a-synuclein,

has been applied to 2 small well-folded proteins: (1) the

76-residue human ubiquitin (pH 6.4, 20 �C), and (2) the

70-residue E. coli heat-shock protein CspA (pH 7.7,

15 �C). Correlation plots of exchange rates extracted from

HETex-BEST-TROSY and CLEANEX-PM data are shown

in Fig. 3a (ubiquitin), d (CspA). The majority of amide

protons in these globular proteins are involved in hydro-

gen-bonded secondary structural elements, and thus

exhibits relatively slow solvent exchange with kex rates of

\ 2 s-1. Comparison with the rates obtained from

CLEANEX-PM shows that there is almost no correlation

for amides in the structured parts of the proteins, while the

correlation is quite good for the few residues in mobile

loop regions that exhibit faster exchange, kex [ 2 s-1. The

lack of correlation in the structured protein regions is

explained by the fact that dipolar (NOE) interactions

between the amide proton and nearby labile (O–H, N–H,

N–H2) protons, or Ha protons resonating close to the water

frequency, contribute up to 2 s-1 to the apparent exchange

rates in HETex-BEST-TROSY, while they are suppressed

to a large extent in CLEANEX-PM. A particularly striking

example is residue S27 of CspA that shows the largest

discrepancy between the HETex-BEST-TROSY and

CLEANEX-PM data. A zoom into the structural region

surrounding S27 (see figure S3 of the Supporting Infor-

mation) shows that the amide proton is only at a distance of

2.2 Å from its own side-chain O–H. The apparent

kex = 1.7 s-1 extracted from HETex-BEST-TROSY is thus

due to an exchange-relayed NOE effect with this side chain

proton, and not to a direct hydrogen exchange of the amide

proton with water. If the exchange process is in the so-

called EX2 regime, where the folding (closing) rate is

much faster than the intrinsic chemical exchange rate, the

accuracy of the measured exchange rates can be increased

by repeating the HETex-BEST-TROSY experiment for

different pH values, as proposed by Bax and coworkers

(Fitzkee et al. 2011). However, due to the limited range of

exchange rates accessible by this technique, only small pH

variations should be used in practice.

As an alternative to the extraction of quantitative

exchange rates from HETex-BEST-TROSY data measured

for multiple relaxation delays, we can compute the

HETexratio, introduced in Eq. 4, from a pair of HETex-

BEST-TROSY spectra recorded for a single relaxation
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delay. If we assume that the longitudinal 1H relaxation rate

RA
1 is changing only little from one site to another, a

hypothesis that is typically satisfied for well-structured

protein regions, HETexratios provide a measure of the

change in solvent accessibility along the protein backbone.

This is shown in Fig. 3b, e for ubiquitin and CspA,

respectively. The measured HETexratios provide solvent-

exchange profiles that closely match the results obtained

from quantification of exchange rates using CLEANEX-

PM. This is especially true if the measured exchange rates

fall within the range 0.1 s-1 \ kex \ 10 s-1 (example of

ubiquitin), where the HETex-BEST-TROSY approach is

most sensitive. For both proteins, the measured HETex-

ratios allow to differentiate between solvent-exposed and

hydrogen-bonded amide sites as illustrated by the structural

drawings in Fig. 3c, f.

We can conclude that HETex-BEST-TROSY, if per-

formed for a single pH value, does not provide a valuable

tool for accurate quantification of exchange rates in well-

structured hydrogen-bonded parts of proteins, but it pro-

vides a fast and sensitive technique for the characterization

of local structural compactness and water accessibility in

globular proteins, as already outlined in our previous work

(Schanda et al. 2006).

Fig. 3 Hydrogen exchange measurements for ubiquitin (left panel)

and CspA (right panel). a and d Correlation of exchange rates kex

extracted from HETex-BEST-TROSY and CLEANEX-PM data.

CLEANEX-PM kex rates (black lines) and HETexratios (red lines)

are plotted as a function of peptide sequence in (b) and (e), and color-

coded on the crystal structures of ubiquitin (PDB 1UBQ) in (c) and

CspA (PDB 1MJC) in (f). A larger ball size indicates faster exchange;

while gray regions indicate the absence of NMR data, either because

of spectral overlap or due to missing assignment. Error bars for kex

rates were obtained from Monte Carlo simulations based on the

measured spectral noise level, while error bars for HETexratios were

calculated by error propagation of the spectral noise
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Application to a transiently populated protein folding

intermediate

The HETex SOFAST/BEST technique is particularly

interesting for applications to short-lived or transiently

populated protein states, for which fast and sensitive NMR

methods are mandatory. This is demonstrated here for the

example of the amyloidogenic protein b2-microglobulin

(B2M). It has been shown previously that during the

refolding process from a highly unstructured to the well-

structured native state, a folding intermediate (I-state)

accumulates that is characterized by a non-native trans

peptide bond between residues His31 and Pro32 (Kameda

et al. 2005). This I-state is thought to be involved in the

Fig. 4 Real-time hydrogen exchange measurements during the

refolding of the amyloidogenic protein b2-microglobulin (B2M).

Spectral regions of the 1H–15N HETex-BEST-TROSY reference

(black) and saturation (red) spectra recorded for the N-state (a) and

I-state (b) of B2M. CLEANEX-PM kex rates and HETexratios

measured for the N-state (c) and I-state (d) color-coded on the

solution structure of B2M (PDB 2XKS). In e the same data are plotted

as a function of the peptide sequence for the N-state (black bars) and

I-state (red circles). Error bars for HETexratios were calculated by

error propagation of the spectral noise. f Differences between

HETexratios measured for the N- and I-states color-coded on the

crystal structure of B2M. A larger ball size indicates faster exchange;

while gray regions indicate the absence of NMR data, either because

of spectral overlap or due to missing assignment
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onset of amyloid fibril formation. Therefore obtaining

atomic-resolution information on the I-state is of funda-

mental importance for a better understanding of the process

of amyloidogenesis. Recently, using real-time multidi-

mensional NMR, we have obtained sequential resonance

assignments, as well as some information on the confor-

mational dynamics in the I-state (Rennella et al. 2012). We

could also demonstrate that the I-state binds to the hydro-

phobic dye ANS, while no such interaction is observed for

the protein in its native state (Rennella et al. 2013). Under

the chosen temperature of 15 �C, the I-state has a half-life

time of *20 min, meaning that the maximum available

experimental time for an NMR experiment of the I-state is

about 40 min. Figure 4a, b show a small region of HETex-

BEST-TROSY spectra recorded for the N-state, and the

I-state of B2M, reconstructed from real-time NMR data.

The spectral quality is sufficient to calculate HETexratios

for a large number of amide protons in the I-state. The

measured HETexratios are color-coded on the B2M struc-

ture in Fig. 4c (N-state), d (I-state), and plotted as a

function of the protein sequence in Fig. 4e. A first con-

clusion from these data is that HETex-BEST-TROSY yields

meaningful information on the solvent accessibility along

the peptide chain of short-lived protein folding intermedi-

ates. Overall, the solvent-exchange profiles measured for

the N- and I-states are very similar. Interestingly, however,

a closer inspection of the rate differences between I- and

N-states indicates a higher apparent solvent accessibility in

the I-state loop regions at both sides of the protein (see

Fig. 4f), while the hydrogen-bonding in the b-sheet region

seems to be largely identical in the 2 states, in agreement

with 13C secondary chemical shift data reported previously

(Rennella et al. 2012). An alternative interpretation of the

observed differences between the N and I states would be a

more compact overall conformation of the folding inter-

mediate that may result in an increase of the NOE contri-

bution to the measured HETexratios.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated here that the measurement of amide
1H polarization recovery rates under water saturating and

non-saturating conditions provides a fast measure of

hydrogen exchange processes along the backbone of 15N-

labeled proteins. SOFAST- and BEST-type readout

sequences are ideally suited for HETex NMR as they

minimally perturb the water 1H polarization, thus allowing

for high repetition rates (fast-pulsing), short overall

acquisition times, and high experimental sensitivity. Typ-

ically, in case of abundant sensitivity, a full HETex–BEST

data set can be recorded in a few minutes (and even less in

case of HETex–SOFAST). We have presented two different

approaches of data analysis: (1) Residue-specific HETex

ratios can be computed from a pair of 2D NMR spectra

recorded for a short relaxation delay, providing a semi-

quantitative measure of the relative exchange efficiency

along the peptide chain. This approach is most suitable for

globular proteins or heterogeneous proteins with structured

and unstructured parts, and it provides an efficient and fast

method for distinguishing residues in structured and highly

mobile protein regions. (2) If a second reference spectrum

recorded for a longer relaxation delay is available, this

allows extracting quantitative exchange rate constants, as

long as Eq. (1) is valid. We have shown that for IDPs or

highly disordered protein fragments, this approach yields

accurate exchange rates in the range 0.1 s-1 \ kex \ 10 s-1,

and thus provides an attractive alternative to CLEANEX-

PM or other magnetization-transfer techniques, yielding

similar results in much shorter experimental time. Finally,

the potentially most interesting application of HETex NMR

is the investigation of fast hydrogen exchange processes in

short-lived protein states, as illustrated here for a folding

intermediate of the amyloidogenic human protein b2-

microglobulin that can only be studied by real-time NMR

methods, requiring fast multidimensional data acquisition.

HETex NMR adds a new probe of structural information for

such transiently populated protein states. Similarly, HETex

NMR may prove useful for investigating protein stability

inside living cells or in cell extracts (Smith et al. 2013)

where protein leakage and protein degradation limits the

available measurement time for a single sample.
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Understanding the molecular mechanisms involved in virus replication and
particle assembly is of primary fundamental and biomedical importance.
Intrinsic conformational disorder plays a prominent role in viral proteins
and their interaction with other viral and host cell proteins via transiently
populated structural elements. Here, we report on the results of an
investigation of an intrinsically disordered 188-residue fragment of the
hepatitis C virus non-structural protein 5A (NS5A), which contains a
classical poly-proline Src homology 3 (SH3) binding motif, using sensitivity-
and resolution-optimized multidimensional NMR methods, complemented
by small-angle X-ray scattering data. Our study provides detailed atomic-
resolution information on transient local and long-range structure, as well as
fast time scale dynamics in this NS5A fragment. In addition, we could
characterize two distinct interaction modes with the SH3 domain of Bin1
(bridging integrator protein 1), a pro-apoptotic tumor suppressor. Despite
being largely disordered, the protein contains three regions that transiently
adopt α-helical structures, partly stabilized by long-range tertiary in-
teractions. Two of these transient α-helices form a noncanonical SH3-
binding motif, which allows low-affinity SH3 binding. Our results contribute
to a better understanding of the role of the NS5A protein during hepatitis C
virus infection. The present work also highlights the power of NMR
spectroscopy to characterize multiple binding events including short-lived
transient interactions between globular and highly disordered proteins.
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Introduction

Hepatitis C virus (HCV), a member of the
Flaviviridae family, is a major human pathogen that
causes diseases such as chronic hepatitis, liver
cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma.1 As there
is still no protective vaccine available and current
drug treatments show limited efficiency, HCV
infections present a major health problem world-
wide. A better understanding of the molecular
mechanisms involved in the HCV life cycle is
required to develop new antiviral therapies. The
HCV genome is translated into a single polyprotein
of ∼3000 amino acid residues that is then further

processed by both viral and human proteases to a
total of 10 different proteins.2 These HCV proteins
are classified into structural proteins that form the
virus envelope, and non-structural proteins that are
involved in a variety of vital functions for the virus.
In particular, the non-structural protein 5A (NS5A),
which exists as a 56-kDa basal or 58-kDa hyperpho-
sphorylated form,3 is essential for both HCV
replication and particle assembly. Although its
exact cellular function remains to be established, it
has been reported that NS5A acts as a multi-
functional regulator of cellular pathways via in-
teractions with viral RNA,4 as well as a variety of
viral and human proteins like recently described for

Fig. 1. (a) Domain organization and sequence alignment of NS5A from different genotypes for which NMR data are
available. The gray bar describes the domain organization of NS5A including LCS linkers (white) and PxxP motifs (red).
The corresponding ribbon diagrams of the N-terminal amphipathic helix7 and the crystal structure8 of domain 1 are
shown on top. The blue bars beneath show the position of NS5A(191–369) (dark blue), as well as previously studied
constructs of genotypes 1a (blue)9 and 2a (light blue).10 Highlighted in the sequence alignment are the regions of the three
helices (gray) transiently formed in 1b, the N-capping aspartic acid residues (pink), and the cysteines (green) used for
paramagnetic labeling, as well as the NS5A fragments studied previously for other genotypes (light blue). Sequence
numbering is according to Kuiken et al.11 (b) Prediction of conformational disorder along the peptide chain of the
NS5A(191–369) fragment using the IUPred predictor.12 Scores above a threshold value of 0.5 are considered to adopt
highly flexible conformations.
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c-Src5 or lipid kinase PI4KIIIα.6 NS5A is attached to
the endoplasmic reticulum membrane via an N-
terminal amphipathic α-helix. The remaining cyto-
plasmic part of NS5A is organized into three
domains (Fig. 1), as defined by bioinformatic tools
and limited proteolysis, connected by linker regions
of low-complexity sequences (LCSs).13 Among
different HCV genotypes, domain 1 (D1) of NS5A
is highly conserved with a well-defined globular
fold8,14 comprising a zinc-binding domain with
RNA binding activity. The less conserved domains
2 and 3 (D2 and D3, respectively) have recently been
shown9,10,15 to belong to the class of intrinsically
disordered proteins (IDPs) characterized by a high
degree of conformational flexibility. Despite the lack
of a persistent structure, IDPs can carry out
important cellular functions such as signal trans-
duction and transcription regulation by binding to
various molecular partners, typically with high
specificity but rather low affinity. Often, the
molecular recognition sites of IDPs are transiently
structured, and binding occurs via a combination of
induced fit or folding upon binding16 and conforma-
tional selection mechanisms.17 Typically, the first
binding event with an IDP occurs via a nonspecific
“fly-casting” interaction, where disorder is favor-
able. After this nonspecific interaction has been
established and the IDP is close to its binding
partner, conformational selection plays a role in
establishing specific interaction between the pre-
formed structural element of the IDP and the target.
Finally, the structure of the complex may be
adjusted by binding induced folding.18 IDPs are
not amenable for structure analysis by crystallo-
graphic methods. Thus, multidimensional NMR
spectroscopy is the only available technique provid-
ing atomic-resolution information on structural
propensities, conformational ensembles, and local
dynamics of IDPs in the absence or presence of a
binding partner.
Our study focuses on NS5A(191–369) of genotype

1b comprising domain 2, as well as elongations in N-
and C-terminal directions that contain both LCS
linkers (Fig. 1). This NS5A fragment includes crucial
binding motifs necessary for interactions with other
viral and host proteins,19 and in particular two class
II PxxP motifs. These proline-rich sequences form
poly-L-proline helices of type II (PPII) and are
canonical binding motifs for Src homology 3 (SH3)
domains. Several interactions between the C-termi-
nal class II PxxP motif of NS5A and host cell SH3-
containing proteins such as Grb2, Bin1 (bridging
integrator protein 1), PI3K, and members of the Src-
family of tyrosine kinases (Fyn, Lck, Hck, Lyn) have
been reported.20–25 These interactions play a poten-
tial role in the perturbation of multiple biological
regulation processes such as cellular signaling and
apoptosis. The atomistic view provided by our
NMR study of structural propensities, conforma-

tional dynamics, and SH3-binding modes of this
NS5A fragment contributes to a better understand-
ing of NS5A promiscuity and function.

Results

The reduced frequency dispersion observed in the
NMR spectra, especially in the 1H dimension (Fig.
S1), and the prediction of structural disorder by
IUPred12 (Fig. 1b) or various other algorithms
indicate that NS5A(191–369) shows a high degree
of conformational flexibility characteristic of an IDP.
This observation is in agreement with results
obtained previously9,10 on shorter NS5A fragments
of different HCV genotypes. However, AGADIR
predictions of helical propensities (see Fig. 2f)
revealed the presence of two significantly populated
helical segments and a third one with a small helical
population. Therefore, we have undertaken an NMR
study providing site-resolved information on struc-
tural and dynamic features along the peptide chain
of this NS5A fragment.

Structural and dynamic features of
NS5A(191–369)

For NMR studies of globular proteins, structural
information is mainly obtained from long-range
1H–1H nuclear Overhauser enhancements (NOEs).
For NS5A(191–369), and IDPs in general, the
observation of NOE cross peaks is generally limited
to correlations within a single residue and between
sequentially neighboring residues characterized by
short 1H–1H distances independent of the protein's
conformation. Therefore, only very limited structur-
al information is obtained from NOE data of IDPs.
Fortunately, a variety of other NMR observables
that can be accurately quantified are available, thus
providing useful information on the structural
propensities and conformational dynamics of the
IDP under investigation. Here, we used NMR
chemical shifts, 15N relaxation rates, and paramag-
netic relaxation enhancement (PRE) effects to
characterize the NS5A(191–369) fragment in terms
of structure and dynamics at single-residue
resolution.
Sequential resonance assignment of this 188-

residue IDP was obtained using a set of band-
selective excitation short-transient (BEST)-transverse
relaxation optimized spectroscopy (TROSY)31–35

three-dimensional (3D) correlation experiments and
an additional amino-acid-type edited HADAMAC
(Hadamard-encoded amino-acid-type editing)
experiment.36 BEST-TROSY experiments yield im-
proved sensitivity and resolution, while allowing for
shorter overall acquisition times. These experiments
are therefore especially attractive for large, highly
flexible proteins, characterized by a high level of
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NMR frequency degeneracy, as well as low sample
concentration (to avoid aggregation) and limited
sample stability. An experimental comparison of the
overall performance of BEST-TROSY with respect to
conventional implementations for the 188-residue
NS5A protein fragment is shown in Fig. S3a and b. A
specific feature of IDPs is that they often have
repetitive sequence parts and that they are rich in
proline residues. The NS5A(191–369) fragment has a
total of 24 proline residues including seven Pro–Pro

pairs. This presents an additional complication for
the sequence-specific resonance assignment of IDPs
because proline residues are break points in the
sequential assignment walk. Therefore, additional
amino-acid-type information for individual residues
is mandatory. Here, we have used a HADAMAC
experiment36 that allows distinguishing between
seven different classes of amino acids (Fig. S3d). The
combination of a set of high-resolution 3D BEST-
TROSY correlation experiments and HADAMAC

Fig. 2. Structural and dynamic characterization of NS5A(191–369) at 5 °C fromNMR chemical shift, and 15N relaxation
data. (a) Cα and (b) CO secondary chemical shifts calculated as the difference between measured and random-coil
chemical shifts taken from Zhang et al.26 and corrected for next-neighbor effects.27 (c) Structural propensities calculated
with the SSP program.28 All available chemical shifts (HN, N, Cα, Cβ, and CO) have been used as input data for the SSP
calculation. Positive score values indicate the amount of α-helical conformation present along the sequence, while
negative values are indicative of extended or β-strand conformations. (d) Ratios of measured transverse and longitudinal
15N relaxation times (T2/T1) providing an estimate of the local rotational correlation times τc along the peptide chain. (e)
{1H}15N NOE (HETNOE) values indicative of the amplitude (order parameter) of local subnanosecond motions (high
values: restricted motion, low values: high-amplitude motions). (f) Prediction of helical propensities based on the physical
chemistry of the polypeptide chain using the program AGADIR.29,30 (g) Structural model derived from the recorded
NMR data showing three α-helical segments of similar length that are formed with propensities of ∼40% for H1 and H2
and ∼50% for H3, connected by flexible linker regions. The corresponding data at 20 °C are shown in Fig. S2.
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data enabled us to obtain a high level of sequence-
specific resonance assignment at 5 °C (20 °C): HN:
98% (88%), 15N: 85% (77%), 13C′: 85% (77%), 13Cα:
96% (92%), and 13Cβ: 96% (76%). The NMR
assignment at 5 °C has been reported previously37

and deposited with the BioMagResBank under
accession number 17468.
Chemical shifts are sensitive reporters on the local

chemical environment. In particular, secondary
chemical shifts, the deviation of the measured
resonance frequencies from random-coil values of
backbone nuclei, depend on backbone dihedral
angles and thus can be used to estimate the amount
of regular secondary structure present along the
peptide chain. 13Cα and 13C′ secondary chemical
shifts measured for NS5A(191–369) are shown in
Fig. 2a and b, respectively. For most residues, the
absolute values of these secondary chemical shifts
are below 1.0 to 1.5 ppm, indicating the absence of
any persistent secondary structure in this protein
fragment consistent with an IDP. Nevertheless,
several continuous stretches of positive 13Cα and
13C′ secondary chemical shifts, each comprising
about 15 residues, can be clearly identified, indicat-
ing peptide segments with a significant propensity
to form α-helical structure. Using the SSP score28

shown in Fig. 2c, we can estimate α-helical
propensities of up to ∼38% (SSP score averaged
over 10 consecutive residues) for the segments
comprising residues 205–221 (H1) and 251–266
(H2) and ∼51% for the segment 292–306 (H3).
Interestingly, aspartic acid residues D205, D251, and
D292 (replaced by a Ser in genotype 2a) that are well
conserved among the different genotypes (see Fig. 1)
are found at the beginning of each of these
transiently populated helices. Aspartic acid is the
most prevalently found helix-capping residue in
high-resolution structures of globular proteins.38

The structural model emerging from the NMR
chemical shift data is further supported by 15N
relaxation measurements [T1, T2, and heteronuclear
NOE (HETNOE)]. The T2/T1 ratio (Fig. 2d) provides
an estimate of the effective local tumbling correla-
tion time along the peptide chain, while variations in
the HETNOE values (Fig. 2e) are indicative of
differences in local order. Interestingly, the peptide
segments (H1, H2, and H3) that have been identified
by the chemical shift data to have a high propensity
for α-helical conformation also show increased
tumbling correlation times τc (low T2/T1 ratios)
and increased local order (HETNOEN0.5). The 15N
relaxation data are thus in agreement with a model
of NS5A(191–369) consisting of three helical seg-
ments that mainly experience collective segmental
motion separated by more flexible linker regions.
All three helices show some fraying effects in the
sense that the effective τc values (T2/T1 ratios)
decrease (increase) toward the helix ends. This
behavior is generally not observed for helices in

globular proteins but is a typical feature of highly
flexible, partially unfolded proteins with transiently
populated helices that are mainly stabilized by
intrasegmental, rather than by long-lived tertiary
interactions.39

To investigate the importance of long-range
interactions in NS5A(191–369), we first have com-
pared the experimental NMR-derived results with
AGADIR predictions.29 The AGADIR algorithm
uses helix/coil transition theory to estimate α-helical
propensities (in percentage) along peptide chains
with a confidence level of about ±10%†. Significant
deviations from the AGADIR predictions are there-
fore indicative of the presence of additional long-
range interactions between different segments of the
peptide chain. The results obtained after submitting
the NS5A(191–369) sequence to the AGADIR pro-
gram are shown in Fig. 2f. Interestingly, the same
three segments as identified by our NMR data are
predicted by AGADIR with α-helical propensities
ranging from ∼5% for H2, to ∼25% for H3, to ∼35%
for H1. The values predicted for helices H2 and H3
are significantly lower than the experimental esti-
mates based on NMR chemical shifts, yielding a first
indication of the presence of transient long-range
interactions that contribute to the stabilization of
these helical structures. An experimental indication
of the presence of tertiary interactions is provided by
the stability of these transient helices with respect to
a temperature increase. The NMR results (secondary
chemical shifts and 15N relaxation data) obtained for
a sample temperature of 20 °C are shown in Fig. S2.
While AGADIR predicts helical propensities re-
duced by about 30% when increasing the tempera-
ture from 5 to 20 °C (Fig. S2f), the experimentally
derived helix populations are only little affected by
this temperature change (Fig. S2a–c). Furthermore,
similar HETNOE values are measured within these
transiently formed structural elements (Fig. S2e),
indicating that the local dynamics is also only little
affected by this temperature change. The major
differences are observed in the T2/T1 ratios (Fig.
S2d), in agreement with faster rotational tumbling of
the helical segments as expected from the reduced
viscosity of the solvent at higher temperature.
In order to obtain some direct evidence of long-

range interactions in this NS5A fragment, we have
performed PRE measurements. The native
NS5A(191–369) sequence contains two cysteine resi-
dues (C243 andC342), both located outside the helical
segments, that provide convenient attachment points
for a nitroxide spin label [(1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-
Δ 3-pyrroline-3-methyl)methanethiosulfonate
(MTSL)]. PRE data were measured for two single-
cysteine mutants (NS5A_C243S and NS5A_C342S,
respectively) where one of the two wild-type

†http://agadir.crg.es/agadir.jsp
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cysteineswas replaced by a serine, and theMTSL spin
label was chemically attached to the remaining
cysteine residue. Figure 3 shows the intensity ratios
of the paramagnetic and diamagnetic states of the
nitroxide radical (Ipara/Idia) observed for individual
amide protons in both MTSL-labeled-NS5A(191–369)
mutants. PRE effects (Ipara/Idiab threshold value)
report on the average spatial proximity of a given
amide proton to the paramagnetic spin label. In the
case of an extended polypeptide chain, the PRE effect
is expected to be limited to neighboring residues. In
clear contrast, we observe PRE effects for many
residues far away in sequence from the site of spin
labeling. In particular, placing a spin label at position
342 (close to the poly-proline region or PxxP motifs)
has an effect (Ipara/Idiab0.8) on all preceding residues
up to about residue 250 including helices H2 and H3.

Similarly, a spin label at position 243 affects all
residues between positions 200 and 330 with a
particularly strong effect in the region comprising
residues 311 to 326.
NS5A(191–369) adopts a multitude of distinct

conformations that interconvert on a subnanose-
cond time scale. The measured PREs are thus
averages over all possible conformations in this
structural ensemble. Furthermore, because of the r−6

dependence of PREs from the electron–nuclear
distance r, more compact structures with short
distances r have a much stronger contribution to
the measured PRE effect than more extended
structures. Although the quantity and quality of
the available PRE-derived distance restraints do not
allow the determination of a realistic structural
ensemble, we have undertaken calculations where

Fig. 3. PRE effects measured for MTSL-labeled NS5A mutants. Plotted are the intensity ratios Ipara/Idia versus the
primary sequence of (a) NS5A_C342S and (b) NS5A_C243S. Because of longitudinal relaxation enhancement effects in the
presence of paramagnetic ions in the NMR sample, the threshold value in our experimental setup is Ipara/Idia≈1.1
(horizontal blue bar). The position of the nitroxide spin label (in green), the three transient helices, and the proline-rich
region are indicated on top of the histogram. (c) Results of single-molecule structure calculations using PRE-derived
distance restraints and fixed α-helical geometry for the peptide regions 205–221, 251–266, and 292–306. The average
Cα–Cα contact map, computed for the 20 lowest-energy structures, highlights the transient close contacts in the NS5A
structural ensemble. (d) Kratky plot representation of SAXS data recorded on a 90-μM sample of NS5A(191–369) at
20 °C. The red line represents the theoretical scattering curve from the EOM-optimized structural ensemble. The inset
shows the radius of gyration (Rg) distribution of the initial pool of conformers (black) and of the conformers that fit
the SAXS data (red).
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all PRE-derived distance restraints are simulta-
neously enforced to the same structure, thus
providing some information about compact confor-
mations that NS5A may adopt in solution. In
addition, the backbone dihedral angles in the
transiently populated α-helical peptide regions
were fixed to canonical α-helical geometry. The 20
lowest-energy structures obtained from such a
calculation (Fig. S5) violate the PRE-derived dis-
tance restraints by less than 3 Å, a value that is well
below a reasonable estimate of the experimental
uncertainty. The calculated structures provide valu-
able information on long-range interactions in the
structural ensemble that NS5A forms in solution,
although they do not have to occur at the same time.
The characteristic structural features that are con-
served among these 20 lowest-energy structures are
best appreciated from the contact map shown in Fig.
3c, where dark blue spots represent average Cα–Cα

distances of less than 12 Å. Interestingly, the
transiently populated helices H2 and H3 are in
close proximity in all of the 20 structures, and their
relative position is identical within an RMSD of
1.3 Å (Fig. S5c). These observations further support
the idea of a cooperative folding process of helices
H2 and H3 with long-range interactions that
stabilize these transient helix folds, thus explaining
the deviations of the experimentally derived helical
propensities from the AGADIR predictions.
Additional information on the overall dimension

of the structural ensemble that NS5A(191–369) forms
in solution was obtained from small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) experiments. SAXS data recorded
for two different protein concentrations show no
significant difference (Fig. S4), indicating that inter-
molecular interactions can be neglected. The Kratky
representation of these data, shown in Fig. 3d, is
characteristic of a highly disordered protein. Never-
theless, a small bump observed in this scattering
curve (at s≈0.7) is indicative of a certain degree of
compactness.40 To get a more quantitative descrip-
tion of the size distribution in the conformational
ensemble, we have used the genetic algorithm EOM
(ensemble optimization method)41 that fits the SAXS
data by selecting a set of structures out of a large pool
representing the conformational space accessible to a
highly flexible protein. The EOM-optimized ensem-
ble of conformers (Fig. 3d) shows a bimodal Rg
distribution containing both more compact and
more extended structures. This observation is in
qualitative agreement with the NMR-derived pic-
ture of NS5A undergoing transient compaction in
conjunction with cooperative α-helix formation.

Interaction of NS5A(191–369) with a human SH3
domain

In addition to the characterization of conforma-
tion and dynamics of NS5A(191–369), we investi-

gated its interaction with Bin1–SH3 as an example of
a human SH3 domain. The changes in peak
positions and line widths observed in the NMR
spectra between the bound and the free protein
provide information on binding sites and affinities
of the studied protein–protein interaction. NS5A has
been shown to bind various SH3 domains, thereby
influencing host cell signaling pathways. So far,
these interactions were mostly analyzed by co-
immunoprecipitation, yeast two-hybrid systems,
and co-localization,21,23,25,42,43 but to our knowl-
edge, no atomic-resolution information is yet avail-
able for these NS5A–SH3 interactions. The binding
of NS5A to the tumor suppressor Bin1 (also known
as amphiphysin II) was first reported by Zech et al.44

Consistent with the membrane-tubulating potential
of Bin1 (mediated by its BAR domain), a role of the
NS5A–Bin1 interaction during membranous web
formation was speculated. Another possible func-
tion of this NS5A–Bin1–SH3 interaction is the
inhibition of the tumor suppressor activity of Bin1
by competing with c-Myc for SH3 binding. Further-
more, it has been reported that Bin1 prevents NS5A
from hyperphosphorylation, thus ensuring HCV
RNA replication.22

A detailed view of the NS5A binding sites for
Bin1–SH3 was obtained from NMR titration exper-
iments. Two-dimensional (2D) 1H– 15N BEST-
TROSY spectra of [U-13C, U-15N]-NS5A(191–369)
were recorded after adding increasing amounts of
unlabeled Bin1–SH3 up to a final molar ratio of 1:10
(NS5A:Bin1–SH3). Representative parts of the titra-
tion spectra are shown in Fig. 4a and b, while the full
spectra are provided as Fig. S8. Adding a small
amount of Bin1–SH3 (molar ratio of 5:1) only affects
the line widths and chemical shifts of amide
resonances in the region 342 to 366 (Fig. 4a)
comprising three canonical SH3 binding sites (PPII
helix motifs): one of class I [PP1.2 (348–354)] and two
of class II [PP2.1 (343–348) and PP2.2 (351–356)] (Fig.
4c). Separate correlation peaks are detected for the
free and SH3-bound NS5A fragment indicating slow
exchange kinetics on the NMR chemical shift time
scale. This refers to a macroscopic system with a
high binding affinity of the two proteins, consistent
with a Kd of 0.1 μM measured by surface plasmon
resonance for a short NS5A(333–369) fragment that
comprises the entire poly-proline rich region (Fig.
S6). Consequently, at an equimolar mixture of the
two proteins at 100 μM concentration, this high-
affinity NS5A(191–369) binding site is saturated,
and only peaks from the bound state were observ-
able in the NMR spectra. Furthermore, for the
central residues I352 and R356 to T360, the bound-
state peak is broadened beyond the NMR detection
limit (Fig. 4a) and other peaks, for example, A349,
are very weak in the bound state. A first explanation
of the observed line broadening is the presence of
conformational dynamics and/or heterogeneity in
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the bound state, e.g., binding to different SH3
binding motifs within the peptide region affected
by SH3 binding (Fig. 4c). A second explanation
could be a change in the effective local tumbling

correlation time upon SH3 binding. At the low
temperature (5 °C) at which these titration experi-
ments were performed, this may lead to significant-
ly enhanced transverse spin relaxation possibly

Fig. 4. Interaction of NS5A(191–369) with human Bin1–SH3. Sections of overlaid 2D 1H–15N BEST-TROSY spectra
(including peak assignments) of [U-13C,U-15N]-NS5A(191–369) in the presence of increasing amounts of unlabeled Bin1–
SH3. (a) High-affinity binding event represented by a reference spectrum (black), and spectra recorded at molar
NS5A(191–369):Bin1–SH3 ratios of 2:1 (yellow) and 1:1 (red). (b) Low-affinity binding site. Spectra are shown for
NS5A(191–369):Bin1–SH3 mixtures of 1:1 (red), 1:5 (cyan), and 1:10 (blue). The spectral regions comprise residues from
both helices H1 and H3 that are part of the second binding site. (c) Chemical shift changes Δδ(H,N)=((10⁎ΔδHN)2+
(ΔδN)2)1/2 plotted as a function of the primary sequence of NS5A(191–369). Observed chemical shift changes for
residues undergoing slow exchange are indicated by red bars (residues 342 to 366), while measured peak shifts are
shown for molar ratios of 1:1 (light red bars), 1:5 (cyan bars), and 1:10 (blue bars). Missing peaks due to line broadening in
the bound states are indicated by green diamonds for the 1:1 spectra and by cyan circles for the 1:5 spectra. The chemical
shift changes of amino acids A219 and L303 at a molar ratio of 1:10 (indicated by a blue circle) could not be analyzed
because the corresponding peaks were not distinguishable from signals of residues A252 and D331. Missing bars for
residues R304 and W316 are due to lack of assignment. The positions of proline residues are displayed by black circles,
and the transiently formed α-helices are shown on top of the histogram. In addition, the exact amino acid sequence and
the location of the canonical SH3 class I and II binding motifs within the high-affinity binding site are given below.
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explaining the reduced signal intensity observed for
tightly bound NS5A residues.
Interestingly, we also could map a second, low-

affinity binding site that consists of two peptide
regions, (1) residue 198 to 231 and (2) residues 294 to
330, comprising the transiently populated helices H1
and H3, respectively. While no chemical shift
changes were observed for residues located in
these regions up to an equimolar mixture of the
two proteins, the corresponding 1H–15N correlation
peaks start to move linearly towards the chemical
shifts of the bound state (Fig. 4b). Under conditions
of a fivefold excess of Bin1–SH3, NMR signals from
residues A214, K215, R216, and R217 and from
residues K305, R307, and F309 in the central regions
of H1 and H3, respectively, were undetectable due
to extensive line broadening. Similar to what we
discussed for the high-affinity binding site, this may
be explained by a broadening of peaks in the bound
state because of either reduced local molecular
tumbling or conformational heterogeneity. It also
could be that the exchange between free and SH3-
bound NS5A is in the intermediate time regime
(kex≈2πΔν). In the latter case, we can estimate from
the maximal chemical shift change Δνmax observed
in the central parts of the NS5A binding site an
exchange rate constant on the order of kex≈103 s−1.
The measured chemical shift changes Δδ(HN,N)
corresponding to molar ratios NS5A:Bin1–SH3 of
1:1, 1:5, and 1:10 are shown in Fig. 4c as a function of
the NS5A sequence. No changes in chemical shift
were observed for residues 252 to 266 corresponding
to H2, indicating that this transiently formed helix is
not affected by Bin1–SH3 binding. An estimate of
the dissociation constant for this second binding
mode was obtained from the chemical shift changes
observed in the NMR titration experiment assuming
a simple single-site binding model (Fig. S9). The Kd
values obtained by fitting the chemical shift data for
different residues within the binding site of NS5A
varied between 200 μM and 900 μM. The large
scattering in the observed Kd values is not surpris-
ing, because even at the final NS5A:Bin1–SH3 molar
ratio of 1:10, this second binding site was still far
from being saturated. Therefore, our chemical shift
data only allow to estimate a lower limit for the
dissociation constant KdN200 μM, while a more
precise estimation would require further titration
points to reach saturation of this binding site. The
NS5A regions affected by this low-affinity SH3
binding mode significantly extend outside the
boundaries of the transiently formed helices as
identified from 13C secondary chemical shifts (Fig.
2). This observation suggests localized changes in
the structure and conformational dynamics of NS5A
when bound to Bin1–SH3. However, we cannot
conclude from our data whether this corresponds to
a more structured conformation of NS5A (folding
upon binding) or whether it reflects additional

contacts with the binding partner, for example,
with the proline-rich region 310–330. Additional
data will be required to get more detailed informa-
tion on the NS5A bound-state structure.

Discussion

Structural features in NS5A(191–369): Transient
order in an IDP

NMR chemical shift and 15N relaxation data
revealed the presence of three segments in
NS5A(191–369) with a significant propensity (40–
50%) to adopt α-helical structures. While the
positions of these helical regions are in good
agreement with bioinformatic predictions, the ex-
perimentally derived helical propensities for two of
the three helical segments are much higher than
predicted, and the helix populations remain almost
unchanged upon temperature increase from 5 to
20 °C. This discrepancy is explained by short-lived
tertiary interactions that possibly stabilize the helical
folds of H2 and H3. From all the NMR data reported
herein, a structural picture emerges for NS5A(191–
369) that significantly differs from a simple random-
coil chain. Although the low chemical shift disper-
sion observed in the NMR spectra and the 15N
relaxation data indicate that the protein explores a
wide range of conformations interconverting on a
fast (less than a nanosecond) time scale, there is also
clear evidence for the presence of more ordered
conformations. Most likely, the formation of tran-
sient secondary and tertiary structures plays a role
in the recognition of various binding partners, both
viral and host cell proteins, that confers a functional
advantage to the NS5A protein.
Our results differ from other NMR studies reported

in the literature on similar NS5A fragments coded by
HCV genotypes 1a9 and 2a.10 In both cases, the
studied constructs are much shorter (Fig. 1a) and lack
the poly-proline motifs at the C-terminus, as well as
the N-terminal extension (comprising helix H1 in
genotype 1b). Both studies not only conclude on the
absence of any significantly populated secondary
structural elements but also observe a tendency of α-
helical structure formation upon the addition of TFE
as revealed by circular dichroism. AGADIR pre-
dictions for the NS5A protein coded by the HCV
genotypes 1a, 1b, and 2a (Fig. S7) show a conserved
propensity of helix formation in the H1 region,
although with strong variations in the absolute
value, indicating that this structural motif is well
conserved among different genotypes. While the
sequences of sub-genotypes 1a and 1b are also similar
in helical regions H2 andH3, this part of NS5A seems
tobe lesswell conserved betweendifferent genotypes.
The sequence identity between 1b and 2a is only 50%
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for H2 and 26% for H3. As a consequence, almost
no helical structure is predicted for these NS5A
regions of genotype 2a, but no experimental data
that confirm (or disconfirm) these predictions are
available so far. It would also be interesting to study
a longer NS5A construct comprising, in addition to
the fragment studied here, the entire D3. This
domain also contains a segment with significant
helical propensity45 that is well conserved among
these three genotypes (Fig. S7).

NS5A: A molecular interaction platform

NS5A is believed to perform a variety of viral
functions in the infected cell that are vital for HCV
replication and particle formation. A main role of
NS5A is to transiently interact with human proteins
in order to recruit them to the replication complex or
to interfere with cellular processes. Many identified
interaction sites of NS5A with host cell proteins are
localized in D2 and the adjacent LCS regions. For a
better understanding of NS5A binding modes, we
studied here the interaction of NS5A(191–369) with
the human Bin1–SH3 domain. SH3 domains med-
itate protein–protein interactions and are involved
in many signaling processes in the cytoplasm.
Besides their well-described binding to PPII
helices,46,47 recent studies also showed the possibil-
ity of different binding mechanisms, mainly involv-
ing helical motifs.48–51 In addition, based on a
combined approach of comparative genomics and
disorder prediction, it was suggested that SH3
domains may bind to disordered protein regions.52

The NMR results reported here show that SH3
domain binding to NS5A is a more complex process
that is not entirely described by PxxP motif
recognition but may also use transient interactions
with α-helical peptide regions that function as
molecular recognition elements. Bin1–SH3 binding
to NS5A does not seem to be a cooperative process,
suggesting a model where two different SH3
domains bind to distinct NS5A binding sites, either
the PxxP motif or the two α-helices. Such multiva-
lent binding mechanisms of SH3 domains were
described previously among others for p67phox–
p47phos50 and Pex13p–Pex14p–Pex5p.53 The exact
role and functional importance of this noncanonical,
low-affinity binding site still requires further inves-
tigation. So far, we can only speculate about its
biological relevance. One role of this divalent
binding motif could be preferential binding of
proteins that either contain two SH3 domains or
exist as dimers. Actually, Bin1 has been shown to be
able to form dimers via its BAR domain.54 The SH3
binding activity of NS5A may well be disrupting
SH3-domain-mediated signaling pathways, espe-
cially if the SH3-domain-containing proteins are
membrane anchored, regardless whether this is of
additional advantage for HCV replication or a

collateral damage. Another potential function of
the NS5A–SH3 interaction may be interference with
other binding events that are relevant for a variety of
NS5A activities and that require access to protein
regions within or close to the identified Bin1–SH3
binding sites. In addition to SH3 domains of various
human proteins21,25,44 competing for the same
binding sites, other examples of interfering interac-
tion sites are the serine residues near position 230
that are described to be phosphorylated in vivo,3 the
interferon sensitivity-determining region,55 the nu-
clear localization signal,56 the binding site for the
cellular hVAP-A protein,57 and the viral core
protein,58 as well as viral RNA.59 Furthermore,
Bin1 binding may also affect proline 319, which is a
substrate for isomerization by the peptidyl prolyl
isomerase cyclophilin A.60 Thus, NS5A may act as a
complex molecular interaction platform, and the
potential interferences between numerous NS5A
activities still remain to be elucidated.
In summary, we have reported a detailed analysis

of the structural and dynamic features of NS5A(191–
369), as well as its modes of interaction with the SH3
domain of Bin1. Our NMR data indicate three
regions that transiently adopt α-helical structures,
which are partly stabilized by long-range tertiary
interactions. Two of the three transient helices are
involved in noncanonical SH3 binding, forming a
second binding motif, in addition to the classical
binding of PxxP motifs. Our study also highlights
the power of NMR spectroscopy for the character-
ization of multiple binding events, including short-
lived transient interactions between globular and
highly disordered proteins, a challenging task for
most alternative biochemical or spectroscopic tech-
niques. The present work contributes to a better
understanding of the molecular basis of the role of
NS5A in HCV diversity and pathogenicity.

Materials and Methods

Expression and purification of [U-13C,
U-15N]-NS5A(191–369)

Expression and purification of the uniformly 13C- and
15N-labeled NS5A fragment comprising residues 191 to
369 [NS5A(191–369)] of genotype 1b (strain HC-J4) were
done as described recently.37 [U-13C, U-15N]-NS5A(191–
369)-containing samples were stored in 50 mM potassium
phosphate buffer (pH 6.5), 20 mM NaCl, and 2 mM β-
mercaptoethanol, at −20 °C.

Expression and purification of Bin1–SH3

The gene region coding for Bin1–SH3 domain compris-
ing amino acid residues 517 to 593 was subcloned via PCR
from the vector IRAUp969F0624D (Image3688734; RZPD,
Berlin, Germany) into expression vector pGEX-6P-2 via
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BamHI and XhoI restriction sites and verified by DNA
sequencing. Protein expression, purification, and cleavage
of the glutathione S-transferase–Bin1–SH3 fusion protein
followed a protocol described previously for other SH3
domains.61

NMR spectroscopy

NMRmeasurementswere performed onAgilent VNMRS
600-MHz (15N relaxation experiments) or 800-MHz (NMR
assignment, PREs, and SH3 titration experiments) systems
equippedwith cryogenically cooled triple-resonance probes
andpulsed z-fieldgradients. For all 2DH–Nand3DH–N–C
correlation experiments, BEST-TROSY optimized pulse
sequences35 were used. First, a series of 1H–15N correlation
spectra of NS5A(191–369) were recorded (Fig. S1) as a
function of sample temperature (5–25 °C). For the subse-
quent NMR assignment, 15N relaxation, PRE measure-
ments, and SH3 titration experiments, the sample
temperature was set to 5 °C, as the highest spectral quality
(number of resolved peaks) was obtained at low tempera-
ture. To confirm that the results obtained at low temperature
are also relevant for higher temperatures, closer to
physiological conditions, some of the NMR experiments
were repeated at 20 °C.
NMR data collection for sequential resonance assign-

ment and 15N relaxation experiments were performed on
an NMR sample containing 130 μM [U-13C, U-15N]-
enriched NS5A(191–369) in 50 mM potassium phosphate
buffer (pH 6.5), 20 mM NaCl, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol,
and 5% (v/v) D2O. The sample was put into a Shigemi
tube and stored at 4 °C between the NMR data recordings.
A few weeks after sample preparation, additional peaks
appeared in the spectrum, and a fresh sample was
prepared for further NMR experiments.
To achieve sequential resonance assignment, we

recorded a data set consisting of seven triple-resonance
3D correlation experiments: 3D HNCO, 3D HNcoCA, 3D
iHNCA, 3D HNcoCACB, 3D iHNCACB, 3D hNcocaNH,
and 3D hnCOcaNH. The BEST-TROSY version of these
experiments combined with semi-CT frequency editing in
the 15N dimension allowed for high spectral resolution
and high sensitivity in a short overall experimental time
ranging from a few hours for the most sensitive
experiments to ∼2 days for the less sensitive ones. In
addition, a HADAMAC spectrum was recorded for
efficient amino-acid-type discrimination purposes.36

More experimental details can be found in Table S1.
To further characterize the conformational dynamics of

NS5A(191–369), we performed 15N relaxation experi-
ments (T1, T2, HETNOE) on the 13C-, 15N-labeled sample
using standard pulse sequences.62 Experimental details
are provided in the Table S2. Relaxation rates for a total of
93 and 83 backbone amide sites could be obtained at 5 °C
and 20 °C, respectively, from cross peaks that were well
resolved in the 2D 1H–15N spectra.
All NMR data were processed using NMRPipe63 and

evaluated with the NMRView software.64

Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement

For PRE experiments, two single-cysteine mutants
(NS5A_C243S and NS5A_C342S) of WT NS5A(191–369)

were produced using QuikChange Site-Directed Muta-
genesis Kit (Stratagene) and verified by DNA sequencing.
Expression and purification of both mutants were
performed as described for WT NS5A(191–369). The
paramagnetic nitroxide spin label MTSL (Toronto Re-
search Chemicals, Toronto) was attached to the thiol
group of the remaining cysteine by the following
procedure. A 10-fold excess of DTT was added to the
protein sample and incubated for 3 h at room temperature
to ensure that cysteines were fully reduced. DTT was then
removed by buffer exchange with a NAP-10 column (GE
Healthcare) to 50 mM potassium phosphate (pH 6.5) and
20 mM NaCl. A fivefold excess of MTSL dissolved in
methanol was added and the mixture was incubated
overnight at 4 °C. Removing free MTSL and sample
concentration was performed by buffer exchange with 1.5-
ml concentrators (Vivaspin500, Sartorius).
To avoid any effect from intermolecular paramagnetic

relaxation, we detected PRE effects on diluted samples of
35 μM MTSL-labeled NS5A_C243S and NS5A_C342S,
respectively, in 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer
(pH 6.5), 20 mM NaCl, and 5% (v/v) D2O. Diamagnetic
references were obtained by adding a 10-fold excess of
ascorbic acid to the MTSL-labeled sample and subsequent
incubation for 5 h at 4 °C. 2D 1H–15N BEST-TROSY
experiments of both mutants were recorded with MTSL in
both paramagnetic and diamagnetic forms. The effect of
PRE was quantitatively analyzed by the ratio of corre-
sponding peak intensities Ipara/Idia.

PRE-based structure calculations

The two sets of measured PREs were normalized and
converted into intraresidue distance restraints between the
sulfur atom of the cysteine residuewith the attachedMTSL
label and the amide proton of the residue for which a PRE
was measured. In order to do so, we exploited the r−6

dependence of themeasured intensity ratios assuming that
a single conformation accounts for the observed effects. For
the conversion, we chose somehow arbitrarily an effective
correlation time of 4 ns for the relaxation-active electron–
nuclear interaction and neglected differences in diamag-
netic relaxation throughout the peptide chain. This
resulted in internuclear distance restraints ranging from
10 Å (PRE ∼0.1) to 25 Å (PRE ∼0.9). For PREs larger than
0.9, the minimal distance was set to 25 Å, and no upper
distance restraint was used, while for PREs smaller than
0.2, the upper distance limit was set to 10 Å. For all others,
the lower and upper distance restraints were determined
from the measured intensity ratios and error margins.
Structure calculations were performed using CYANA

version 2.1,65 following a protocol adapted from a recent
work of Mukrasch et al. on protein tau.66 A total of 1000
random structures were generated and minimized
restraining the Ψ and Φ dihedral angles of the residues
located in the three helical regions of the protein to an α-
helical conformation and applying a lower-bound dis-
tance restraint of 500 Å between the Cα atoms of the N-
terminal and C-terminal residues in order to get extended
conformations. A total of 390 PRE-derived upper- and
lower-bound distance restraints were then applied during
a torsion-angle dynamics simulated-annealing protocol of
10,000 steps during which the Ψ and Φ dihedral angles in
the helical regions were maintained fixed.
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Small-angle X-ray scattering

SAXS data were measured at the DESY X33 beamline at
the EMBL Hamburg. Scattering data were recorded at
20 °C for two samples of NS5A(191–369) with concentra-
tions of 90 μM and 50 μM and identical sample conditions
to theNMR experiments (buffer) using an overall exposure
time of 2 min. After normalization to the intensity of the
transmitted beam, the scattering of the buffer was
subtracted, and the data were scaled according to the
measured concentrations using the program PRIMUS. The
EOM analysis41 was performed using the web interface of
the EMBL Hamburg. EOM uses a genetic algorithm that
selects an ensemble of 20 structures from a pool of 10,000
random conformations generated by the programRANCH
that reproduces the scattering data. The calculation was
repeated 100 times, and a distribution of the radii of
gyration (Rg) of all structures in the selected ensembleswas
created as the final result of the analysis.

Mapping of chemical shift perturbations by NMR
titration experiments

The interaction of NS5A(191–369) and Bin1–SH3 was
studied by mapping the 1H and 15N chemical shift
changes upon adding increasing amounts of unlabeled
ligand (Bin1–SH3). To ensure identical buffer conditions,
we dialyzed solutions ofU-13C,U-15N-labeled NS5A(191–
369) and unlabeled Bin1–SH3 overnight against 50 mM
potassium phosphate buffer (pH 6.5), 20 mM NaCl, and
2 mM β-mercaptoethanol at 4 °C. One hundred twenty
microliters of 100 μM U-13C, U-15N-labeled NS5A(191–
369) was filled into a 2.5-mm micro-NMR tube (New Era)
and then put into a standard 5-mm NMR tube filled with
D2O. Unlabeled Bin1–SH3 from a 1-mM stock solution
was added to the NMR sample with increasing molar
ratios and mixed by using an eVol pipetting device (SGE
Analytical Science). 2D 1H–15N BEST-TROSY spectra
were recorded at 5 °C at molar ratios [Bin1–SH3]/
[NS5A(191–369)] of 0, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 5, and 10. The
total chemical shift changes Δtotalδ(H

N,N) were calculated
according to the following equation: Δtotalδ(H

N,N)=
((10⁎ΔδHN)2+ (ΔδN)2)1/2 in ppm, where ΔδHN and
ΔδN are the chemical shift changes in the proton and
nitrogen dimensions, respectively.
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ABSTRACT: Src homology 3 (SH3) domains are widely known for their ability to
interact with other proteins using the canonical PxxP binding motif. Besides those well-
characterized interaction modes, there is an increasing number of SH3 domain-
containing complexes that lack this motif. Here we characterize the interaction of SH3
domains, in particular the Bin1-SH3 domain, with the intrinsically disordered part of
nonstructural protein 5A of the hepatitis C virus using noncanonical binding sites in
addition to its PxxP motif. These binding regions partially overlap with regions that
have previously been identified as having an increased propensity to form α-helices. Remarkably, upon interaction with the Bin1-
SH3 domain, the α-helical propensity decreases and a fuzzy complex is formed.

Src homology 3 domains (SH3 domains) are small, 50−80-
residue protein domains that mediate protein−protein

interactions. They can be found in a variety of proteins
regulating dynamic cellular processes like signal transduction.
Their structure is characterized by a five-stranded β-barrel with
a hydrophobic cleft on the surface (Figure 1A), which is mainly
formed by aromatic residues. The hydrophobic pocket
recognizes left-handed polyproline type II (PPII) helices.
This proline-rich sequence motif, called the PxxP motif, can
interact in two orientations with the SH3 domain and can thus
be classified into two distinct groups. Class I ligands have the
consensus sequence +pxPpxP in common (P, conserved
proline residue; p, often proline residue; +, positively charged
amino acid residue; x, any amino acid residue), whereas class II
ligands consist of a PpxPp+ sequence. The basic amino acid
residue interacts with a negatively charged residue in the RT
loop of the SH3 domain and thus defines the orientation of the
ligand (for a review, see ref 1).
In addition to this canonical PxxP binding mode, SH3

domains also interact with protein partners via other,
noncanonical binding modes. An increasing number of
complexes between SH3 domains and peptides that lack the
canonical PxxP motif have been identified and structurally
characterized.2 These nonconsensus SH3 ligands can be very
diverse, ranging from the SAMP motif that interacts with the
SH3 domain of DDEF1 (development- and differentiation-
enhancing factor 1)3 to the PxxDY motif that interacts with
Eps8L14 and a (R/K)xx(R/K) motif that binds to the Gads-
SH3 domain.5,6 Recently, Perez et al.7 reported an allosteric
mechanism for the SH3 domain of c-Src that interacts via a

noncanonical binding mode with its Unique domain. This
interaction is prevented when a polyproline ligand is bound to
the canonical PxxP binding site at the opposite surface of the
SH3 domain.7 Another motif containing mainly positively
charged amino acid residues was reported to bind to the SH3
domain of bridging integrator protein 1 (Bin1),8 a pro-
apoptotic tumor suppressor, which is the major target of this
study. Via its SH3 domain, Bin1 interacts with a variety of other
proteins, including c-Myc and dynamin.9,10 Furthermore,
interactions of the Bin1-SH3 domain with viral proteins,
including nonstructural protein 3 of alphaviruses11 and
nonstructural protein 5A (NS5A) of the hepatitis C virus,
have been reported.12−14

Nonstructural protein 5A (NS5A) of the hepatitis C virus
(HCV) is involved in a variety of viral and cellular processes.
NS5A is indispensable for viral replication and particle
assembly, although no direct enzymatic activity has been
attributed to it. The domain structure of NS5A is shown in
Figure 2A. Its N-terminal region contains an amphipathic helix,
anchoring NS5A to the membranes of the endoplasmic
reticulum, followed by a well-folded zinc-binding domain
(D1).15,16 The C-terminal part of NS5A, comprising domains
D2 and D3, is intrinsically disordered.17−19 The three domains
are linked by so-called low-complexity sequences LCS-1 and
LCS-2. LCS-2 contains a proline-rich region comprising two
class II PxxP motifs (PP2.1 and PP2.2) as well as a class I motif
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(PP1.2). It has been shown that the PP2.2 motif is highly
conserved among different HCV genotypes and can interact
with a variety of SH3 domains of the Src kinase family,
including Fyn, Lyn, Lck, and Hck, as well as the SH3 domains
of the adaptor proteins Grb2 and Bin1.20,21 Here we report on
the results of a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
investigation of the interaction of NS5A with the SH3 domains
of Bin1, PI3K, Fyn, and Src (Figure 1B). Our results reveal that
in addition to the canonical SH3 binding to the PxxP motif,
NS5A has two additional low-affinity binding sites for
noncanonical SH3 binding. These noncanonical modes of
binding between NS5A and the Bin1-SH3 domain have been
further investigated in terms of structure and conformational
dynamics.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein Production and Purification. The NS5A frag-
ment containing residues 191−369 [NS5A(191−369)] was
expressed and purified as previously described.22 A second
NS5A fragment, NS5A(191−340), is a shorter variant of
NS5A(191−369) featuring a deletion of the second LCS that
contains the canonical SH3 binding motifs (see Figure 1B). It
was generated by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using

NS5A(191−369) as a template with 5′-GGAGGAGGATCC-
CTCCGCGGCGGTGAACCGGAACC-3′ and 5′-GGAGGA-
GCGGCCGCTTAATGCACCACCGGCGGCACATAATC-3′
as primers. The PCR product was subcloned into pGex-6P-2
using BamHI and NotI restriction sites. Expression and
prepurification of NS5A(191−340) were conducted as
described for NS5A(191−369), whereas the PreScission
cleavage products were subjected to a second gluthatione-
Sepharose 4B affinity chromatography (GE Healthcare) step,
followed by size exclusion chromatography [HighLoad SD75
16/60 (GE Healthcare)]. SH3 domains were expressed as GST
fusion proteins and purified as previously described.17,23−25 A
sequence alignment of these SH3 domains is shown in Figure
1B.

NMR Spectroscopy. NMR experiments were performed on
Agilent VNMRS 600 and 800 MHz spectrometers equipped
with cryogenically cooled triple-resonance (HCN) probes with
pulsed z-field gradients. All NMR data were processed using
NMRPipe26and evaluated using CcpNMR.27

The interactions of NS5A(191−369) with the Src-, Fyn-,
PI3K-, and Bin1-SH3 domains were studied as reported
previously.17 Briefly, increasing amounts of an unlabeled SH3
domain (1.0 mM stock solution) were added to [U-13C;

Figure 1. (A) Structures and electrostatic surface potentials of SH3 domains of Src, Fyn, PI3K, and Bin1 used in this study. Surface electrostatic
potentials of the Bin1-SH3 [Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 1MUZ], PI3K-SH3 (PDB entry 3I5S), Fyn-SH3 (PDB entry 3UA6), and Src-SH3
(PDB entry 1FMK) domains were calculated using the APBS tools47 implemented in PyMOL.48 (B) Sequence alignment of the different SH3
domains. Positions of the β-strands and the loop regions are indicated at the top. The five N-terminal amino acid residues that do not belong to the
SH3 domain but result from cloning and PreScission cleavage are colored green.
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U-15N]-NS5A(191−369) (starting concentration of 0.1 mM),
and two-dimensional (2D) 1H−15N BEST-TROSY28 spectra
were recorded at [NS5A(191−369)]:[Bin1-SH3] molar ratios
of 1:0, 1:0.5, 1:1, 1:2, and 1:5 at 5 °C. To identify the binding
interfaces of NS5A(191−340) and Bin1-SH3, chemical shift
changes upon addition of Bin1-SH3 to NS5A(191−340) were
mapped. Experiments were conducted in a single titration series

by adding increasing amounts of U-15N-labeled Bin1-SH3 (1.54
mM stock solution) to [U-13C; U-15N]-NS5A(191−340)
(starting concentration of 0.16 mM). 2D BEST-TROSY-
HNco experiments,29 which allow the separation of signals
belonging to [U-13C; U-15N]-NS5A(191−340) from those
belonging to [U-15N]-NS5A Bin1-SH3, were conducted at 5 °C
at [NS5A(191−340)]:[Bin1-SH3] molar ratios of 1:0, 1:0.5,
1:1, 1:2, 1:5, 1:10, and 0:1. The chosen NS5A concentration is
close to the solubility limit of NS5A. Therefore, we did not
attempt to record Bin1-SH3 spectra in the presence of a large
excess of NS5A. The weighted chemical shift changes,
Δδ(H,N), were calculated using the following equation:
Δδ(H,N) = {[10Δδ(H)]2 + Δδ(N)2}1/2. The dissociation
constants Kd

1 (for binding of SH3 to B1) and Kd
2 (for binding of

SH3 B2) were then estimated by fitting the data to the
equations ΔδB1 = Δδmax([PL1] + [PL1L2])/[P0] and ΔδB2 =
Δδmax([PL2] + [PL1L2])/[P0], with the concentrations of free
SH3 (L), free NS5A (P), SH3-bound B1 (PL1), SH3-bound B2
(PL2), and SH3-bound B1 and B2 (PL1L2) given by the
equations [L] = −a/3 + [2(a2 − 3b)1/2 cos(φ/3)]/3, [P] =
([P0]Kd

1Kd
2)/d, [PL1] = ([P0][L]Kd

2)/d, [PL2] = ([P0][L]Kd
1)/d,

[PL1L2] = ([P0][L]
2)/d, respectively. [P0] and [L0] are the

total NS5A and SH3 concentrations, respectively, and the
parameters a, b, c, d, and φ are given by

= + − +a K K [L ] 2[P ]d
1

d
2
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To identify Bin1-SH3 residues affected by either the B1 or
B2 binding sites separately, we used the synthetic NS5A
peptides NS5A(200−228) and NS5A(295−320), which were
purchased as C18 reversed-phase high-performance liquid
chromatography-purified products (JPT Peptide Technologies)
containing an acetylated N-terminus and an amidated C-
terminus. For chemical shift mapping purposes, 2D 1H−15N
BEST-TROSY spectra of the U-15N-labeled Bin1-SH3 domain
in isolation and in the presence of an approximately 10-fold
excess of the individual peptides were recorded.
Carbonyl (CO) and Cα chemical shifts of NS5A(191−340)

in the free and complexed state (10-fold excess of Bin1-SH3)
were determined using three-dimensional BEST-TROSY
HNCO and HNCA experiments.29 Secondary chemical shifts
were calculated on the basis of random-coil chemical shifts and
corrected for next neighbor effects.30,31 Secondary structure
propensities were determined with the SSP program using HN,
N, Cα, and CO chemical shifts as input data.32

15N relaxation experiments for measuring T1, T2, and
heteronuclear {1H}−15N NOE (hetNOE) values were
performed at a 1H frequency of 800 MHz for the free and
SH3-bound NS5A(191−340) using standard pulse sequen-
ces.33

■ RESULTS
NS5A Binds to SH3 Domains Using Different

Interaction Modes. The interaction of the intrinsically
disordered central part of NS5A (residues 191−369) with the

Figure 2. (A) Schematic representation of the domain organization of
NS5A. Ribbon representations of the N-terminal amphipathic helix
(AH, blue, PDB entry 1R7E) and dimeric globular domain 1 (D1, pink
and blue, PDB entry 3FQM) are shown. Red and blue bars indicate
the location of the transiently populated α-helices and the PxxP motifs,
respectively. (B) Chemical shift perturbations in NS5A(191−369)
upon titration with the SH3 domains of Src, Fyn, PI3K, and Bin1 are
mapped on the primary sequence. On top of the histograms, the
locations of the transiently formed α-helices and the PxxP motifs are
shown. For a NS5A:SH3 ratio of 1:1 (yellow), chemical shift changes
can mainly be detected close to the PxxP motifs. Chemical shift
perturbations at ratios of 1:2 and 1:5 are colored red and blue,
respectively. Residues for which no signal could be detected due to line
broadening upon interaction are marked with yellow circles for the 1:1
ratio and red and blue circles for the 1:2 and 1:5 ratios, respectively.
Proline residues are represented by black diamonds. (C) Amino acid
sequences of the binding regions.
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SH3 domains of Src-, Fyn-, and PI3-kinases as well as the Bin1-
SH3 domain was mapped using NMR titration experiments in
which increasing amounts of SH3 were added to an NS5A
sample. All four SH3 domains induced changes in the NMR
spectra of NS5A (Figure 2B), thus indicating that NS5A
interacts with each of these SH3 domains. First, addition of
small amounts of SH3 led to line broadening of several NS5A
residues within the PP2.2 motif [namely, I352, R356, and R357
(see Figure 2A)]. In addition, NMR signals from amino acid
residues adjacent to the PP2.2 motif showed chemical shift
changes during titration. Titration of NS5A with either Src-
SH3, Fyn-SH3, or PI3K-SH3 at substoichiometric ratios
resulted in a continuous change in the chemical shifts,
indicating fast exchange kinetics on the NMR time scale,
which is indicative of a comparatively low binding affinity. In
contrast, as already reported previously,17 upon titration with
Bin1-SH3, separate NMR signals are detected for the SH3-
bound and free states of NS5A, indicating a slow exchange
process and comparatively high binding affinity.
Besides the interaction with SH3 domains mediated by a

canonical PxxP motif located in the LCS-2 region of NS5A
(binding site B3), we were able to identify two additional

peptide regions in NS5A that interact with the four SH3
domains mentioned above (Figure 2B). Upon addition of SH3
at concentrations higher than the equimolar concentration,
chemical shift changes were observed for NS5A residues 200−
228 (binding site B1) and 295−320 (binding site B2).
Interestingly, these binding sites comprise peptide regions
that have been shown to transiently adopt α-helical structure.17

While for the Src-SH3 domain only marginal chemical shift
changes in the B1 and B2 regions were observed, possibly
indicating a very low binding affinity, large chemical shift
changes and broadening of some NMR signals are characteristic
of the titration with the Bin1-SH3 domain. For the Fyn-SH3
and PI3K-SH3 domains, an intermediate situation was
observed. Upon addition of Fyn-SH3 to NS5A, residues
214−230 showed chemical shift changes and central residues
218−221 experienced line broadening beyond the NMR
detection limit at a 1:5 NS5A:SH3 ratio. Similarly, in the
second binding region, chemical shift changes are observed for
residues 295−320 with several signals disappearing at a 1:5
ratio. For the PI3K-SH3 domain, no severe line broadening was
detected in the B1 region, but several signals in the B2 region
disappeared upon titration.

Figure 3. Interaction of NS5A(191−340) with Bin1-SH3. (A) Superposed 1H−15N correlation spectra of NS5A(191−340) upon titration with
increasing amounts of Bin1-SH3. The different color-coded spectra correspond to [NS5A(191−369)]:[Bin1-SH3] molar ratios of 1:0 (black), 1:0.5
(gray), 1:1 (yellow), 1:2 (red), 1:5 (blue), and 1:10 (purple). (B) Chemical shift perturbations measured at NS5A(191−340):Bin1-SH3 ratios of 1:1,
1:2, and 1:5 are colored yellow, red, and blue, respectively. (C) Binding curves obtained for representative residues in the two binding regions, B1
and B2. A global fit yielded a Kd

1 of 100 ± 50 μM for the B1 region and a Kd
2 of 240 ± 50 μM for the B2 region.
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Noncanonical SH3 Binding to NS5A. To further
investigate the interaction of the SH3 domain with low-affinity
NS5A binding sites B1 and B2, we designed a shorter NS5A
construct, NS5A(191−340), that lacks the high-affinity SH3
binding site (PxxP motif). The 1H−15N correlation spectra of
NS5A(191−340) and NS5A(191−369) almost perfectly over-
lap (Figure S1 of the Supporting Information), indicating that
the structural and dynamic characteristics of NS5A are very
similar within the two constructs. Importantly, the transient
helical structures that have been identified in the longer
NS5A(191−369) fragment17 remain unaltered in NS5A(191−
340), making this a suitable protein construct for studying the
noncanonical binding of NS5A to SH3 domains. In the
following, we will focus on the interaction of NS5A(191−340)
with the Bin1-SH3 domain that induces the largest chemical
shift changes in the NS5A spectrum. A very similar pattern of
chemical shift changes and line broadening was observed in
NMR titration experiments (Figure 3B) as shown in Figure 2B
for the longer NS5A construct, indicating that the observed
perturbation is due to direct SH3 binding events, and not to
conformational changes induced by the high-affinity interaction
of the SH3 domain with the PxxP motif of NS5A. In Figure 3C,
the chemical shift changes of representative residues within the
two binding regions that do not show significant line
broadening are plotted as a function of the SH3:NS5A
concentration ratio for the NS5A(191−340) construct. A
global fit of the titration curves assuming a kinetic model with
two independent binding sites, B1 and B2, yields a Kd

1 of 100 ±
50 μM for the B1 region and a Kd

2 of 240 ± 50 μM for the B2
region. As shown previously for the long NS5A(191−369)
construct, the B1 site has a 2−3-fold higher binding affinity for
the Bin1-SH3 domain than the B2 site. The absolute Kd values
should be taken with care as the NS5A constructs have a
tendency to aggregate, and it is therefore difficult to accurately
estimate the binding-competent NS5A concentration.
Our titration data also provided information about the Bin1-

SH3 residues that are involved in the interaction with the
noncanonical low-affinity binding sites of NS5A. The measured
1H and 15N chemical shift changes are plotted in Figure 4A as a
function of the Bin1-SH3 sequence, and in Figure 4B, they are
color-coded on the structure of Bin1-SH3. Binding of SH3 to
NS5A segments B1 and B2 affects mainly the residues located
in the canonical binding pocket of SH3 domains for polyproline
motifs, which is formed by the RT and N-Src loop as well as β-
strands 3 and 4. Low- and high-affinity NS5A binding thus
affects the same binding pocket on the surface of the SH3
domain. Possible differences in the modes of binding of B1 and
B2 to Bin1-SH3 were further investigated by NMR titration
experiments of U-15N-labeled Bin1-SH3 with the unlabeled
synthetic peptides B1(200−228) and B2(295−320). For both
peptides, very similar chemical shift changes were obtained as in
the case of the NS5A(191−340) construct containing both
binding sites (Figure S2 of the Supporting Information).
Our results confirm that each SH3 domain can bind to only a

single NS5A interaction site, and that the different binding
modes are mutually exclusive as they all compete for the same
binding pocket on the SH3 domain.
Changes in the NS5A Structural Ensemble Induced by

SH3 Binding. As the two low-affinity binding regions B1 and
B2 partly overlap with peptide segments that were previously
identified as having increased α-helical propensities, we next
investigated how SH3 binding influences the conformational
sampling properties of NS5A. 13C secondary chemical shifts are

sensitive reporters of the local backbone geometry and are
routinely used in NMR studies of proteins as a measure of
secondary structural propensities along the polypeptide chain.
Figure 5A shows Cα and CO secondary chemical shifts
measured in the free and Bin1-SH3-bound forms of
NS5A(191−340). In addition, the SSP score32 that allows
combination of all measured chemical shifts into a single value
is plotted. A positive SSP score provides a quantitative measure
of the percentage of conformers in the structural ensemble with
α-helical geometry, while a negative SSP score indicates the
percentage of extended local geometry. The SSP scores
computed for free NS5A(191−340) are in good agreement
with the previously reported results obtained for the longer
NS5A(191−369) construct.17 From the SSP scores, we can
identify three NS5A segments with α-helical propensities of
approximately 40% for H1 (residues 205−221) and H2
(residues 251−266) and approximately 50% for H3 (residues
292−306). As expected, only the SSP scores in the two SH3
interaction regions, B1 and B2, comprising helical segments H1
and H3, respectively, were affected by Bin1-SH3 binding.
Somewhat surprisingly, the population of α-helical structure
decreases upon binding: the SSP scores in segment B1 are
reduced to almost zero, while for B2, they are significantly

Figure 4. Chemical shift changes observed upon interaction of
NS5A(191−340) with Bin1-SH3 plotted as a function of the Bin1-
SH3 sequence (A) and mapped onto the Bin1-SH3 structure (B). (A)
On top of the histogram, the locations of the β-strands and loop
regions are shown. Chemical shift perturbations at NS5A(191−
340):Bin1-SH3 ratios of 1:1 and 1:0.5 are colored yellow and red,
respectively. Proline residues are represented by black diamonds. (B)
Regions that interact are colored green, whereas noninteracting
regions are colored white.
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reduced (although no 13C chemical shifts could be measured
for residues 214−217 and 302−309 because of extensive line
broadening). The observed NMR parameters, i.e., chemical
shifts, are population-weighted averages. Therefore, the differ-
ences observed between B1 and B2 might be due to the lower
binding affinity of B2 resulting in a reduced population of
NS5A molecules in complex with SH3 at the highest
NS5A:SH3 molar ratio (1:10) that was used. For B1, more
than 80% of the NS5A molecules are bound to SH3, while for
B2, this number is reduced to 65%.
Complementary information about the conformational

dynamics of NS5A in its free state and in complex with Bin1-
SH3 was obtained from 15N relaxation data (T1, T2, and
hetNOE), plotted in Figure 5B as a function of NS5A
sequence. Transiently populated helical segments H1, H2 and
H3 are characterized by hetNOE values higher than those of
the rest of the peptide chain, indicative of an increased level of
local order, as well as a longer T1 and a shorter T2, in agreement
with an increase in the effective local tumbling correlation time,
τC. As expected from the higher molecular weight of the
complex, when SH3 binds tumbling correlation time τC is
increased (longer T1 and shorter T2) in peptide regions B1 and
B2 that bind to the SH3 domain. This observation most likely
also explains the weak (or absent) NMR signals for the central
residues in the binding site. More surprisingly, the hetNOE
values of NS5A residues in the binding regions decrease upon
interaction with SH3, in agreement with a more flexible
structural ensemble. The interaction of NS5A with Bin1-SH3
via low-affinity binding sites B1 and B2 thus adds another
example of a “fuzzy” complex34−36 formed between a globular
protein domain and an intrinsically disordered protein (IDP).

■ DISCUSSION

Viruses extensively use the molecular machinery of the host cell
for either their own replication or to interfere with the cellular
defense mechanisms.37 Nonstructural protein 5A of the
hepatitis C virus is a prominent example for such a protein
that has multiple functions during the viral life cycle and
therefore needs to interact with a variety of viral and cellular

proteins.38 NS5A belongs to the group of IDPs for which
structural flexibility of the peptide chain presents a functional
advantage in terms of binding promiscuity, as well as a high
tolerance to mutations in the viral genome. Interactions are
often meditated by short linear motifs that mimic binding sites
of host proteins. A prominent example is the SH3 domain
binding via PxxP motifs. Three such PxxP motifs are found in
the low-complexity sequence LCS-2 of NS5A connecting
domains 2 and 3.20 Especially the second motif, PP2.2, was
shown to interact with various SH3 domains.21 In this work, we
used NMR spectroscopy to characterize these interactions at an
atomic level.

Canonical SH3 Binding of NS5A Mediated by its PxxP
Motifs (B3). The SH3 domains of the four selected proteins,
Src, Fyn, PI3K, and Bin1, all interact with NS5A via the PP2.2
motif located in the LCS-2 region, although with different
binding affinities. The strongest binder is the SH3 domain of
Bin1 that has the most negatively charged binding groove (see
Figure 1A). As the PP2.2 motif of NS5A is followed by three
positively charged residues (R357, K358, and R359), the high
affinity observed for Bin1-SH3 may be explained by additional
electrostatic interactions in the binding pocket that are less
efficient for the SH3 domains of kinases Src, Fyn, and PI3K.
Interestingly, some of our experimental results contradict

previous reports in the literature. First, we observe binding of
NS5A to Src-SH3, whereas no such interaction was detected in
pull-down experiments.21 This discrepancy may be explained by
the rather low affinity of NS5A for Src-SH3, and a large number
of other SH3 domains present in the cell that compete for
binding to NS5A. Second, the interaction of PI3K-SH3 with
NS5A was reported previously to be independent of the PxxP
motif in the LCS-2 region.39,40 However, while He et al.,39

according to their pull-down experiments, suggest that the 110
N-terminal residues are necessary for interaction, Street et al.40

conclude from their work on deletion mutants that the NS5A
region of residues 270−300 is indispensable for SH3 binding.
Our NMR results contradict both of these earlier findings,
clearly demonstrating that under in vitro conditions PI3K-SH3
behaves very much like the other SH3 domains studied here,
although we cannot completely rule out possible cross-talk

Figure 5. Structural and dynamical properties of NS5A(191−340) in its free (black) and Bin1-SH3-bound (red) states as derived from (A) CO and
Cα secondary chemical shifts and secondary structure propensities (SSP score) and (B) 15N relaxation (T1, T2, and hetNOE). The regions that form
transient α-helices H1−H3 are indicated at the top; the Bin1-SH3 binding regions are highlighted with gray bars.
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between binding regions B1 and B2 that is eliminated by the
deletion of the intermediate fragment. In addition, under in vivo
conditions where NS5A is attached to membranes and present
in a dimeric state, cooperativity or cross-talk between the
different binding sites might occur, which will influence the
interaction modes. Finally, ITC measurements with Fyn-SH3 in
complex with a short NS5A peptide containing the PP2.2
motif41 as well as SPR data for the complex of Fyn-SH3 with a
NS5A D2-D3 construct42 are in agreement with a Kd in the
submicromolar range, while our NMR observation of a fast
exchange process between the free and bound form points
toward a much lower binding affinity for this complex.
Noncanonical NS5A Binding to SH3 Domains Induces

an Order-to-Disorder Transition. Here we have shown that
NS5A interacts with SH3 domains via three distinct binding
regions, with one (B3) corresponding to the canonical PxxP
motif and the other two (B1 and B2) not containing such a
canonical SH3 recognition element. Both of these additional
binding sites are characterized by the presence of positively
charged residues, similar to the positively charged segment in
the C-terminal region of B3. These binding motifs, AKRRL for
B1 and LRKSRK for B2 (Figure 2C), are similar to the (R/
K)xx(R/K) motif that has been reported to bind Gads-SH35,6

and the (K/R)xxxxKx(K/R)(K/R) motif that also binds to the
Bin1-SH3 domain.8 In addition, as reported by Kojima et al.,8

these positively charged peptide motifs interact with Bin1-SH3
through a surface region very similar to what is used for binding
to PxxP motifs.
As noncanonical binding regions B1 and B2 correspond to a

large extent to NS5A chain segments with a high propensity
(40−50%) to exist in an α-helical conformation, we were also
interested in structural changes induced by SH3 binding. Often,
IDPs interact with their molecular targets via transiently
populated secondary structural elements (α-helices or β-
strands) that act as molecular recognition elements. Binding
occurs via a conformational selection process in which the
preformed structured conformation is stabilized in the complex,
and the IDP undergoes an apparent disorder-to-order
transition.43,44 However, it has also been reported that in
some cases the IDP stays disordered even when it is bound to
its target protein, forming a so-called fuzzy complex.34,35,45 One
of these examples concerns NS5A, for which it has been
reported 36 that domain 3 remains unstructured upon
interaction with the major sperm protein (MSP) domain of
VAPB forming a fuzzy complex. Here, in the case of the
interaction of Bin1-SH3 with the noncanonical NS5A binding
sites, we even observe an order-to-disorder transition, as the α-
helical propensity and local order parameters (hetNOEs) are
reduced upon complex formation. The fuzzy nature of the
complex adds an entropic contribution to the binding free
energy that otherwise seems to be governed by electrostatic
interactions between the positively charged residues of NS5A in
the binding region and the negatively charged interaction
surface of Bin1-SH3. The fact that the transiently formed α-
helices are not the recognition motifs for SH3 binding does not
exclude the possibility that these preformed structural elements
are of importance for interactions with other proteins. In that
case, we may speculate that binding of NS5A to SH3 domains
via these noncanonical binding sites inhibits binding to some
other (still unknown) protein(s), thus contributing to the
regulation of cellular processes by the virus.
At present, we can only speculate about the biological

relevance of the different NS5A binding sites and modes of

binding to SH3 domains. Bin1 is known to form dimers in vivo
through its BAR domain.46 One may thus argue that such Bin1
dimers can form a very stable complex with a single NS5A
molecule by simultaneously binding to the conventional PxxP
motif and one of the noncanonical binding regions. This may
allow translocation of Bin1 even at low cellular NS5A
concentrations. It has also been shown that the interaction of
Bin1 with NS5A inhibits its phosphorylation, although the exact
molecular mechanisms remain unknown.12 A possible role of
binding of Bin1-SH3 to the noncanonical binding regions in
NS5A is therefore the inhibition of phosphorylation by
preventing kinases from accessing the phosphorylation sites.
In conclusion, we have characterized the interaction of viral

protein NS5A with SH3 domains of several kinases and tumor
suppressor Bin1. Besides the well-know PxxP motif interacting
with the SH3 domain, we were able to identify two additional
binding regions in NS5A that bind at an SH3 surface location
similar to that of the PxxP motif, mainly through electrostatic
interactions. Surprisingly, the transiently formed α-helices that
are present in the binding regions of free NS5A are destabilized
in the NS5A−SH3 complex. These additional SH3 binding
modes may be important for the regulation of molecular
interaction and phosphorylation events that NS5A undergoes
during the viral life cycle.
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Résumé en français

Le but de cette thèse était double: il comprend des développements méthodo-
logiques RMN pour les protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées et l’application
de ces méthodes pour une système intrinsèquement désordonnée biologique-
ment important, la protein NS5A du virus hépatite C.

La première partie de cette thèse est une introduction sur les protéines
désordonnées, avec une partie spécifiquement consacrée aux protéines vi-
rales. Pour les protéines virales le désordre donne un avantage particulier,
résultant d’une tolérance aux mutations (permit par l’absence d’une struc-
ture stable), une évolution rapide et une adaptabilité à l’environnement plus
élevé. Les protéines désordonnées sont abondantes parmi les eukaryotes.
Leur abondance dans les domaines différent peut être évalué en utilisent des
prédicteurs de désordre. Deux prédicteurs de désordre ont été utilisées pen-
dant cette thèse, PONDR et IUPRED. A partir de la séquence des acides
aminés ces deux prédicteurs permettent d’identifier les régions ayant une
pré-disposition à être désordonné. Cependant, pour être capable d’étudier
la protéine avec des méthodes biophysiques on doit produire un échantillon.
Les protéines désordonnées sont habituellement produites par expession
en E. Coli. Leur marquage isotopique pour les études par spectroscopie
RMN est également possible aussi. Des problèmes de solubilité peuvent ap-
parâıtre lors de leur expression, ces problèmes proviennent de leur tendances
à agréger. Une des autres caractéristiques des protéines désordonnées est
leur susceptibilité à la dégradation protéolytique, qui est causée par la nature
très exposée de la chaine des acides aminés.

Différentes méthodes biophysiques peuvent être utilisées pour caractériser
les protéines désordonnées. La méthode la plus souvent utilisée au début
de la recherche sur les protéines désordonnées était la spectroscopie CD. Le
principe de cette méthode spectroscopique est de mesurer la différence entre
l’absorption d’une échantillon optiquement actif et la lumière circulairement
polarisé dans les sens gauche et droite. Cette méthode permet d’identifier
la proportion de structure secondaire présente dans la protéine. Une autre
méthode très utile pour la caractérisation des protéines désordonnées est la
diffusion de lumière statique (SLS) et dynamique (DLS). La SLS permet de
déterminer la masse moléculaire des particules présentes dans la solution. La
DLS permet l’identification de la différence dans la mobilité des particules et
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donc permet d’évaluer la polydispersité éventuelle. La diffusion de lumière
rayons-X de petits angles (SAXS) permet la mesure de rayon de gyration de
la molécules étant donné une monodispersité de la solution. La calorimetrie
de dosage isothermale (ITC) est une méthode utile pour la caractérisation
thermodynamique des interactions. Elle permet la mesure des constantes
de dissociation. La méthode RMN qui donne l’information la plus détaillé
sur les protéines désordonnées est introduit dans la deuxième partie de cette
thèse.

La spectroscopie RMN est une méthode très puissante pour la car-
actérisation des biomolécules avec une résolution atomique. Cependant, elle
a une sensibilité assez faible résultant des temps de mesures et/ou de la con-
centration d’échantillon requise élevés. Il y a quelques ans une méthode pour
augmenter la sensibilité des méthodes RMN a été mise au point à l’IBS. Les
séquences d’impulsion BEST et SOFAST celles-ci exploitent les fréquences
de résonances particulière des spins HN qui sont généralement observés en
RMN des protéines, en applicant des impulsions qui excitent selectivement
ces spins. Cette méthode permet d’augmenter la vitesse de relaxation T1
apparente. Comme la relaxation est plus rapide, un temps d’attente plus
court est suffisant pour le retour de la polarisation a l’équilibre. Pendant
cette thèse des expériences 3D BEST-TROSY ont été dévéloppés et car-
acterisés pour l’attribution rapide et efficace des protéines intrinsèquement
désordonnées. On a montré que les expériences BEST-TROSY permet-
tent d’obtenir une résolution et une sensibilité plus élevé pour les protéines
désordonnées que les expériences traditionnelles. En plus, pour faciliter
l’attribution, une méthode, BEST-TROSY-Pro-HNcoca(N) a été mis en
place. Celle-ci permet la détection sélective des pics de corrélation cor-
respondants aux acides aminés adjacent aux prolines. Cette expérience est
basée sur les déplacements chimiques distincts des azote amide des prolines
par rapport à tous les autres acides aminés. L’expérience inclut un trans-
fert sélectif d’aimantation aux noyeaux azotes des prolines, pendant que
l’évolution de l’aimantation est refocusé. En calculant la différence entre
deux spectres, le réference (ou l’impulsion sélective n’est pas appliqué) et
le transfert (ou l’impulsion sélective est appliqué) on observe uniquement
les pics de corrélation amides des acides aminés adjacent des prolines. De
plus, une experience a été dévéloppé, HETex-BEST-TROSY, qui permet
une détermination rapide des taux d’échanges des protons des amides avec
le solvant pour les protéines désordonnées.

La troisième partie de cette thèse comprend les resultats qu’on a obtenu
utilisent les méthodes précédemment dévéloppées pour la caractérisation
d’une fragment désordonné de la protéine NS5A du virus de l’hépatite C.
Cette protéin joue un rôle important dans la cycle de vie du virus, elle par-
ticipe au processus de réplication et à l’assemblage de la particule virale.
Cependant, les mécanismes exactes de son fonctionnement ne sont pas en-
core connus. Pendant cette thèse on a caractérisé la structure et dynamique
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des trois fragments de la protéine, dont le plus longue comprend les domaines
2 et 3 qui correspondent à la partie intrinsèquement désordonnée intégrale de
cette protéine. Les predicteurs de désordre IUPRED et PONDR ont donné
des scores de désordre très élevés pour le domaine 3, tandis que pour la
domaine 2 les scores était a la limite de désordre et ordre. La protéine a été
attribué avec des expériences de corrélation 3D BEST-TROSY qui ont été
introduits dans la deuxième partie de cette thèse. La structure secondaire a
été caractérisé avec un calcul des déplacement chimiques secondaires pour les
noyeaux Cα, C’, Cβ, Hα. Avec le comparaison des déplacements chimiques
on a identifié 4 régions avec des propensités significatifs de former des hélices
alphas et une region avec des déplacements chimiques secondaires partic-
uliers et quelques régions avec probablement des tendances faibles pour for-
mer des conformations étendues, comme des feuillet bêta. Les hélices alphas
transitoires H1b et H3 comprennent des résidus positivement chargés, tan-
dis que dans le domaine 3 la majorité des acides amines sont négativement
chargés. La dynamique a été caracterisé à deux températures, qui a montré
la présence d’hétérogénéité dans le domaine 3, où on aucune structure sec-
ondaire n’a pu être identifié a partir des déplacement chimiques secondaires.
De plus, la comparaison des données de relaxation et déplacement chimique
permet d’identifier des regions qui sont différentes, ce phénomène peut être
expliqué par la présence d’interaction àlongue distance. En observant la
séquence une correlation entre les charges et les interactions a pu être mis
en évidence. L’ensemble de ces informations permet de montrer que ces
interactions sont gouvernées par des forces électrostatiques.

L’interaction de NS5A avec le domaine SH3 de la protéine Bin1 a été
étudié. Le domaine SH3 reconnâıt les motif polyproline, NS5A possède 3
motifs polyproline. Les régions d’interaction entre NS5A et Bin1 SH3 ont été
déterminé en réalisent une titration par RMN. De manière surprenante, des
régions d’interaction sans motif polyproline ont pu être observé, mais ces
régions comprennent des groupes des acides aminés chargés positivement.
En résumé, jusqu’à un rapport équimolaire de NS5A et Bin1 on observe
des perturbations des déplacement chimiques pour les résidues autour des
motifs polyprolines avec un échange lent. De plus, on pouvait observer aussi
des petit perturbations des déplacements chimiques pour presque toutes les
résidues dans le domaine 3. Cependant, quand il y a un excès de Bin1 SH3,
on observe des perturbations des déplacements chimiques avec un échange
rapide autour des résidues positivement chargés dans les régions partielle-
ment structurées en hélice. Pour trouver une explication pour les petits
perturbations observés en domaine 3, la dynamique du complex 1:1 a été
comparé avec l’état libre de NS5A. Les mesures de relaxation ont montré
que le domaine 3 devient plus flexible dans le complexe que dans l’état libre.
Cette observation permet d’expliquer qu’une interaction à longue distance
peut être perturbé par l’interaction entre NS5A et Bin1 SH3.

NS5A étant une phosphoprotéine on a étudié sa a été étudié par spectro-
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scopie RMN in vitro. Trois kinases ont été testé, CK2, CK1 et PKA. Avec
le kinase CK2 on a observé 7 phosphorylations, dont 4 phosphorylation plus
rapides qui ont pu être mis en évidence avec un suivi en temps réel de la
phosphorylation par des éxperiences BEST-TROSY. PKA permet la phos-
phorylation d’une thréonine proche d’un motif polyproline. Le résultat des
phosphorylations par CK2 est une perturbation des déplacement chimiques
dans les régions comprenant de nombreaux résidus chargés positivement. Ce
phénomène étant probablement causé par une perturbation des interactions
électrostatiques.
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Les protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées sont caractérisées par un manque
de structure 3D stable et sont biologiquements actives dans cet état. La spec-
troscopie RMN est la méthode de choix pour leurs études à une résolution
atomiques, car la cristallographie aux rayons X ne permet pas leur étude
en raison de leur caractère hautement dynamique. Cependant, l’étude par
spectroscopie RMN de ces protéines est difficiles à cause du grand nombre
de recouvrement entre les signaux dans le spectre résultant de l’absence d’un
réseau de liaison hydrogène qui pourrait stabiliser la structure et permettre
d’obtenir une dispersion des signaux plus élevé. Un autre problème est la
sensibilité expérimentale car souvent le temps de mesure est limité en rai-
son de leur prédisposition à la dégradation protéolytique. Dans la première
partie de cette thèse les protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées sont intro-
duites. La deuxième partie porte sur la spectroscopie RMN des protéines
intrinsèquement désordonnées, des expériences RMN de type BEST-TROSY
sont présentées et sont montrées comme étant bien adapté pour l’étude
de protéines intrinsèquement désordonnées, en particulier pour celle avec
une grande étendue de structure résiduelle. Des expériences 3D BEST-
TROSY sont présentées pour leur attribution, une version proline-éditée per-
met d’aider à l’identification de ce type d’acide aminé et enfin l’expérience
HETex-BEST-TROSY qui permet une mesure rapide des taux de change
de solvants. Dans la troisième partie de cette thèse ces expériences RMN
sont appliquées pour l’étude de la région intrinsèquement désordonnés (do-
maines 2 et 3) de la protéine NS5A du virus de l’hépatite C (VHC). La
structure secondaire résiduel présente dans le fragment de la protéine est
analysée. La comparaison des données RMN sur trois constructions de la
protéine de différentes longueurs ainsi que les données de SAXS permet-
tent l’identification des interactions transitoires à longue portée entre les
différentes régions de cette protéine. En outre, les modes de liaison de ce
fragment de protéine à Bin1 domaine SH3 sont analysés. Enfin, les résultats
préliminaires obtenus sur l’étude de la phosphorylation de NS5A du VHC
par certaines kinases, qui ont été montrées comme biologiquement perti-
nents, sont présentés.
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Abstract in English

Intrinsically disordered proteins are characterized by a lack of a stable, 3D
structure and fulfill their biological role as such. NMR spectroscopy is the
method of choice for their atomic resolution studies, as X-ray crystallography
is not amenable to them due to their highly dynamic character. However,
NMR spectroscopic studies of these proteins are challenging, because of the
high extent of signal overlap in the spectra, resulting from the absence of a
hydrogen-bonding network that would lead to structuring and higher signal
dispersion. A further problem is experimental sensitivity as often measure-
ment time is limited due to their predisposition for proteolytic degradation.
In the fist part of this thesis intrinsically disordered proteins are introduced.
The second part focuses on NMR spectroscopy of IDPs, BEST-TROSY-
type NMR methods are presented and are shown to be well suited for large
IDPs, especially for those with high extent of residual structure. 3D BEST-
TROSY experiments are presented for assignment, a proline-edited version
for aiding amino acid-type identification, and the HETex-BEST-TROSY ex-
periment that allows rapid measurement of solvent exchange rates. In the
third part of this thesis NMR methods are applied for study of the entire
intrinsically disordered region (domains 2 and 3) of NS5A protein of hep-
atitis C virus. The residual secondary structure in this protein fragment
is analyzed. Comparison of NMR data on three protein constructs of dif-
ferent lengths together with SAXS data allows identification of transient
long range interactions between different regions of this protein. Further-
more, the binding modes of this protein fragment to Bin1 SH3 domain are
analyzed. Finally, the preliminary results obtained on investigation of phos-
phorylation of NS5A of HCV by certain kinases, reported to be biologically
relevant, are presented.
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